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ABSTRACT 

Mexican American teenagers have the highest birthrate of any Latino ethnic group in 

the U.S. Although programs for Anglo and African American teen fathers have demonstrated 

promising results in assisting young fathers to stay connected with their children and become 

more involved in parenting practices, research on and development of intervention programs 

for Mexican American teen fathers are limited. 

The primary goal of this study was to explore the experiences of being a Mexican 

American adolescent father. A second goal was to obtain information about the experiences 

of being a participant in a teen fathers group especially designed for adolescent fathers. In 

order to reach these goals, using a descriptive phenomenological qualitative approach, six 

adolescent fathers were interviewed three times each. 

Five life-world features emerged in this study: (a) putting me down, (b) experiencing 

my baby's mother's family, (c) being supported, (d) watching my fiiends fade away, and (e) 

looking around. Four phenomena of the lived experience were also identified: (a) not giving 

up and deciding to be a dad, (b) wanting to be a good father, (c) figuring out my relationships 

after becoming a father, and (d) telling in group the person I want to be. Results 

indicated that despite facing intense challenges in their lives, teen fathers who participated in 

the teen fathers group, remain committed to becoming good fathers for their children. 

Participants also identified positive experiences of the teen fathers group that assisted them in 

achieving this goal. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

"I just want to tell you that you just wasn't the father I really expected you to be. 
That, because of the problems you have as a dad. You would never pay attention to me while 
you were always drinking and stuff' (Raymundo). 

"I just want to ask you why weren't you ever there? Even though my stmggles were hard, I 
always tried to go and see you and my brother but you never made an effort to come see me. 
Cuz you were no daddy, you just were my father, the one who helped make me" (Juan). 

What happens when Mexican American teen fathers reflect on their relationships with 

their fathers? As part of a teen parenting program implemented in a mid-size southwestem 

community in Texas, participants had the opportunity to express the feelings they 

experienced as sons by writing letters to their fathers. Even though it is hard to listen to their 

stories and reflections, it is even more challenging to realize that they themselves are fathers. 

Potentially, they might repeat the same pattems that made them suffer as they were growing 

up (Capaldi, Pears, Patterson, & Owen, 2003). 

My desire to focus my dissertation on the lives of Mexican American teen fathers, as 

well as on their experiences as participants in the parenting program, originated from 

allowing myself to feel a variety of emotions as I drove home after each group for young 

fathers that I completed. As I heard their stories, I admired the courage they showed in their 

wiUingness to grapple with their issues. Working with them helped me to realize that, even 

though I experienced challenges in my childhood, I had many positive people in my life who 

were willing to listen to my stmggles, support me, and challenge me to discover my fiiU 

potential. Unfortunately, many young fathers have lacked such sources of support in their 

lives. Even sadder, many of them feel as if they are not worthy as human beings and blame 



themselves for the abuse and neglect they suffered. Instead of being able to express their 

sadness and loss, they engage in dmgs, iUegal behavior, and irresponsible sexual practices in 

order to screen out or numb the emotions that they might experience. 

Each time I leamed from their wounded hearts, I also experienced fear in my heart by 

thinking about their babies and their increased risk of being exposed to similar pattems of 

abuse and neglect (Fagot, Pears, Capaldi, Crosby, & Leve, 1998). It is at these times, 

emotionally intense, when it is essential for me to keep a dialogue with others who also see 

the reality of the lives of young fathers. One day, after talking with my supervisor about one 

of these challenging cases, I asked him: "How come you have decided to devote much of 

your professional life to estabhsh programs aimed at underserved and underprivileged 

populations?" He responded: "Because that is what needs to be done." This simple phrase 

meant a lot to me because I understood that reaching out to young fathers and their families 

was an act of justice more than an act of charity. 

The present research is a response to existing challenges urging professionals to 

create ".. .early intervention programs designed to facilitate the psychological fimctioning of 

young fathers in order to prevent the accumulation of problems that may impede the 

development of young fathers, their partners, and their children" (Florsheim, Moore, 

ZoUinger, MacDonald, & Sumida, 1999, p. 175). My experiences working with adolescents 

in Mexico and the United States is also part of my motivation to make a contribution toward 

creating a reality of justice for adolescent fathers and for Mexican American teen fathers. I 

had my íîrst contact with at-risk adolescents when I was a volunteer for a state program in 

Mexico that offered services to youth living and/or working in the streets. For nine years I 

worked as a volunteer in this program. After I received my bachelor's degree in clinical 



psychology, I coordinated a state program that provided services for street kids. However, it 

was not until I joined the Parent Empowerment Program PEP (a program established by 

faculty of the Marriage and Family Therapy program at Texas Tech University providing 

family therapy services for juveniles involved in the juvenile justice system) that I became 

closer to the reality experienced by Mexican American teen fathers and their needs. In 

addition to providing family therapy services to former clients who are teen fathers, I also 

designed and implemented a teen fathers group program. 

For me, it is not that we are "good people" because we implement these programs. 

For many teen fathers life has been hard, and comfort has been scarce. Working with them is 

about becoming responsible in reconstmcting a reality of injustice and indifference that we, 

as humanity, have created throughout the years. As Martin-Baro (1994) said of our role as 

mental health professionals: "The choice is between accompanying and not accompanying 

the poor and oppressed minorities in their effort to emerge into history, in their stmggle to 

constitute themselves as a new people" (p. 46). Without a doubt, adolescent parents, their 

children, and their families, experience an intense stmggle when trying to constitute 

themselves as new people based on the multiple problems associated with teen parenting as 

well as additional stressors associated with being a Latino/a. 

Scope of the Problem 

Despite the fact that the teenage birth rate has declined in the United States during the 

last decade, adolescent pregnancy and early childbearing continue to be a pressing social 

problem. The U.S. has the highest rate of teen pregnancy in the industrialized world (Singh & 

Darroch, 2000). Children of teenage mothers are at greater risk of suffering a variety of 



health, social, and economic disadvantages compared to the children bom to older women 

(Hofferth & Reid, 2002). Research shows that teen mothers are less likely than older mothers 

to gain adequate weight during pregnancy, increasing the risk of having a low-birth weight 

baby. Low-birth weight babies are more than 20 times as likely to die in their fírst year of life 

than are normal-weight babies (Berenson, 1997). Children of adolescent mothers also tend to 

have behavioral problems, academic difficulties, developmental delays, mild mental 

retardation, and low cognitive ability (Shearer et al., 2002). There is a strong relationship 

between adolescent mothers' psychological stress and increased risk of child abuse and 

maltreatment (Ethier, 2004). Finally, teen pregnancy represents a considerable economic cost 

for society. Most adolescent mothers are unmarried, and many of them end up poor and on 

welfare. Each year, the federal govemment spends approximately $40 billion to help families 

that began with a teenage birth (Flirm & Hauser, 1998). 

Because of the detrimental effects associated with adolescent motherhood, extensive 

research and a variety of intervention programs have been carried out with teen mothers. This 

is not the case for teen fathers (Mazza, 2002; Rozie-Battle, 2003). Research and public 

policies focused on teenage fatherhood remain minimal (Marsigho & Cohan, 1997). One of 

the reasons for the limited research with teen fathers refers to the fact that teen fatherhood 

has been approached as a teen motherhood phenomenon without paying attention to the 

different experiences that teen mothers and teen fathers live (Thomberry, Smith, & Howard, 

1997). This limitation is reflected not only by the way in which in which teen fatherhood is 

conceptualized but also by the way in which research with teen fathers is implemented. 

According to Marsiglio (1995), "A basic methodological shortcoming of sociological 

research on fathers to date is that much of it has relied on mother's reports of fathers' 



attitudes, patemal conduct, and father-child relationship quality...The nature of the problems 

associated with mothers' reports depends on whether mothers report on objective or 

subjective phenomena" (p. 12). 

Teen fathers are considered to be a high risk group based on the number of challenges 

they face such as fínancial diffículties, educational barriers, relationship instability, 

involvement in deviant behavior, and lack of developmental maturity (Marsiglio & Cohan, 

1997). It is particularly important to examine the way in which vulnerability in multiple 

domains is experienced by teen fathers in contrast to teen mothers (Futris & Dean, 2003). 

Therefore, it is essential to assess the various levels of the teen fathers' ecology (e.g., 

personality, family, school, neighborhood) in order to identify and understand the particular 

challenges that they experience (Thomberry et al., 1997). Such research is imperative 

because many teen fathers have been exposed to a variety of forms of abuse, which in tum 

are associated with anxiety, depression, delinquency, and physical problems. If untreated, 

adolescent fathers are at increased risk of continuing pattems of abuse and neglect with their 

own children and subsequent generations (Wark, Kmczek, & Boley, 2003). In addition, 

because adolescence by itself is a particularly challenging stage of human development, the 

experience of becoming a father is likely to be much more stressftil for adolescents than for 

older fathers (Kiselica, 1999). 

A motive of concem refers to the fact that much of the research and intervention 

programs for teen fathers have focused on Anglo^ and Afirican American teen fathers 

(Hemandez, 2002). However, Latinos/as have become the largest ethnic minority group in 

the U.S. (U.S. Census, 2000). According to national statistics, birth rates for teenage Latinas 

' Because Latinos/as are defíned by language and culture, not by race/ethnicity, the term "Anglo," instead of 
"White," will be used to described non Latinos/as of European ancestry. 



continue to be the highest when compared to other ethnic groups (Martin et al., 2004). 

Furthermore, when the birthrate for Latinas is divided by commonwealth/ coimtry of origin 

(e.g., Puerto Rican, Mexican American, Cuban American), Mexican American teenagers 

have the highest birthrate. Based on this, teen pregnancy and childbearing constitute an 

important concem for Mexican American communities (Hemandez, 2002). 

Purpose of the Studv 

The primary goal of this study was to explore the experiences related to fatherhood, 

as described by a group of Mexican American adolescents who were participants in a teen 

fathers group. A second research goal was to obtain information that would assist me to 

modify and improve the curriculum of the teen fathers group. 

Although intervention programs for Anglo and African American teen fathers have 

demonstrated promising results in assisting young fathers to stay connected with their 

children and become more involved in parenting practices (Kisehca, 1999), research and 

development of intervention programs for Latino teen fathers continue to be limited (Lesser, 

Tello, Koniak-Griffín, Kappos, & Rhys, 2001). 

Because of limited empirical support, society tends to label adolescent fathers as 

negligent and irresponsible (Winstanley, Meyers, & Florsheim, 2002). One damaging result 

of such stereotypes has been the way policymakers and professionals view teen parenthood, 

resulting in a primary focus on serving mothers and ignoring adolescent fathers (Kahn & 

Bolton, 1986). However, there is evidence that teen fathers want to be involved throughout 

the pregnancy, are willing to contribute financially and emotionally, and are concemed about 

their responsibilities as fathers (Rozie-Battle, 2003). 



The Development of the Teen Fathers Group 

As a result of implementing the PEP program in the community, we realized that 

there was a lack of programs focused on addressing the challenges experienced by teen 

fathers. Probation offícers also expressed their concem to clinicians of the PEP program 

regarding the lack of adequate resources in the community for adolescent fathers. 

As a result, I developed a group curriculum for teen fathers in Summer 2003 with the 

special commitment to challenging stereotypes depicting teen fathers as irresponsible and 

focused solely on self (Winstanley et al., 2002). I designed the first draft of the group 

curriculum based on my clinical experience with high-risk adolescents and their families. I 

also reviewed the literature to incorporate the most relevant information of child 

development, child care, and effective parenting. Participants were paid $15 for attending 

each session and completing the homework assignments consisting of three letters. A closed 

group experience consisting of six 2-hour sessions was designed, incorporating clinical and 

psycho-educational interventions. To date, four groups have been implemented with a total of 

14 participants referred to the PEP program by the Juvenile Justice Department. Six teen 

fathers were not able to complete the group curriculum because they were arrested for 

violation of probation (e.g., dmg use relapse) or new charges (e.g., burglary). 

Because promotion of tmst is a key element for a successfiil group experience 

(Yalom, 1995), ground mles were established in the begirming of each group in order to 

protect participants' confídentiality. Teen fathers were encouraged to keep confidential the 

information shared in sessions. Participants were advised regarding attendance mles and the 

way in which respect was a first priority of the group process. The first three sessions of each 

group were focused on family of origin issues and exploration of their commitment as 



fathers. In these sessions, each participant was exposed to intense emotional work and invited 

to tell his own story as a young father. Each teen father was also advised of his right not to 

disclose experiences that he did not want to share. Participants were told that if they chose 

not to participate verbally, they were stiU required to remain attentive and respectfiil when 

others shared their stories. 

Even though teen fathers typically did not know each other at the beginning of the 

group, as the group progressed, they began tmstíng other participants as well as group leaders 

and became emotionally vulnerable and wiUing to share their personal stmggles in depth. 

In addition to group discussions and presentations, participants were required to write three 

letters in order to process in depth their family of origin experiences as well as their 

experiences as fathers. Because group participants expressed intense stmggles in the 

relationships with their fathers, teen fathers wrote a fírst letter addressed to their fathers. 

Participants were assured that they were in control of their letters and that they were going to 

decide what they wanted to do with the letters. As a result, participants wrote letters 

expressing a variety of emotions associated with the relationship with their fathers ranging 

from sadness to fhistration and anger. The second letter was addressed to the participants 

themselves, by themselves, pretending that they were their fathers. Adolescents were asked 

to write about what they wished their fathers had said to them. Finally, the third letter was 

addressed to their children. Teen fathers were particularly descriptive about the love tiiey felt 

for their children and the ways in which they wanted to remain committed to them. Letters 

were included in group discussions only if teen fathers expressed their willingness to do so. It 

is noteworthy that by the sixth session, all teen fathers decided to share their letters with 

other group members and group leaders. 



In addition to providing a safe space for teen fathers to share their losses, fears, 

conflicts, as well as their hopes and dreams, the program actively encouraged them to be 

accountable for their actions. Themes such as personal responsibility, the commitment of 

being a father, and moral development were processed with them. The psycho-educational 

component of the group curriculum, which was addressed during the last three sessions, 

included themes such as basic child development, infant care, prevention of abuse and 

neglect, and fundamental parenting skiUs. 

In addition to stmcturing experiential exercises for participants, I strove to 

conceptuahze participants' challenges as embedded in their social contexts. Lemer, 

ViUarmel, and Castellino (1999) strongly advocate for understanding youth behavior as the 

result of complex relationships between an individual and her/his context. According to this 

view, problematic behaviors in adolescents need to be understood by considering the 

interactions between adolescents and their families, neighborhood, and society. Therefore, 

Mexican American teen fathers may experience, in addition to becoming fathers, unique 

challenges that are related to their socio-historical context such as stress due migration or 

racism (Hemandez, 2002). 

It is important to consider that participants in the present sample had a history of 

delinquent behavior and were in probation when they participated in group. They were 

referred by their probation offícers to the PEP program. Therefore, I want to highlight that 

participants of this study are not representative of Latino or Mexican American teen fathers 

in the larger population. The delinquent behaviors showed by participants in this study are 

closely related to challenging backgrounds in which these teen fathers faced intense 

challenges such as physical and emotional abuse, father abandonment, extreme fmancial 



diffícuhies, early exposure to violence, dmg addiction, and racial discrimination. Therefore, I 

consider that the stories described by participants of this study constitute a living testimony 

of the powerfiil sense of resihence and resolution that they have developed in face of 

adversity. 

As a result of implementing the teen fathers group and witnessing the growth of 

participants, I realized that there was a need to assess and improve the teen fathers' group 

curriculum. Even though the content of the program covered a variety of topics that I 

considered relevant for teen fathers, I had always stmggled with the fact that the design of 

the program originated at my desk and was based on my worldview. Furthermore, even 

though I tried to explore a variety of life experiences of participants, the restrictions that time 

limits placed on the program prevented me from listening in more depth to the participants' 

descriptions of what it is like to be a teen father. Therefore, the present research project 

focused on addressing the aforementioned limitations by listening to the voices of 

participants describing their experiences as teen fathers and group participants. 

Research Design and Descriptive Phenomenology 

Rather than privileging my interpretation of teen fathers' lives, I wanted to leam fi-om 

group participants as they described their experiences in their own words. I believe that the 

richness of the teen fathers program can be improved by having a fírst person description of 

what is like to be a teen father and what teen fathers see as the most helpful aspects of 

participating in a parenting program especially designed for them. 

I chose a phenomenological tradition to guide this study because the purpose of 

descriptive phenomenology is to describe experience as it is lived and understood by people 

10 



(Husseri, 1970). I followed the guidelines provided by Porter (1994, 1995) because she 

created a methodology that combines methodological rigor with philosophical inspiration 

based on phenomenological principles (Porter, 1998). 

FoUowing Porter's guidelines (1998), I completed the foUowing research activities: 

(a) I bracketed knowledge regarding the experiences of Mexican American teen fathers. I 

achieved this by reviewing literature on teen fatherhood and by reflecting on my clinical 

work with teen fathers; (b) I continued to reflect on my own experiences as I implemented 

the study and kept a written record of such reflections; (c) I spent time with participants 

through a series of interviews and focused on their experiences as they were being described 

to me, instead of viewing them from the perspective of constmcts or preconceived ideas; (d) I 

analyzed data by immersing myself in a process of describing, comparing, distinguishing, 

presupposing, and inferring participants' intentions; (e) I engaged in a dialogue with 

coUeagues about the data, and (f) I integrated bracketed knowledge into the analysis. 

As a result of having implemented this research, I hope to honor the experiences of 

these teen fathers and their courage to face adversity. I also remain profoundly grateful to 

participants because they allowed me to witness the way in which, despite the challenges 

they have faced throughout their lives, they have continued to emerge into their own history 

and commit themselves to the creation of new legacies of love, commitment, and justice for 

their children and their families. Finally, I hope to be successful in transmitting their message 

to others. As one participant who was incarcerated at the time of the fínal interview 

expressed to me: 

Well.. .1 know this is the last time we meet.. .words go a long way.. .and what you tell 
to anybody goes a long way... my words are reaching you and these words go out to 
the free.. .and ten years from now, they can still be used.. .1 really hope my words can 
affect somebody. 

II 



CHAPTERII 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Becoming a teen father is an intense cognitive and emotional experience because the 

adolescent is facing the particular challenges of adolescence as well as the expected changes 

in identity and life style that are a natural consequence of fatherhood. Taking into 

consideration the stressors that teen fathers face as well as the potential consequences of their 

decisions regarding involvement as a parent, it becomes clear that there is an urgent need for 

the development of programs capable of assisting young fathers in becoming actively 

involved in their children's lives (Marsiglio & Cohan, 1997). In the case of Latino and 

Mexican American teen fathers, additional research exploring their experiences as fathers 

continues to be necessary (Coltrane, Parke, & Adams, 2004; Hemandez, 2002). This study 

has the purpose of making a contribution to such needs. 

Four major objectives will be met in this literature review. First, I wiU provide 

relevant literature on the challenges experienced in adolescence and the way in which they 

are related to teenage fatherhood. Particular attention will be given to the way in which teen 

fatherhood relates to masculine development. The most relevant research conducted among 

teen fathers wiU be reviewed with a special emphasis on understanding the critical role of 

cultural sensitivity when conducting research with Latino and Mexican American teen 

fathers. 

The second objective is to offer a review of several theoretical frameworks that I fmd 

extremely useful in my clinical work with adolescent fathers. These frameworks are 

attachment theory, ambiguous loss theory, contextual family therapy theory, and the 

12 



emerging theory of resilience. Such frameworks have helped me in reaching a better clinical 

understanding of the major stmggles that young fathers experience, and these frameworks 

have also played an important role in the design of the clinical interventions that I conducted 

in the workshops for teen fathers. 

The third goal is to address the importance of developing preventive parenting 

programs especially designed for Latino and Mexican American teen fathers. I will highlight 

the need to assess issues of cultural sensitivity in the process of development and 

implementation of such programs, as well as the unique benefíts of using group process as an 

intervention modality. 

Finally, the last objective of the literature review is to assist me in conducting an 

active process of bracketing, that is, setting aside preconceived ideas and biases in order to 

participate in the data coUection and analysis with an open mind (Porter, 1998). By 

bracketing such preconceived information, a researcher can adopt an open-ended perspective 

on the phenomena under study. This literature review, besides serving as the foundation for 

my study, wiU also contribute to the process of bracketing, essential in order to identify my 

preconceptions and personal biases as I engage in the implementation of this study, 

Adolescence 

Adolescence is defined as the period of time between the initiation of puberty and the 

gradual acquisition of rights and responsibilities characteristic of adulthood (Lemer & 

Spanier, 1980). Even though age has been used as a criterion for identifying adolescence, 

such an indicator serves only for convenience purposes (e.g., identification of a target 

population for delivery of services). In contrast, a number of scholars have considered that 
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biological changes are a better indicator of adolescence onset. Furthermore, it is particularly 

important to keep in mind that pattems of development vary across individuals and that 

teenagers are not a developmentally homogenous group (Montemayor, 1986). 

Erikson (1963) defíned adolescence as the stage of identity development. Adolescents 

experience a variety of physical, cognitive, emotional, and interpersonal changes. The 

successful resolution of the challenges that these changes represent provides adolescents with 

the necessary resources for the achievement of a personal identity, a unique sense of 

responsibility, and the capacity to maintain intimate relationships. Such characteristics are 

clear indicators of an individual's readiness to transition to adulthood (Dworetzky, 1995). 

Mature thought, a clear sense of purpose, and the capacity for intimacy and commitment are 

essential characteristics of adulthood; deficiencies in any of these areas are predictive of 

problematic parenting as a teen father (Kiselica, 1995). 

Biological Development 

Biological events, such as gains in height and weight, along with increases in 

hormonal secretion and the appearance of secondary sex characteristics are among the most 

salient indicators that the individual has reached biological adolescence (Dworetzky, 1995). 

An important concept related to the biological development during adolescence is 

"maturational timing." Although the research exploring the effects of differences in 

maturation among adolescents has reached contradictory findings, the weight of the evidence 

indicates that adolescents who experience early maturation have an advantage in different 

aspects of their social and emotional functioning. When compared to late-maturing peers. 
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early-maturing adolescent boys are more likely to be leaders and are considered more 

attractive and popular by their peers (Brooks-Gunn, Petersen, & Eichom, 1999). 

The relationship between biological change, time of maturation, and teenage 

parenthood continues to be an area of future exploration. Therefore, issues related to 

biological development during adolescence should always be considered an important 

variable when analyzing dynamics of adolescent fatherhood (Marsiglio & Cohan, 1997). 

Cognitive Development 

The transition from thinking in terms of concrete objects to the ability to think in 

terms of hypothetical relationships is one of the major cognitive changes that can be observed 

in adolescents (Piaget, 1999). The increased capacity for abstract thinking allows adolescents 

to perceive and experience their world and personal relationships in more comprehensive and 

complex ways than they could previously (Dworetzky, 1995). 

The arrival at the formal operations stage of Piaget's theory is an indication of 

successful development; however, caution must be used because such an indicator may show 

important cultural variations. After conducting cross-cultural research on adolescent 

development with participants from seven cultures, Scott and Scott (1998) found clear 

differences in parenting styles, familial coping mechanisms, and type of cognitive abilities 

developed by children. By considering the importance of culture and environment, these 

researchers wamed about".. .the danger of generalizing from data which comes from only 

one sample, only one data source, and a narrow range of highly selected variables" (p. 138). 

The diversity of changes in cognitive development and the cultural aspects 

influencing such variations, have a direct relationship with adolescent fathering. First, h is 
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important for teen fathers to become aware of the developmental changes occurring in 

themselves. Second, adolescents need to understand the concept of cognitive development 

and not expect that their own children will be at the same developmental stage as themselves. 

Third, when delivering services to adolescent fathers, it is essential to realize that teen fathers 

wiU have differences in the level of cognitive development that they have achieved (Kiselica, 

1999). For example, some adolescents may acquire new concepts through reading and 

lectures (formal operations), others may need interventions based on experience and trial and 

error leaming. Finally, young fathers might need assistance in identifying specific cues from 

theirbabies. Once the cues are identified, the development and implementation of specifíc 

plans of action based on such information are required. Therefore, teen fathers need to 

generate and test hypotheses, implement specifíc interventions, and evaluate their 

effectiveness. However, the challenge for young fathers resides in the fact that they have not 

fuUy developed many of these cognitive abilities (Palkovitz, 1996). 

Identity Development 

The concept of identity crisis developed by Erik Erikson (1963) has been one of the 

most influential theoretical models addressing issues of identity development during 

adolescence (Waterman, 1999). According to Erikson's theory, "Optimal identity formation 

should show itself through commitment to those work roles, values, and sexual orientation 

that best fit one's own unique combination of needs and talents" (Kroger, 1996, p. 20). 

Failure to achieve a clear identity wiU result in role confusion which wiU lead to barriers to 

achieving important goals of subsequent stages such as the capacity to establish intimate 
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relationships or the ability to engage in generativity, contributing to the welfare of family and 

the larger social group (Erikson, 1963). 

When the identity crisis remains unresolved, the individual is said to have a diffuse 

identity (Marcia, Waterman, Matteson, Archer, & Oriofsky, 1993), characterized by low self-

esteem, impulsivity, and little autonomy. Such individuals also stmggle with establishing and 

maintaining intimate relationships and ".. .seem to lack any real sense of self to contribute to 

a dyad or group. Generally, diffusions give the sense of lacking any central core" (Kroger, 

1996, p. 38). 

Adolescent fathers experiencing identity conflision may fínd fathering to be 

particularly stressful, threatening, and difficult. Some of the challenges that young fathers 

may experience include a serious stmggle to accept their commitment as a father, not 

wanting to be actively involved in the care of the baby, experiencing deep insecurities if they 

consider that they are competing with their own child for the child's mother's attention, and 

maintaining a connection with the child if the relationship with the mother is raptured. In 

addition, and as a result of a forced premature commitment, adolescents may alter their own 

process of development with potential consequences for personality, moral, and intimate 

development (Montemayor, 1986). It is precisely the capacity to establish and maintain 

intimate relationships that often plays a cracial role in the quality of parenting that young 

fathers may be able to offer to their children. 

Interpersonal Development 

Intimacy not only refers to sexual intercourse but it also encompasses the ability to 

"...commh oneself to a relationship, even when such commitment may call for apersonal 
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sacrifíce or compromise" (Kroger, 1996, p. 27). Failure to accomplish this type of intimate 

relationship can resuh in isolation and the inability to be genuine with another human being, 

establish a long term relatíonship, and remain committed to one's offspring (Kroger, 1996). 

According to Erikson, intimacy cannot be achieved until identity issues are resolved. 

Therefore, early adolescence relationships serve more the purpose of self-defínitíon rather 

than intímacy (Dworetzky, 1995). 

The notíon that intimacy can be achieved only after a series of identity tasks have 

been completed continues to be challenged by contemporary scholars. When exploring 

adolescent friendships with same-sex partners, Roy and Benenson (2000) concluded that 

there is a need for redefining the constract of intimacy because at different ages, adolescents 

engage in a variety of experiences and interactions that can be considered intimate. Under 

these lenses, a broader conceptualization of intimacy refers to a variety of behaviors that 

support affective joining (McNelles & Connolly, 1999). By considering that intimacy may be 

present in a variety of behaviors and pattems of interactions, researchers strongly caution 

against narrow definitions of intimacy (Seiffge-Krenke, 2000). Instead, a broader 

understanding of intimacy is encouraged, along with an acknowledgment that intimacy 

should be understood as a cultural and ethnic experience with various levels of complexity 

and that a Eurocentric defmition of such concept should be avoided (Winstanley et al., 2002). 

In sum, there is a need for a new understanding of adolescent intimacy. Such new 

understanding should consider the multiple pattems and diverse expressions of emotional 

connectíon experienced by adolescents (Shulman, Laursen, Kalman, & Karpovsky, 1997). 

Based on the fact that empirical research related to intimacy development among adolescent 

fathers in racially diverse populations is extremely limited (Winstanley et al, 2002), there is 
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an urgent need for exploring this phenomenon in ethnic minority populations in order to 

generate a theory on intimacy driven by lived experiences of adolescent fathers. 

Moral Development 

Lawrence Kohlberg (1999) has stressed the importance of considering moral 

development as a phenomenon that takes place across stages. According to Kohlberg, 

promoting Socratic discussions about moral dilemmas leads up to "...upward moral 

development that is significantly greater than that demonstrated by control classrooms 

without such discussions. Building on these fíndings, I suggested an approach to moral 

education based on the idea of moral stages" (p. 84). Furthermore, Kohlberg asserted the 

need for moral education because ".. .it is trae by necessity in a world in which children 

engage in stealing, cheating, and aggression and in which one caimot wait until children 

reach the fífth stage [of moral development] in order to deal directly with their moral 

behavior" (p. 84). Kohlberg believed that moral education is justified as long as the 

children's rights were protected by a process of democratic leaming in which rights of 

students and teachers were equally recognized. 

Kohlberg's exhortatíon for moral education has social relevance, especially when 

considering that reports of moral research conducted among adults have shown that only 

15% of adults over 35 function at their highest level of moral reasoning (Colby, Kohlberg, 

Gibbs, & Lieberman, 1983). Kohlberg's theory of moral development is composed of three 

levels, and each level is composed by specifíc categories. Individuals at the first level of 

development inform their actions based on the perceived consequences for the self Decisions 

about right or wrong are related to the avoidance of punishment and immediate gratifícation. 
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At Level 2, individuals guide their actions based on the expectations of the family, social 

groups, or the nation, as they are valuable for their own sake. At Level 3, although 

individuals may identify with larger systems in their process of moral reasoning, such 

influences are considered relative to other orders such as personal ethical standards, values, 

and consideration for other human beings. Morality is intemalized and increasingly 

influenced by adherence to ethical principles, a notion of justice, a concem for equality in 

human rights, and a profound respect for human dignity (Lemer, 2002). Therefore, the 

preservation of dignity of every human being is the primary motivating force in considering 

what is just or what is right or wrong (Kroger, 1996). 

Adolescent fathers who have shown a higher degree of commitment towards their 

partners and children, compared to those teen fathers who have not shown such commitment, 

have reported that their children engage in fewer behavioral problems at school (Lamb et al., 

1999). Therefore, addressing issues of moral development is an action that needs to be taken 

into consideration when working with teen fathers. Research on the association between 

moral development and teen fatherhood is scarce, even though morality is a key issue in 

determining the extent to which young fathers commit to their children or not. A number of 

questions remain to be answered regarding the level of moral development and its impact on 

quality of adolescent fathering. 

Gender Roles and Teen Fatherhood 

Adolescents are permanently exposed to stereotyped portrayals of men and women 

(Yanowitz & Weathers, 2004). Particularly, adolescent males may straggle in trying to fulfíU 
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masculine roles associated with the attainment of power in society (Galambos, Almeida, & 

Petersen, 1999). 

Young males are encouraged to achieve independence, present an image of emotional 

toughness, and are also ".. .taught to feel ashamed of their needs for support and nurturance" 

(Spielberg, 1999, p. 27). When the adoption of masculine roles is taken to an extreme, 

dangerous outcomes can take place because ".. .getting ahead, putting others down, beating 

them, and in some cases, humiliating them become the outstanding goals in the integration of 

interpersonal relationships.. .The manifestation of the need for tendemess is linked with an 

inability to be successfully rathless" (p. 27). 

Male socialization may also be associated with feelings of hostility toward and 

rejection of femininity (Russell & Trigg, 2004). Research indicates that school boys who 

show traditional masculine characteristics such as aggressiveness and dominance, are less 

likely to be bullied than boys who show traditional characteristics associated with femininity 

such as warmth and sensitivity (Young & Sweeting, 2004). Therefore, adolescent males 

experience the social pressure of conforming with gender role expectations that teach them to 

reject any sign of femininity or any other male who takes on feminine qualities (Blakemore, 

2003). 

Sexuality is another area of development that is greatly influenced by gender role 

scripts. "If adolescents view males as dominant and aggressive and females as passive and 

submissive, adolescents are more likely to become sexually active and fail to use 

contraceptives" (Scott-Jones & White, 1990, p. 134). Male adolescents holding stereotyped 

views of gender roles "may view sexual relations as male conquests... Beginning sexual 
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activity is likely to be related to adolescents' perceptions of the transition to adulthood" (p. 

134). 

As a resuh of living in a social environment that expects adolescent males not to 

show vulnerability, young men may also experience the challenge of not being able to 

express vulnerability and feelings of inadequacy (Menvielle, 1998). Furthermore, evidence 

indicates that".. .a male's hostility toward women may be a manifestation of dissatisfaction 

with himself in many spheres of life. Males who experience feehngs of inadequacy based on 

their perceived lack of power, are likely to be hostile towards other women" (Cowan & 

Mills, 2004). 

And it is precisely fathers who play an important role in teaching their children the 

power of emotional vulnerability, warmth, respect, and commitment in relationships. 

Masculine characteristics of the father ".. .are much less important in the formation of their 

children than the father's warmth and the closeness and nature of his relationship with his 

child" (Lamb, 1986, p. 14). Given the important influence that gender-role socialization has 

in the shaping of identity of young fathers, it becomes imperative for parents and educators to 

".. .help rear young boys who are more attachment seeking and not ashamed of their needs 

for love and caretaking.. .It may be that such visions are the most powerful inoculation we 

have against a growing culture of destractiveness and despair" (Spielberg, 1999, pp. 33-34). 

Research on Teen Fathers 

Although research on fathers has increased during the last three decades (Roggman, 

Fitzgerald, Bradley, & Raikes, 2002), studies on teen fathers continue to be limhed (Lesser et 

al., 2001). Therefore, the need to conduct research with adolescent fathers is imperative 
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because such knowledge wiU lay the ground for the development of prevention and 

intervention programs for this population (Marsiglio & Cohan, 1997). 

Existing research indicates that problematic areas for teen fathers include a variety of 

emotional reactions to pregnancy, straggles associated with responsibility issues, insecurity 

about being an effective father, lack of contact with the child, disrapted educational goals, 

fínancial diffículties, conflicts in the relationship with their partners, and fmally, a whole 

range of emotional reactions to pregnancy and childbearing, such as anger, depression, and 

suicidal ideation (Achatz & MacAlIum, 1994; Hardy & Zabin, 1991). A particularly stressful 

issue for teen fathers is the way in which their interpersonal relationships have been affected 

by fatherhood. Teen fathers have reported that as a result of becoming fathers, they have 

experienced a variety of conflicts with their family of origin, the mother of their baby and her 

family, and obstacles in maintaining close contact with their children (Florsheim et al., 

1999). 

Even though this type of research is useful because it identifies areas of conflict as 

reported by teen fathers, there is also a need to explore the ways in which adolescent fathers 

adapt to fatherhood (Florsheim et al., 1999). For example, an important area of research on 

teen fathers relates to their motivation to be actively involved in parenting. Despite the fact 

that teen fathers have been discriminated against, condemned, judged, and ignored by adults 

(Beymer, 1995), research indicates that most teen fathers express a wiUingness to support the 

adolescent mother before and after the pregnancy and remain involved in the lives of their 

children (Achatz & MacAIIum, 1994). This willingness to remain committed has been 

reported even in teen fathers who have serious fínancial limitatíons (Wistanley et al., 2002). 
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Despite the expressed commitment, problems arise when teen fathers do not have the 

emotíonal, cognitive, and financial resources to engage in effective parenting. Studies 

suggest that teen fathers experiencing psychological disorders are at increased risk for 

engaging in negative parenting practíces (Clark, Moss, Kirisci, & Mezzich, 1997). This 

finding is particularly important since "longitudinal and epidemiological research clearly 

indicate that family environments characterized by harsh or inconsistent discipline, poor 

monitoring, and an inability to solve problems are strongly associated with increased risk for 

antisocial outcomes" (Snyder & Stoolmilller, 2002). Coercive processes, consisting of 

intense escalations that use aversive consequences in order to interrapt disrapting infant 

behavior, are set in motion when the infant is 10 to 18 months of age (Patterson, 2002). It 

becomes imperative to assess teen fathers' use of methods of discipline when attempting to 

control their children's behavior. Furthermore, it is necessary to explore the way in which 

effective parenting practices can be taught to young fathers (Marsiglio & Cohan, 1997). 

Therefore, sources of support are a relevant area of research when exploring the role of 

signifícant others in assisting young fathers in the development of the skiUs required to face 

the dilemmas associated with parenting (Fagot et al., 1998). 

More empirical knowledge is needed regarding adolescent parenting, child care, and 

preventíon of abuse and neglect. Although maltreating parents often have a history of 

maltreatment in their own childhood (Haapasalo, 1999), intergenerational transmission of 

child abuse can be prevented (Capaldi et al., 2003). Therefore, h becomes imperative to 

continue to explore the heightened risks for abuse and neglect associated with teen parenting 

as well as the ways in which effective parenting can eliminate such risks (Mazza, 2002). 
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An addkional area of needed research refers to exploring the relationship between the 

teen father's own father absence and experiences of fatherhood. Up to date, an extensive 

number of studies have explored the effects of father absence: 

The now-voluminous literature reveals a number of developmental domains in which 
children growing up in fatherless families are disadvantaged relative to peers 
growing-up in two-parent families. Specifícally, the research literature is replete with 
studies focused on psychosocial adjustment, behavior and achievement at school, 
educational attainment, employment trajectories, involvement in antisocial and 
criminal behavior, and the ability to establish and maintain intimate relationships. 
Such fmdings are evident in both small-scale studies as well as large representative 
surveys. (Lamb, 2002, p. 171) 

Of particular concera are the potential associations between juvenile delinquency, 

antisocial behavior, gang membership, and father absence. Such extemalizing behavior is 

related to the fact that the absence of a father may ".. .create an environment of confusion and 

for many, a yeaming that cannot be satisfíed" (Stokes, 2003, p. 8). In addition, and as a result 

of attachment losses, the danger for repeating cycles of anger is especially salient for fathers 

(Cowan, Cohn, Cowan, & Pearson, 1996). Therefore, the need to explore the way in which 

father absence influences the parenting experiences of teen fathers continues to be a priority. 

A fínal area of research with important implications for the well-being of teen fathers 

and their families is the relationship that teen fathers have with their partners and the 

dynamics associated with collaborative parenting. When exploring these issues, Futris and 

Dean (2003) found that the teen father's perception of reduced hostility and tension in the co-

parenting relationship influenced his parenting behavior in important ways. Young fathers 

who perceive the relationship with the mother of their baby as conflictual are at higher risk of 

becoming less supportive of the babies' mothers. As a result, a mother may discourage or 

impede the father's involvement with their child. Conflict between the teen parents influence 

the extent of fathers' involvement with their children (Fagan, Bamett, Bemd, & Whheman, 
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2003). Even if the teen father is not involved in a romantic relationship with the mother of his 

baby, the quality of the co-parenting relationship is directly related to their parenting 

practices (Adler-Baeder & Abell, 2003; Madden-Derdich, Herzog, & Leonard, 2003). 

Therefore, there is a need to íurther understand the different co-parenting dynamics 

associated with a high quality of teen parenting behavior. 

Rescarch on Latino and Mexican American Teen Fathers 

The knowledge regarding dynamics of teen parenting among at-risk populations 

continues to be limited (Florsheim et al., 1999). Despite the fact that teen pregnancy among 

Mexican American adolescents continues to be the highest when compared to other ethnic 

groups, including other Latino groups, the research conducted with this population is limited 

(Hemandez, 2002). Despite of the fínancial limitations that Latino and Mexican American 

teen fathers face, young fathers develop ways of remaining involved in their children's life. 

Of particular interest for the present study is the finding that such efforts of connecting with 

their children are highly influenced by culture (Danziger & Radin, 1990). 

It is essential to consider the role of socio-ecological factors in the involvement of 

teen fathers with their children. Factors such as neighborhood, cultural heritage, and family 

relations, play an important role on the type and degree of commitment shown by adolescent 

fathers (Thomberry et al., 1997). Latino teen fathers, despite of adverse contextual factors, 

are capable of "making different life choices by choosing to respond to the negative stimuli 

of the dominant society in a positive way desphe the overwhelming challenges" (Lesser et 

al., 2001). Such an assertion reinforces the need to challenge stereotypes assigned to teen 
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fathers, especially to those belonging to ethnic/racial minorities and who have a history of 

delinquent behavior. 

An example of contextual challenges faced by Latino teen fathers involved in the 

justice system is racial disparity in the justice process. ViUarrael et al. (2002) have provided 

evidence of the over-representation of Latino/a youth in the U.S. justice system. According to 

this analysis, Latino/a youth are incarcerated at higher rates in prisons across different states 

in the U.S. when compared to Anglos. Latino/a youth, although charged with similar offenses 

as Anglos, tend to receive more severe sentences. These findings are consisting with previous 

fíndings reported by Wordes, Bynum, and Corley (1994) indicating the higher likelihood for 

African American and Latino/a youth to be detained at different points of the justice process. 

The preceding information is an example of stressors faced by teen fathers that are 

beyond their control, but that continue to be reflected in their individual behavior. Wartheit 

and Gil (1998) urge scholars to become cognizant of the American myth of "free wiU." 

According to this conception, individuals' behaviors depend solely on their individual 

motivation and decision. The danger of embracing this belief system rehes on considering 

that in order to avoid deviant behavior, adolescents only need to exercise the power of their 

individual choice. As Liebow (1967) expressed many years ago, efforts for changing 

individual behaviors of minority groups, who have been negatively stereotyped throughout 

history, must go hand in hand with changes in the stracture of society aiming at promoting 

higher levels of social justice. However, achieving such changes in the stracture of the U. S. 

society represents a considerable challenge: 

There is a deep-seated reverence for fair play in the United States, and in many areas 
of life we see the consequences in a genuine distaste for loaded dice; but this is not 
the case in education, health care, or inheritance of wealth. In these elemental areas 
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we want the game to be unfair and we have made it so; and it wiU likely so remain. 
(Kozol, 1992, p. 223) 

In addition to stractural factors, Latino scholars have challenged the image depictmg 

Latino/a youth as violently criminal and oversexed (Hemandez, 2002). Research indicates a 

tendency to perceive Latinos/as having fewer poshive characteristics and more negative 

characteristics than Anglos (Jackson, 1995). Becoming aware of these stereotypes, along 

with embracing a commitment to interpret phenomena by using lenses of cultural diversity 

becomes an imperative when conducting research with Latino/a youth. As Caldera, 

Fitzpatrick, and Wampler (2002) have expressed: "A more culturally sensitive approach 

involves collecting data that captures the unique perspectives and practices without relying 

on preconceived ideas of what is appropriate or inappropriate" (p. 113). For example, the 

high rate of births among Latino adolescents may be associated with a cultural description of 

children as the foundation for a family (Hemandez, 2002). Further, attempts to abort a 

pregnancy may be simply unacceptable in Latino/a culture (Brown, Jewell, & Rous, 2000). 

By incorporating a cultural perspective, the perception of adolescent Latino/as as "the 

oversexed minority group" can be altered to viewing them as members of a culture that 

privileges altematives to abortion when faced with teen pregnancy. This does not eliminate 

the urgent need to assist Latino/a youth in becoming aware of the deleterious effects of 

premature pregnancy and childbirth, but it does recast the issue as one of cultural forces 

supporting carrying a pregnancy to term. 

In addition, it is critical to examine the assumptions that have informed definitions of 

family development (Dilworth-Anderson & Burton, 1996). ".. .the extent to which 

researchers can move towards developing different theoretical views will lead to meeting a 

third challenge - creating culturally relevant and meaningful conceptual frameworks" (p. 
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332). This statement is particularly relevant when studying the phenomena of teen pregnancy 

and fatherhood among Latino youth. For example, even though Latino masculinity is often 

associated with negative images such as machismo, Latino fathers also perceive machismo as 

becoming a nurturing father and a compassionate family man (Neff, 2001), as well as a 

responsible provider (Baca Zinn, 1982; Torres, Solberg, & Caristrom, 2002). When 

exploring the influence of cultural values on the parenting experiences of Mexican American 

teen fathers, Heraandez (2002) reported that: 

These young men all had a desire to be involved with their children in meaningful 
ways, they made many important and valuable contributions to the lives of their 
children and families; and those contributions are best understood within cultural and 
social contexts...Considering the substantial barriers present in their environment, the 
extent to which these young men went to establish and maintain family relations is 
downright remarkable. (p. 29) 

Researchers indicate that the role and importance of Mexican American fathers 

continues to be absent in academic literature and debate (Coltrane etal., 2004). In their 

research with Mexican American fathers, these authors have found not only that the macho 

stereotypes can be misleading, but that fathers ".. .often exhibit high levels of commitment to 

family and spend considerable time interacting with their children in nurturing and emotional 

ways" (p. 185). Involvement of Mexican American fathers has also a positive effect on their 

children's development of more intimate relationships (Updegraff et al., 2002), positive 

educational achievement (Ortiz, 2000), as well as increased self-esteem and decreased 

antisocial behavior (Arbona & Power, 2003). 

Despite these fíndings, the understanding of lived experiences of Mexican American 

fathers, their role in the Mexican American culture, and the way in which they establish 

intimate relationships continues to be limited (Coltrane et al., 2004; Torres et al., 2002). Such 

a conclusion not only confírms recent exhortations to increase research among ethnically 
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diverse fathers (King, Harris, & Heard, 2004), but emphasizes the importance of conducting 

such studies based on culturally sensitive frameworks, methodologies, and protocols capable 

of capturing the cultural richness of minority populations (Dilworth-Anderson & Burton, 

1996). Such an approach supports a strength-base perspective, moving away from 

interpretations based on pathology and stereotypes. 

Hemandez, Siles, and Rochin (2001), have clearly expressed the need to reach out to 

Latino/a and Mexican American youth by embracing social commitment and solidarity: 

"Despite the immensity of challenges, we feel confídent that opportunities are within reach 

for Latino/a youth. It will take supporters with desire, courage, and personal dedication to 

facing challenges associated with the opportunities for Latino/a youth" (p. 21). 

Theoretical Frameworks 

Attachment Theorv 

Bowlby (1980) defines attachment as the "innate propensity of human beings to make 

strong affectional bonds to particular others" (p. 39). An important fimction of attachment is 

that it aids the infant's survival by ensuring that the caregiver will be near and protect him or 

her from predators. By developing a strong connection with their caregivers, infants are able 

to leam the skiUs that wiU allow them to perform a variety of activities that wiU ensure their 

survival. As a result, infants particularly seek their parents' protection in times of distress 

(Bowlby, 1969). Therefore, emotional closeness should be considered a "normal and healthy 

characteristic of human beings rather than a sign of immaturity that needs to be outgrown" 

(Cassidy, 1999, p.5). 
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During adolescence, the dynamics of attachment become complex because family 

relations face intense and continuous changes. Attachment behaviors shownby adolescents 

depart from behaviors expressed at earlier ages (AUen & Land, 1999). According to Liddle 

and Schwartz (2002): 

Adolescents need to remain connected to their parents while at the same time 
increasing their autonomy from their families and deepening their connection to peers 
of both sexes. These changes are interdependent...Autonomy does not develop in 
isolation; it grows in the context of a changing but stiU close relationship with one's 
parents. (p. 456) 

The fact that adolescents become increasingly less dependent on their parents does 

not imply that the relationships with their parents decrease in importance for them. 

Adolescents' ability to achieve independence and maintain a close connection with their 

parents is considered a manifestation of attachment security, i.e., the presence of autonomy-

seeking behavior is associated with a positive relationship with parents (AUen & Land, 

1999). 

Because secure attachment reflects the confídence individuals experience that 

signifícant others wiU provide protection and wiU be emotionally available when needed 

(Cassidy, 1999), the quality of "the family attachment system is largely a function of the 

attachment relationships among family members" (Liddle & Schwartz, 2002, p.456). Flexible 

and cohesive families tend to be characterized by secure attachment among their members 

whereas distant and conflicted families tend to be characterized by insecure attachments 

(AUen & Land, 1999; Liddle & Schwartz, 2002). Adolescents with secure attachments expect 

that their family relationships will continue to be a source of support to them, despite 

disagreements and changes in proximity. In contrast, adolescents experiencing insecure 

attachments may become overwhelmed by the permanent state of negative emotional cUmate 
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that does not support their process of growing independence and autonomy. Intense conflicts 

wiU be heightened if parents have also experienced insecure attachments in their lives and 

have established a family system where intense emotions, independence, and disagreements 

are perceived as threats to the stability of the family system as well as to the emotional 

connection among family members, instead of being perceived as potential opportunities for 

growth and intimacy (Cassidy, 1999). 

Attachment and Teen Fathering. There is increasing evidence that extemalizing 

behaviors in adolescence may be a form of attachment-related behavior, actually seeking an 

active response from caregivers (Cassidy & Berlin, 1994). With unstable attachment 

experiences in their families of origin, adolescent fathers are particularly vulnerable when 

trying to maintain close relationships in their lives. They are at an increased risk of 

associating with deviant peers because of the weak emotional connection with their parents 

(Keiley, 2002). According to the concept of intemal working models of attachment 

(Bretherton & MunhoUand, 1999), adolescents may perceive relationships as a potential 

source of support or an emotional threat. Intemal working models are greatly influenced by 

the type of attachment experiences lived in the family of origin (Bretherton & MunhoUand, 

1999). According to these authors: 

Individuals who are able to access and reflect on attachment-related memories with 
emotional openness and coherence, and who present a relevant, believable, consistent, 
and vivid account of parent-child attachment relations in tiieir families of origin, tend 
to be effective attachment fígures for their own infants and children. (p. 105) 

In a longitudinal study conducted with 27 fathers and their fírstbom sons who were 

foUowed from late pregnancy to the end of kindergarten, researchers found that the children 

of fathers who continued to experience anger toward their own parents were likely to be 

described as more extemalizing than their classmates. When discussing these fíndings, the 
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authors concluded that "there is ample evidence that a parent's insecure state of mind 

regarding attachment (dismissing, preoccupied, or unresolved) can be conceptualized as a 

marker risk for the quality of the parent-child relationship and the child's adaptation" 

(Cowanetal., 1996, p. 54). 

Teen fathers who lack an experience of secure attachment during theh 

childhoods will interpret relationships as a source of anxiety, instability, or emotional 

unavailability. They are likely to be unable to provide a secure experience of attachment for 

their own children. This will result in an increased risk for their children being unable to cope 

with challenges in life associated with intense emotions such as anxiety, anger, or sadness. 

Such limitations, along with the absence of a secure experience of patemal attachment, will 

increase the risk that the children of young fathers wiU develop various forms of 

psychopathology across their lifespan (Greenber, 1999). 

Attachment, romantic relationships. and teen fathering. Evidence indicates a clear 

relationship between the nature of early attachment experiences and the type of romantic 

relationships that individuals establish (Allen & Land, 1999). Based on these experiences of 

attachment, human beings create ".. .expectations about the availability and responsiveness 

of attachment fígures, which guide perceptions and behavior in later relationships" (Feeney, 

1999, p. 356). When exploring the dynamics of love and attachment, Levy and Davis (1988) 

reported that secure adult attachment was related to a type of love that is selfless and 

passionate (i.e., "agape"), whereas ambivalent aduh attachment was associated to "...game-

playing" love (i.e. "ludus"), characterized as superfícial and without serious commitment. 

High-risk teen fathers who lacked an experience of secure attachment in their families 

of origin may be at an increased risk of experiencing diffículties in estabhshing committed 
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relationships with the mothers of their babies, which might affect their ability to estabhsh 

supportive co-parenting arrangements as well as effective parenting behavior (Cowan et al., 

1996). 

In summary, not only do experiences of attachment influence the degree of 

responsiveness of young fathers toward their children (van Ijzendoom, 1995), but also the 

capacity that young men might have in achieving stability in their relationships with the 

child's mother. This lack of stability may be directly related to the definition of their 

parenting style as well as their children's level of adaptation (Cummings, Davies, & 

Simpson, 1994). 

Ambiguous Loss Theorv 

Ambiguous loss is an experience in which there is no clear resolution to the loss of an 

attachment fígure, in contrast to the closure that can be achieved with the death of a loved 

one. "Of all the losses experienced in personal relationships, ambiguous loss is the most 

devastating because it remains unclear, indeterminate" (Boss, 1999, p. 6). Although Boss 

developed ambiguous loss theory (ALT) as a resuU of her work with families who had a 

family member missing in action (MIA), her research and clinical work have proven to be 

extremely useful when helping families process a variety of losses associated with negative 

life events such as divorce, kidnapping, adoption, chronic pain, mental iUnesses, addiction, 

immigration, and even families who are affected by excessive work routines of one member. 

According to Boss, there are two basic types of ambiguous loss. The fírst one refers to family 

members who are physically absent but who continue to be perceived as psychologically 

present. The second type occurs when a person is physically present but psychologically 
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absent. Both types of losses can be devastating because of the long-term psychological and 

emotional stress associated with them. 

As a resuh of experiencing ambiguous loss, individuals experience conflicting 

thoughts and feelings. Increased anxiety is associated with ".. .not knowing who is included 

in the stracture that is supposed to be one's family" (Boss, 1999, p. 62). Therefore, the best 

way to manage ambiguous loss is to acknowledge it, not to deny it. The family therapist can 

help by labeling the feelings and experience as ambiguous loss (Boss, Beauheu, Wieling, 

Tumer, & LaCraz, 2003). 

Despite the deleterious effects of ambiguous loss, this experience may also represent 

an opportunity for growth. If individuals are capable of processing the experience of 

emotions that they experience as a result of ambiguity, opportunities for deep healing can 

occur. Once individuals are assisted in identifying their straggle as an ambiguous loss and 

leam that the loss is not their responsibility, they become less dependent on rigidly 

maintaining an unhealthy stability and more comfortable with change (Tumer et al., 2002). It 

is at this point that the individual or family is able to cope with ambiguous loss by engaging 

in new interpretations, as well as healing behaviors. One of the most productive ways of 

moving on and fínding a new meaning in life is by increased interaction with other people 

(Boss, 1999). 

In research exploring the lives of high-risk adolescents who have experienced father 

absence, it is clear that ambiguous loss is a psychological and emotional experience that is 

embedded in their daily lives (Stokes, 2003). In trying to cope with such loss, adolescents, 

... Were desperately trying to put the past behind them by not thinking about or 
talking about their absent father. While adolescents stated that they have "done okay" 
without their fathers being involved in their lives, it appears that they are unable to 
fiilly move forward. They were not given a chance to say goodbye nor had they been 
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afforded a chance, by their immediate or extended family, to grieve their father's 
absence.. .The adolescents in this study responded to the ambiguity with maladaptive 
behaviors such as violence, tuming to alcohol or drags or other delinquent acts. 
(Stokes, 2003, p. 82) 

Such adolescents straggle with role ambiguity, understanding that they are 

biologically related to their fathers but having no way to experience being fathered by them. 

Therefore questions, such as "Who is my father?" or "Am I his child?," are pressing but 

unanswered questions for adolescents who have experienced the loss of their fathers. Stokes 

(2003) encouraged family therapists to be "...keenly aware of the psychological 

preoccupation with the absent father. Many families may present with frozen grief, unable to 

move forward and continually thinking of the absent father but never discussing his absence" 

(p. 83). 

Regardless of whether adolescents have experienced their father as physically present 

and psychologically absent or physically absent but psychologically present, teen fathers 

facing this straggle need to process such loss, especially because such experience will greatly 

influence who they themselves wiU be as fathers. 

Contextual Familv Therapv Theorv 

Contextual family therapy theory takes an integrative stance when approaching 

individual and family conflicts. According to this theory, therapy can only be effective if it 

incorporates processes of assessment and intervention at the biological, psychological, 

transactional, and responsibility levels. It is precisely the consideration of responsibility and 

ethical issues that makes this theory unique. As stated by Boszormenyi-Nagy and Krasner 

(1986), contextual theory highlights the need for ".. .responsible responding and care about a 
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fair distribution of relational burdens and benefíts" (p. 58). A balance between what is put 

into relationships and what is taken out of them must be achieved among all family members. 

The role and responsibilities tíiat parenting conveys are especially relevant in 

contextual theory. There is a danger if parents hold a ".. .false hope that they can live their 

lives free of the need to be responsible for the consequences of relations.. .It is easy to 

overlook the fact that children are obliged to pay the price of adult freedom from 

responsibility" (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986, p. 11). This violates the ethical 

responsibility to provide balance in relationships. Contextual theory challenges people to 

order their lives based on ethical priorities. The nurturance, guidance, and protection of 

children are among the most important ethical priorities of every family. 

In a healthy family system, it is expected that individuals wiU experience a fair 

balance between what they give to the family and what they receive in retum. For example, 

partners in a relationship are expected to experience symmetry in their relationship since 

people of ".. .equal strength and station who give of themselves are entitled to a retum of 

approximately equal measure. To keep their relationship trastworthy or fair, peers who 

receive from each other are expected to give back in approximately equal measure" 

(Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986, p. 82). However, the principle ofasymmetry apphes to 

individuals holding different positions of power and privilege in the family since ".. .parents 

cannot expect to receive an approximately equal measure of retum for what they give to their 

young children.. .Intergenerational giving is not only of a different order of magnitude, h is 

also of a different quality" (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986, p. 82). The best example of 

this principle is that parents have the power to choose to conceive their children, whereas 

children do not have the option of choosing their parents. 
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Because children cannot decide to be conceived and, instead, this decision was made 

by their parents, children are entitled to be properly taken care of and protected. If children 

continue to be appropriately taken care of in subsequent generations, a positive ledger is said 

to exist. Therefore, the ledger concept describes ".. .to whom what has been given and to 

what degree" (Stokes, 2003, p. 28). Problems arise when those responsible for the care of 

children relinquish their responsibility, resulting in a failure to provide the children's 

entitlement to be loved and protected. When this happens, the potential for intergenerational 

conflicts becomes extremely high since: 

People who delegate their children with the task of providing unfailing and thus 
unfulfíllable trastworthiness set them up as eventual scapegoats.. .These parents have 
gained a position only at their children's expense...A child delegated with the unfair 
task of compensating his parents for their disappointment in the world, is set up to 
fail....As a result of genuine exploitation, destractive overentitlement nonetheless 
will have grave consequences for these youngsters and their fiiture relationships, 
including those with their own offspring. These may take the form of child abuse, 
incest, and parental abandoimient. (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986, p. 95). 

As a result of years of abuse and neglect, the formation of destructive entitlements is a 

common phenomenon experienced among high-risk teen fathers. The danger of a destractive 

entitlement is that an individual wiU feel entitled to receive the love and care that he or she 

was entitled as a child, even if that implies the need to engage in destractive actions or 

emotions. As a natural consequence, a process ofrevolving slate, the creation of new victims 

in new generations as a resuh of the use of destractive entitiements, is likely to begin and is 

likely to repeat itself across generations (Hargrave & Pfitzer, 2003). 

Contextual family therapy theory is an extremely useful framework when 

approaching services with high-risk teen fathers because h is common for them to have 

experienced the consequences of destractive entitiements across generations. They have lived 

in family environments where trast has been destroyed as a resuh of people unwiUing or 
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unable to give to one another in a trastworthy way. Instead, they have leamed that 

individuals need to strive only to secure their ovra entitlements and to exclusively care for 

themselves regardless of the welfare of other family members (Hargrave & Pfítzer, 2003). 

A heahng experience for teen fathers might consist of highlighting to them the fact 

that they were entitled to receive love and care from their parents and that they were not 

supposed to have given anything in retum for such love and care because their parents were 

the ones who decided to give them life. At the same time, it is important for the teen father to 

realize that although he might want to receive compensation for what he did not receive, the 

way in which he might try to receive such compensation could take a variety of destractive 

means (e.g., sexual promiscuity, drag abuse, exploitation and parentifícation of their own 

children). Therefore, a therapeutic way to address ingrained destractive entitlements and 

revolving slates with teen fathers is by allowing them to moura and process the losses of 

what they were entitled to receive, and at the same time, encourage them to restore love and 

trast in the families that they have created. As Hargrave and Pfitzer (2003) have affírmed: 

There is enormous hope in the contextual framework. Each generation has an 
important role to play in either strengthening or weakening the intergenerational 
ledger. As such, each new generation has an opportunity to improve relationships and 
make individuals in the group feel loved and trasted.. .This not only provides a hope 
for future family members to recover from a dysfunctional legacy but also gives an 
opportunity for people to get relief from their own painful legacy of violations. (p. 87) 

Resihence 

Resilience can be understood as ".. .characteristics, dimensions, and properties of 

families which help them to be resistant to disraption in the face of change and adaptive in 

the face of crisis situation" (McCubbin & McCubbin, 1988, p. 247). Resilience refers to the 
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capacity to overcome challenges and rebound from adversity strengthened and more 

resourcefiil (Walsh, 1998). 

Although the concept of resilience was originally developed in reference to individual 

processes, resihence can also be viewed as a family constract (Hawley, 2000). Walsh (1998) 

has been a strong proponent of the relational nature of resilience, and she has described in 

great detail the family processes underlying this constract. What becomes essential when 

conducting clinical work with families challenged by adversity is to identify and support 

specifíc processes of interaction that enable families to better cope and overcome such life 

difficulties. 

Rather than just surviving, resilient individuals and families are characterized by 

achieving profound healing experiences as well as taking charge of the direction in which 

they want to conduct their lives. Walsh (1998) has stated that resilience can be achieved if 

families are able to develop three types of family processes. First, individuals need to change 

their belief systems in order to make meaning of adversity; therefore, ".. .resilience is 

promoted when hardship or tragedy can be viewed as instractive and can serve as an impetus 

for growth" (p. 66). Of particular importance is the support found in spiritual beliefs since 

such beliefs ".. .provide meaning and purpose beyond ourselves, our famihes, and immediate 

crisis situations.. .Transcendent behefs offer clarity about our Hfe and solace in distress" (p. 

71). It is at the core of such transcendent beliefs that hope wiU be nurtured, and that a new 

capacity to adapt to situations that cannot be changed can be developed since it is necessary 

"...to accept the limits of our power - appraising what we can and cannot change, and then 

putting the best effort into what is possible" (p. 67). 
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A second key family process that promotes resilience refers to organizational 

processes. By having adequate flexibility, stracture, and connectedness, famiHes wiU be able 

".. .to stracture their lives in order to carry out essential tasks for the growth and well-being 

of their members" (Walsh, 1998, p. 79). Based on this, resUient families are characterized by 

flexible family stractures which are generally stable and predictable. Consistent rales, roles, 

and pattems of interaction allow families to maintain stability and yet adapt to changing 

circumstances. 

The way in which these family characteristics promote resilience has been 

demonstrated by one of the most ambitious studies ever conducted in the area of resilience. 

Wemer and Smith (2001) foUowed the lives of women and men bom in 1955 under high-risk 

conditions in the Hawaiian island of Kauai. The children of this study were classified at risk 

because of their exposure to a number of risk factors, including birth complications, poverty, 

limited education, domestic violence, parental divorce, and/or parental mental illness or 

alcoholism. When foUowed up at age 40, resilient individuals showed noticeable differences 

when compared to individuals from their same cohort who developed serious behavioral 

problems. Among the most important characteristics of resilient individuals were a positive 

self-concept and an intemal locus of control, the opportunity to establish a close bond with at 

least one caregiver, the presence of a male in the family who was invested in serving as role 

model, emotional support outside their own families, and fínally, a permanent and clear 

family stracture and assigned daily chores for all family members, children included (Wemer 

&Smith,2001). 

The third component of resilience refers to engaging in key communication 

processes: clear communication, open emotional expression, and coUaborative problem 
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solving. Even though cultural differences may influence a variety of communication styles in 

families, resiHence is more likely to be fostered in famiHes if communication is "direct, clear, 

specifíc, and honest. In short, family members say what they mean and mean what they say" 

(Walsh, 1998, p. 108). 

I have adopted a perspective of resilience in my clinical work with teen fathers and 

their families because it is easy for me to get caught up in the many stressors that they face 

and to lose perspective and overlook the unique strengths that they have. I believe that 

incorporating resilience as a guiding theoretical framework when working with adolescent 

fathers allows unknown resources to be identifíed and honored. As Walsh (1998) has 

expressed, ".. .resilience is forged through adversity, not despite it" (p. 6). 

Preventive Parenting Programs for Adolescent Fathers 

The Permanent Need for Preventive Programs 

The National School-Age Mother and Child Health Act proposed in 1975 was the 

fírst attempt to alleviate the diffículties experienced by school-age mothers (Vinoskis, 1986). 

Despite numerous hearings, the act was never passed, but h set the foundation for fiiture 

debates regarding teen pregnancy and motherhood. In 1978, the Carter administration made 

these issues one of its highest domestic priorities, resulting in the creation of the Office of 

Adolescent Pregnancy Programs (OAPP). The initial emphasis of this program was to focus 

on tiie needs of the teen mothers, while neglecting services to teen fathers. However, during 

the Reagan administration, an interest in teen fathers was increasingly highlighted. As of 

today, there continues to be limited improvement in research efforts and the development of 

pubHc poHcies and services regarding teen fathering (MarsigHo & Cohan, 1997). 
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Even though there is an increased tendency in federally funded programs (e.g., 

Fragile Families, Early Head Start) to design research protocols to explore the role of fathers 

in the lives of their children, there continues to be limited attention to research and 

intervention programs especially designed for teen fathers. The National Institute of Child 

Health and Human Development has recognized that "Information on young fathers, low 

income fathers, and 'absent' fathers is limited" (NICHD, 2004). 

"Despite a burgeoning knowledge based on fathers and families, researchers, 

policymakers, and practitioners have made little progress in effecting social change and 

designing fatherhood programs that address the explicit and unspoken needs of fathers and 

their families" (Tamis-LeMonda & Cabrera, 2002, p. 616). These authors also expressed that 

"...the fírst, most obvious suggestion speaks to the timing of outreach to at-risk families and 

fathers," because ".. .preliminary fmdings from the Fragile Families Study suggest that 

fatherhood programs are likely to make a difference when implemented soon after the 

transition to fatherhood" (p. 617). 

Because the need for the design and implementation of such programs has been 

confírmed by numerous studies, an urgent priority is exploring the major objectives of 

programs for young fathers. According to Kiselica (1999), programs assisting young fathers 

should address topics such as pregnancy resolution coimseling, ways of supporting mothers 

during the pregnancy, postnatal fatherhood issues (e.g., basic understanding of child 

development, child care, parenting skiUs, and prevention of abuse and neglect), changes in 

family dynamics as a result of childbirth, educational goals, career planning, employment 

issues, and legal counseling. Kiselica also emphasizes that there is a need for 
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interdisciplinary work since it is unlikely that a single counselor wiU be able to be effective 

in assisting young fathers in meeting a variety of needs. 

In addition to the suggested content for such parenting programs, Marsiglio and 

Cohan (1997) emphasize that "These programs must be sensitive to a multitude of factors 

that shape the context within which young fathers try to fulfiU their fatherhood roles" (p. 

243). Because cultural norms will influence issues such as childrearing, employment, and 

family relations, counselors must place special emphasis on developing culturally appropriate 

interventions as they apply to different cultural contexts in which adolescent fathers live 

(KiseHca, 1995). 

One of the biggest challenges in the development of programs for teen fathers is the 

integration of services for adolescent fathers and adolescent mothers, since an adequate 

understanding of adolescent pregnancy and parenthood "must include a recognition that there 

are two partners involved in an unplanned conception, how the pregnancy is resolved, and, if 

the child is carried to term and delivered successfuUy, how he or she is parented" (Kiselica, 

1995, p. 346) 

Finally, by the successful implementation of parenting programs for adolescent 

fathers, an important step towards a development of a social commitment towards this 

population could be achieved. Such a commitment should be reflected at state and federal 

levels by legislation encouraging the study and assistance of young fathers. As a resuh, 

important questions need to be answered: "Under which circumstances do we as society limit 

and restrict fathers' access to children? How do we encourage involved fathers to remain 

active in their children^s lives? Does society marginalize fathers who do not reside with their 

children"(Tamis-LeMonda & Cabrera, 2002, p. 619). 
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Group Interventions for Adolescent Fathers 

Research indicates that group therapy is a useful treatment modality for adolescents 

facing a variety of clinical and non-clinical issues (Campos, 1995; Gibbs, Potter, Barriga & 

Liau, 1996; Kastner, 1998; Mishna & Muskat, 2001). Based on the importance that 

adolescents usually give to the formation of peer relationships, group interventions have the 

opportunity of being particularly effective with this population (Lomonaco, Scheidlinger, & 

Aronson, 2000). Regarding the implementation of support groups for adolescents, Yalom 

(1995) considers that group facilitators should focus primarily on promoting specific 

mechanisms of change. Having achieved this, group facilitators wiU be able to modify a 

"...fundamental group model to fit any specialized clinical situation...These mechanisms are 

limited in number and remarkably similar across groups" (p. xii). These key processes of 

change are the installation of hope, universality, imparting information, altraism, the 

corrective recapitulation of the primary family group, development of socializing techniques, 

and imitative behavior. 

Hope refers to increasing the clients' beliefs that the group experience wiU be a 

productive and meaningful experience for them. Universality is related to the awareness by 

group members that they are not the only individuals experiencing specifíc types of problems 

or Hfe challenges. Imparting information includes "...didactic instraction about mental 

health, mental iUness, and general psychodynamics given by the therapists, as well as advice, 

suggestions, or direct guidance from either the therapist or other patients" (Yalom, 1995, p. 

8). The recapitulation of the primary family group offers participants the opportunity of 

working on unfínished business from the family of origin by working out problems with 

therapists and other group members. The development of socializing techniques is related to 
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the very nature of groups and the multiple possibilities for interpersonal dynamics. As a 

result of participating in a group experience, participants have the potential of developing 

social skills, a process that h is also considered therapeutic. Finally, imitative behavior might 

take place when participants model the behavior of other group members or the group 

facilitators. Imitative behavior is particularly important in the early stages of group because 

members look for more senior members or therapists with whom to identify (Yalom, 1995). 

Important characteristics that ensure a productive group experience consist of setting 

ground rales and having a clear defínition of the group type (i.e., open versus closed group), 

that wiU be established based on therapeutic objectives, and exclusion and inclusion criteria. 

Generally, most closed groups have a detailed inclusion criteria, clear cHnical objectives, and 

a limited lifetime. On the other hand, open groups accept members on a permanent basis and 

meet regularly without adhering to a predetermined number of sessions (Yalom, 1995). An 

additional and potentially beneficial factor refers to the inclusion of co-therapy, which might 

expose adolescents to an experience in which leadership and power is distributed between 

co-therapists, who also share an interpersonal relationship between themselves (Tudor, 

1999). In addition to being exposed to two different forms of leadership, adolescents might 

benefít from observing the way in which co-therapists manage their own interpersonal 

relationship. As a resuh, adolescents might see aduh role models showing to them that 

".. .differences of opinion can be resolved or partially resolved while remaining friends" 

(Fine, 1983,p. 62). 

Even though group experiences have the potential for creating a safe space in which 

participants can develop meaningfiil relationships with otiier group participants (Shechtman, 

Freidman, Kashti, & Sharabany, 2002), research also suggests that associations of juveniles 
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with a common history of delinquent behavior might potentially increase the possibility for 

future recidivism because adolescents might receive positive reinforcement from their peers 

in regards to antisocial behavior (Reid & Eddy, 2002). 

Despite this potential risk, research continues to indicate that the use of group 

interventions for teen fathers offers unique experiences that an individual approach could not 

offer. Adolescent fathers who have participated in group interventions report an increased 

involvement with their children, a cathartic experience of sharing their experience with peers 

who are facing similar changes, and a clear decrease of their sense of isolation by the 

development of new relationships (Mazza, 2002; Stoiber, Anderson, & Schowalter, 1998). 

Writing in the group context. Research shows that writing about emotional conflicts 

is associated with enhanced mental and physical health (Niederhoffer & Peimebaker, 2002; 

Pennebaker, 2003). Even though individual writing has a unique healing effect because it 

allows the individual to face his or her straggles and give a new meaning to life challenges 

(Pennebaker, 1997), there is also evidence indicating the therapeutic effects of writing in a 

group environment (Daniels & McGuire, 1998; Slakov & LesHe, 2003). In particular, 

Chandler (2002) has explored the effectiveness of using a stractured method of group writing 

that consists of asking adolescent participants ".. .to tell their own stories in their own voices 

within a timed period of time. FoUowing the individual writing, participants are invited to 

read their writing while others listen and comment on what they Hke and what they 

remember" (p. 259). After conducting this group with youth facing economic diffículties, 

Chandler found that participants reported emotional catharsis and an increased sense of self-

knowledge. In addition, by listening to each other's stories, participants ".. .developed 

different perspectives on their own lives and each other's which for some resuhed in trying 
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new coping strategies...Being in a group, writing with others, and hearing other's stories was 

an essential part of the process" (Chandler, 2002, p. 265). 

The healing potential based in story telling is clearly defíned in narrative therapy. 

White and Epston (1990) consider that people experience problems when "...the narratives in 

which they are 'storying' their experience, and/or in which they are having their experience 

'storied' by others, do not suffíciently represent their Hved experience" (p. 14). On the other 

hand, healing and change can take place when persons generate ".. .altemative stories that 

enable them to perform new meanings, bringing with them desired possibilities~new 

meanings that persons wiU experience as more helpful, satisfying, and open-ended" (p. 15). 

What is so relevant about this process is that by actively engaging in a process of de-

constracting oppressive narratives and creating new stories based on their lived experience, 

individuals have access to aspects of themselves as well as personal experiences that had 

been previously neglected. According to narrative therapy, writing is an ideal mechanism of 

clinical intervention, because it allows the permanent generation of new meaning in our lives 

(White & Epston, 1990). 

In summary, it is my hope that by reaching out to Mexican American young fathers 

by implementing a group intervention, we might be able to hear more expressions from their 

courageous hearts such as the one expressed by Chava: "Chale [no way]! How could I be 

embarrassed of mijo [my son]? He's the best thing that ever happened to me!" (Hemandez, 

2002, p. 22). 
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Bracketing 

Bracketing consists of setting aside preconceived ideas and biases in order to 

participate in the data coUection and analysis with an open mind (Porter, 1998). By engaging 

in an active process of bracketing, a researcher is able to approach the research process with 

a fresh perspective (Porter, 1995). 

I bracketed material by identifying major themes that arose as a result of conducting a 

literature review on teen fatherhood. In addition, I reviewed videotapes of past sessions of the 

parenting group in which I was a co-facilitator and wrote a narrative describing the major 

themes that I identifíed when conducting such sessions. The narrative included personal 

reflections of the reactions, emotions, and thoughts that I experienced when interacting with 

participants. In addition, my reflections were also informed by my personal experiences as 

the provider of clinical services for two participants who were referred to the PEP program 

by their probation offícers. I also had information about another participant and his family 

from the staff meetings we had in PEP. 

Summarv of Personal Narrative 

As Warren and coUeagues (2000) have expressed, "In writing the other, we write the 

self' (p. 190). As a resuh of writing a narrative of my experiences when conducting fhese 

groups, I realized the way in which major themes of my life were addressed by many of the 

teen fathers. As I reflected on their experiences of ambiguous losses, I also reflected about 

the emotional straggles in my life, especially regarding the relationship witii my father. 

Whenever teen fathers wondered about how "would h be like to have a profound emotional 
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connection with their fathers," I could feel the same desire to experience such an intimate 

relationship. 

As I watched the videos, and as I observed participants' non-verbal reactions during 

the most emotionally intense sessions, I could easily identify what their hearts were saying 

through their bodies because I have used the same language in order to express the emotions 

associated with my personal losses. For example, many of them would initially say, "It is not 

a big deal," that their fathers were not physically and/or emotionally present in their lives. 

However, when expressing this, participants would cross their arms or would not make direct 

eye contact with me. When I offered them feedback regarding their non-verbal reactions, 

many expressed that it felt "weird" talking about something that they had kept to themselves 

for years. After I validated their statements, many of them started talking about thoughts and 

feelings regarding their fathers and the way in which such experiences continue to represent a 

source of emotional stmggle for them. 

Another major theme expressed by participants was their desire to change legacies of 

emotional indifference by developing a strong emotional bond with their children. The 

connection I felt with participants was evidenced by the way in which I reacted and 

connected with this theme as I implemented different groups and as I experienced personal 

changes in my life. When I conducted the fírst group, my reaction was of hope and 

admiration for participants by realizing their sense of commitment and resilience. However, 

in the last group, I experienced a much stronger connection with them since at that time, Isela 

(my spouse) and I were expecting our first baby. No longer did I see the theme of 

commitment as something extemal to me, but I started to experience it as very personal 
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because I want to offer my child a new legacy and a different type of emotional connection 

than the one I experienced as I was growing up. 

Finally, I also experienced frastration in my relationships with group participants. 

Writing the narrative has helped me to realize that I experienced anger whenever issues of 

gender were addressed in group sessions. When I was writing my narrative, I experienced the 

temptation to suppress material that I did not want to be known by others, a common 

phenomenon experienced as a result of joumaling (Warren et al., 2000); however, I gave 

myself permission to feel and address the anger and frastratíon that I feh whenever group 

participants engaged in gender conversatíons in which they described women as sexual 

objects and blamed them for initiating them into irresponsible sexual behavior. At the same 

time, I felt profoundly sad by realizing that those same gender messages have been 

oppressive to them because they have prevented teen fathers from allowing themselves to be 

open about their emotional vulnerability. Because I have experienced rigid gender scripts in 

my family of origin and I have suffered as a consequence of them, as I wrote my narrative, I 

became aware of the intense emotions that I associated with this theme. 

By bracketíng my preconceived ideas and biases, I experienced that".. .1 live in and 

am part of my subject matter.. .Doing qualitative work affords me the unique opportunity to 

appreciate and leam from the connections between my life and profession" (Warren et al., 

2000, p. 463). As a resuh of exploring self of the researcher issues, I also became aware that 

"actions and feelings that derive from the researcher's own social location, influences the 

production and interpretation of research" (Taylor, 1998). Therefore, I was more aware of 

family of origin and personal issues that might have potentially influenced the process of 

research as I worked with teen fathers. 
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CHAPTERIII 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

The purpose of this study was to describe the experiences of Mexican American 

adolescent fathers who were participants in a teen fathers group. In order to reach this goal, 

six adolescent fathers were interviewed three times over the course of the investigation. This 

study has been informed by Husserlian phenomenological principles (Husserl, 1962, 1970), 

and was implemented by using the methodological procedures developed by Porter (1994, 

1995, 1998). 

A Descriptive Phenomenological Approach 

The primary objective of this investigation was to obtain a detailed description of the 

experiences of Mexican American adolescent fathers by focusing on the question, "What is it 

like to be an adolescent father?" An additional objective was to obtain useful information 

from participants to improve the teen fathers group program. 

As of today, one published study using a qualitative methodology was identified that 

was conducted with Mexican American teen fathers. Hemandez (2002) conducted a 

grounded theory study with inner city Mexican American teen fathers in the Midwest. 

Besides implementing a study informed by principles of social justice, the fíndings reported 

by Hemandez constitute important evidence that challenges stereotypes depicting Mexican 

American teen fathers as defective. 

The present study expands on previous efforts aiming at honoring the lives of 

Mexican teen fathers by continuing to adopt strength-based and social justice perspectives. In 
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contrast to grounded theory methods that focus on generating theory (CresweU, 1998), this 

study foUowed a methodology informed by phenomenological principles (Porter, 1998), 

which aUowed participants to describe in depth the complexity of theh experiences as teen 

fathers (Baker, Wuest, & Stem, 1992). 

Because every participant was interviewed three times, they had the opportunity to 

process and expand on issues that they considered relevant. In addition, this study included a 

stage of setting aside previous knowledge on teen fathers. In contrast to a grounded theory 

method, which stractures interviews based on previously identifíed themes, I conducted 

interviews by asking questions based on the content that participants shared during the 

interviews. Therefore, the experiences that teen fathers considered as relevant guided the 

interviews, rather than my preconceived notions. By privileging the participants' experiences 

throughout the process of research, this study reached a degree of complexity in describing 

the experiences of teen fathers that can only be achieved by a careful and profound 

exploration of lived phenomena (Porter, 1998). 

One of my main reasons for using this qualitative tradition, is the expectation that 

researchers foUowing the phenomenological approach need to explain the philosophical basis 

of their research (Porter, 1998). I was attracted to Husserl's ideas after reading his biography 

and philosophy. In a time when positivism was the major influence in the development of 

science, Husserl experienced challenging and profound life experiences that, according to 

him, could not be captured by the existing scientifíc knowledge (Osbome, 1992). As a result 

of his discontent, Husserl (1962, 1970) advocated uncovering the Hved experience rather than 

focusing on the study of scientifíc constracts (Baker et al., 1992). By realizing that cultural 

and social contexts tend to be overlooked when leaming from people's experiences, Husserl 
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developed his approach by considering context as a source of meaning rather than a source of 

contamination. 

Other qualitative traditions were not considered appropriate for this study based on 

the nature of the research question. For instance, ethnography was not suitable for the 

purpose of this investigation because ethnographic methods involve prolonged observation of 

participants as a result of the researcher being immersed in the their daily lives (Creswell, 

1998). The purpose of this research was to obtain a description of the experiences of teen 

fathers as described by them. Finally, interpretive phenomenology was not considered 

adequate since this tradition has the purpose of uncovering hidden meanings (Benner, 1994). 

Instead, descriptive phenomenology has the objective of describing the world as experienced 

by participants and it is usuaUy the tradition of choice when exploring phenomena that have 

not been sufficiently studied in the past (Baker et al., 1992; Porter, 1998). 

Even though I already had access to an extensive amount of data (i.e., letters written 

by participants and videotapes) from previous parenting groups that could have been 

analyzed with ahemative methodologies, I considered that I had not fuUy captured the depth 

of experiences lived by teen fathers. Therefore, and based on the special emphasis that 

phenomenology places on the analysis of experience, I realized that I needed to Hsten in more 

depth and leam from group participants as they described their experiences of being teen 

fathers and group participants. 

Site 

The site for this research project was Lubbock County, Texas. According to 2001 

estimates of the United States Census Bureau, the Lubbock population was 243, 999. The 
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Anglo population accounted for 62.5%, foUowed by Latino/a (27.5 %), and African 

American (7.7 %). Lubbock County also leads the state of Texas in the percentage of teen 

births and most of these births are to Latina (Mexican American 63%) or African American 

mothers(13%). 

I have lived in Lubbock for almost three years and I have developed a personal 

interest for the local Latino/a community as a resuh of my work in the Parent Empowerment 

Project (PEP), which offered in-home family therapy to families whose children were 

referred to family counseling by the Juvenile Probation Department and other sources. Based 

on my clinical work with the Latino/a youth in this community, I have been profoundly 

influenced by them at a personal level and I have gained an increased awareness of the 

multiple challenges that adolescents and young fathers face in this community. 

Sampling and Participants 

Phenomenologists acknowledge that the essential stmctures of a particular 

phenomenon can be obtained only as a result of having conversations with individuals who 

have experienced the phenomenon of interest (Porter, 1998). In order to fixlfiU this 

requirement, participants for this study consisted of six adolescents who participated in the 

teen fathers group. Because the primary objective of phenomenological study is to provide an 

in-depth description by individuals who have lived a specific experience (Oiler, 1986), the 

sample size is kept deliberately small in order to ensure the richness and depth of such 

descriptions (Baker et al., 1992). 

Participants were recraited through purposive and convenience sampling and were 

considered for the study only if they were fathers, had attended both the clinical and psycho-
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educational components of the group curriculum, were between the ages of 13 to 17 years 

old, and were of Mexican American descent. Out of 14 adolescents who have participated in 

the teen fathers group, 8 fuIfiUed the selection criteria. I proceeded to contact these 

participants by either going to the addresses that I had on file or by contacting the probation 

department and requesting the assistance of probation officers. As I started to contact 

potential participants, I discovered that two adolescents moved to another city. Therefore, I 

did not have access to them because they were not in probation and there were no relatives or 

friends capable of providing information about them. 

As a result, five participants were included in this study who completed both 

components of the group curriculum. The last participant attended four of six sessions 

because he was detained for drag relapse after the fourth session. I chose to include this 

participant based on his demonstration of a high level of involvement and emotional 

vuhierability. One teen father had participated in the first group implemented in the 

community, three adolescents had attended the second group, and two participants had 

attended the last group that we conducted. Table I shows a brief overview of participants' 

personal and familial information. 
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Table I. Participants' personal and familial information 

Participant 

Andres 

Juan 

George 

Jorge 

Lorenzo 

Raymundo 

Age 

16y/o 

(14y/o*) 

17y/o 

(13 y/o*) 

I7y/o 

(15y/o*) 

17y/o 
(15y/o*) 

16y/o 

(14y/o*) 

15y/o 

(14y/o*) 

Child*s 
mother 

age 

18 
y/o 

23 
y/o 

17 
y/o 

16 
y/o 

17 
y/o 

15 
y/o 

Number of 
children 

(including 
age) 

18 m. boy 

3 y/o boy 
and 2y/o 

girl 
(same 

mother) 
3 m. boy 
and 15 m. 

boy 
(same 

mother) 
14 m. boy 

15 m. girl 

9 m. girl 

Living 
arrangements 

Biological 
father and 

mother 

Biological 
mother and 
stepfather 

Biological 
mother and 

father 

Biological 
mother and 
stepfather 
Father and 
stepmother 

Biological 
mother and 

father 

Educational 
level 

llth. 

GED 

llth. 

llth. 

llth. 

9th. 

II -

Legal Status 

Off 
probation 

Incarcerated 
inTYC 
(Texas 
Youth 

Comission) 

Incarcerated 
inTYC 

Off 
probation 

On 
probation 

On 
probation, 
living in a 

drug 
rehab. 
center 

Relationship status 
with child*s mother 
during interviews 

No romantic 
involvement. Co-

parenting 
arrangement 
established 

Wanting to establish 
intimate relationship. 
Children*s mother in 
drug abuse treatment 

Wanting to establish 
intimate relationship. 
Girlfriend terminated 

the relationshîp 

Involved in intimate 
relationship 

Living with child's 
mother, but not 

interested in 
maintaining a 

romantic relationship 
Wanting to maintain 

an intimate 
relationship with 

child's mother but 
unable to have 

frequent contact with 
her because teen 

father was in 
residential treatment 

* Note: Age at insemination. 

Participants were residents of Lubbock County and were originally referred to the 

PEP program by their probation offícers who required them to complete parenting education 

as part of their probation. Reasons for their probation status varied from possession and use 

of drugs to assauh and burglary. The primary language of participants was English, and 

although they did not speak fluent Spanish, many of them were able to understand it. One 

participant had never met his father and was living with his stepfather with whom he had a 

"distant relationship." This adolescent repeatedly expressed his desire to meet his biological 
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father, in order to know "where I came from." One adolescent expressed feelings of sadness 

and frustration because although he had lived with his father for brief periods of time, his 

father engaged in drag and alcohol abuse neglecting the relationship with him. Two 

participants lived with their fathers and described their relationship with them as challenging 

because their fathers were alcoholics and were emotionally abusive towards them as they 

were growing up. However, at the time of the third interview, one of these participants 

expressed that his father was trying to reconnect with him. Another participant was currently 

living with his father, but expressed that his father was "like a stranger to him" because "he 

was never around me as I was growing up." Finally, one participant reported experiencing a 

process of reconnection with his father after years of emotional distance and emotional abuse 

by his father. 

Appendix D contains a more detailed description of the family and couple 

relationships of each participant, and their reasons for referral to the Juvenile Justice 

Department. Descriptions of participants were not included in this section because one of the 

major goals of this study was to privilege the common experiences of participants rather than 

focusing on individual differences. Therefore, even though unique experiences of these teen 

fathers were identifíed and reported, the primary emphasis of this study was to describe 

similar experiences as reported by them. 

Procedure 

Adolescents participating in this study participated in a teen fathers group curriculum 

covering a variety of topics related to fatherhood. 
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The teen fathers group experíence. The group curriculum consisted of a total of six 

sessions lasting 2 hours each. The number of participants for each group was limited to no 

more than four participants to ensure that necessary time and attention were devoted to each 

adolescent. Two different parent educators co-Ied groups with me. I co-led all sessions 

whereas the parent educators altemated groups. Parent educators were female, Mexican 

American, middle age (42 and 44 years old), had received extensive training in the Parent 

Management Training model (Patterson, 1982), and had several years of experience working 

with families in the PEP program. The participation of women as co-Ieaders was extremely 

valuable since they shared their experiences as mothers and members of the Latino/a 

community. A very important component of the group process was related to challenging 

objectifying social messages of women as well as stereotypes describing them as weaker or 

inferior to men. Female co-leaders were particularly skiUfiil and courageous when addressing 

gender issues with participants. Teen fathers were encouraged to express openly, in front of 

the parent educators, their stereotypes regarding women. AU group sessions were videotaped 

for later analysis. 

Group participants were exposed to the following topics: 

1. Familv of origin issues. Based on the critical influence that family of origin and 

experiences of attachment have on parental commitment and parenting behavior 

(Cowan et al., 1996), as well as the influence that ambiguous losses have on the 

estabhshment of interpersonal intimacy (Boss, 1999), a strong component of the 

emotional work addressing these issues was included in the group curriculum. After 

being introduced to the group format, participants were told that the best way they 

could obtain a benefít from the group experience was by actively investing 
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themselves in sharing the emotional straggles that they experienced in their families 

and especially by sharing those issues that continued to have an influence on their 

commitment to fatiierhood. Participants were told that they were not required to 

share anything that they did not feel comfortable addressing in group. The majority 

of participants described the relationship with their mothers as a source of protection 

and support, and the relationship with their fathers as emotionally challenging. The 

participants of this study were able to discuss in detail the ways in which their fathers 

abandoned them physically or emotionally or were emotionally and/or physically 

abusive towards them or their mothers. They also processed the ways in which such 

experiences influenced them as teen fathers. 

2. Personal responsibilitv. Throughout group sessions we invited participants to become 

responsible for their actions. Special attention was given to clarifying the ways in 

which responsibility is associated with being a father. Addressing this theme was a 

challenging phase of the group experience because a common tendency in most 

participants was to attribute responsibility for their actions to people or factors 

beyond their personal control. For example, participants tended to blame the mothers 

for the pregnancy by claiming that "I did not have any intention of getting her 

pregnant" and "I was talked into having sex with her." Further, teen fathers stated 

that their partners "should have used protection" in order to avoid pregnancy. Many 

participants also expressed that extemal factors (e.g., peer pressure), were the main 

influence for engaging in drag use. Even though an initial trend in participants was to 

show reactivity whenever they were challenged for their avoiding responsibility, the 

majority of participants admitted that such arguments were a way of "getting away 
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with it" and not having to face the consequences of their actions, especially because 

behaviors like "getting high or having sex felt good and were fun." Participants 

would also became highly emotional when reflecting about the way in which their 

irresponsible behaviors were a form of "getting away" from the conflict and 

emotional straggles that they were experiencing at home. 

3. The meaning of being a father Participants were encouraged to reflect on their 

identity and commitment as fathers. After processing and describing the losses that 

they experienced in the relationships with their fathers, participants expressed a 

strong desire to offer their children a new type of relationship different than the one 

they experienced with their fathers. Each participant was asked to verbalize his 

personal understanding of what it meant to him to be a father and the way in which 

they would achieve this goal in his life. 

4. Prevention of abuse and neglect. A number of scholars have expressed the relevance 

of addressing issues related to abuse and neglect as an important preventive 

intervention (Kiselica, 1999; Marsiglio & Cohan, 1997). Defmitions, examples, and 

frequency of abuse and neglect were presented, foUowed by discussions of potential 

scenarios that their children might face in the future putting them in risk of being 

abused or neglected. Many participants expressed their lack of knowledge regarding 

the incidence of abuse in children. They were particularly surprised when discussing 

sexual abuse and the fact that relatives and people close to the family are most often 

the perpetrators of abuse. Participants expressed "feeling disgusted" by thinking 

about the possibility of sexual abuse happening to their children and engaged in 
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conversations in order to leam ways of preventing abuse from happening to their 

children. 

5. Basic child development and child care. Scholars have stressed the importance of 

assisting young fathers in understanding fimdamental concepts of infant care and 

child development (Kisehca, 1999; MarsigHo & Cohan, 1997). Participants were 

given handouts describing the stages of physical development and expected 

developmental milestones (e.g., talking, walking, etc.) accompHshed by infants and 

toddlers. They were also given booklets offering detailed explanations of the way in 

which babies think and feel, including descriptions of brain and cognitive 

development. Special attention was given to the explanation of Piaget's stages of 

development. Emphasis was given to help participants understand that the way in 

which they perceive the world is different from the way in which their babies 

experience it. Finally, participants were encouraged to come up with specific ways in 

which they could stimulate their babies' development (e.g., physical stimulation, 

play, responding to cues given by babies, etc). 

6. Basic parenting skills. Adolescents were invited to reflect on the relevance of 

developing adequate parenting skills (Patterson & Yoerger, 2002). Concepts of 

parenting derived from social leaming principles were taught to participants 

(Patterson & Forgatch, 1987), Methods of discipline such as time-out were role 

played foUowed by discussions. Even though participants would tend to show some 

hesitancy in engaging in role plays because they would seem somewhat "weird" to 

them, participants expressed that experiencing and leaming techniques such as time-
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out was helpful because they leamed altematives to corporal punishment when 

attempting to discipline a child. 

Interviews. Participants of the teen fathers groups were originally referred to the PEP 

program by the Juvenile Justice Department in summer 2003. Referred adolescents were 

required to attend parenting classes as part of their probation requirements. Therefore, my 

fírst contact with participants and their legal guardians was when I recraited teen fathers for 

the parenting groups. Prior to their participation in group, adolescents and their legal 

guardians signed a consent form that described the nature of the group and that group 

materials would be used for research purposes. Because such consent did not describe the 

rationale for foUow-up interviews, and in order to request participants' approval for 

participating in such interviews, I contacted participants and their legal guardians and set up 

brief home visits. At the home visits, I explained to teen fathers and their legal guardians the 

relevance of the foUow-up interviews as a way of helping me to better understand their 

experiences as teen fathers and to improve the group curriculum. I addressed issues related to 

confídentiality and notifíed them regarding their right to refuse to participate in the 

interviews without any repercussions. After expressing their acceptance to participate in the 

study, legal guardians signed the consent forms and adolescents signed assent forms. All 

participants accepted to participate (see Appendix A for Consent Form). 

Because two of the participants were sent to TYC facilities and one was in a 

substance abuse treatment facility, I contacted their legal guardians by phone and offered 

them a brief explanation of the study. I also asked their permission for aUowing their sons to 

participate in the study. Legal guardians of both adolescents accepted and I met with them at 

their homes, explained in detail the purpose of the study, and obtained the signature for the 
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consent forms. Having achieved this, I required assistance from the Juvenile Justice 

Department to arrange personal interviews with the teen fathers. I offered the same 

explanation to adolescents in detention. After they agreed to participate, they signed the 

assents forms. AU individuals were provided with a copy of the consent form and a thank you 

letter for their participation (see Appendix B for Thank You letters). 

I completed 17 face-to-face semi-stractured interviews over the course of 2 months. I 

interviewed each participant 3 times. Interviews lasted between 55 and 65 minutes, with the 

exception of two 3*̂^ interviews which lasted 40 minutes. Second and third interviews were 

conducted within 2-6 weeks of the first interview. Because one participant was residing in 

Dallas in a treatment facility, I conducted the last interview with him by phone. 

The rationale for conducting multiple interviews referred to a major goal in 

phenomenological research which is to obtain a rich description of the individual's 

experience (Baker et al., 1992). By allowing participants to reflect for a period of time on the 

experience of the first interview and their responses, subsequent interviews offer the unique 

opportunity for participants to achieve deeper reflections and to confírm or modify the initial 

input, resulting in increased data reUability (Porter, 1994). My ethnicity (i.e., Mexican 

national), gender, bilingual skiUs, and previous interaction with participants, seemed to be 

helpful in assisting me to develop an effective rapport with participants. 

Adolescents living at their home were compensated $ 10.00 per interview and 

participants in confínement received a similar compensation, which was deposited in their 

institutional account. Participants received information regarding confídentiality procedures. 

AU participants were given the name and contact information of my clinical advisor in case 
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they considered themselves in need of clinical services in the fliture. I also gave to 

participants and legal guardians my contact information. 

Participants were asked their preference for the site of the interview and I emphasized 

to them the importance for privacy and lack of intrasion during the interviews. Even though 

homes represent the ideal site for interviews in phenomenological studies because individuals 

have access to a variety of elements related to the experience of being a father (e.g., people, 

pictures, rooms, toys), some participants lived in family environments where privacy is 

limited. AU participants living in their homes expressed their preference to be interviewed at 

a local community center that is familiar to them and that increased their privacy. Due to 

time constraints of participants, two interviews were conducted at their homes and provisions 

were made to increase privacy. Regarding the three adolescents in residential treatment, I 

conducted the interviews on site, with the exception of one interview that I completed by 

phone. 

The first interview consisted of two major grand tour questions and a limited 

number of probes (see Appendix C for Interview Guide). Bordere (2003) has emphasized the 

importance of including concrete and analogy-based questions when conducting research 

witii children and adolescents. Therefore, I used methodological procedures similar to those 

she used when describing the experiences of young Black males and violent death. 

Bordere stractured her interviews by attending to the wording of her questions in 

order to keep them developmentally appropriate, as well as taking into consideration 

contextual factors such as personal safety, timing of interviews, and site characteristics. Even 

though I initially anticipated that I needed to put special emphasis on asking non-abstract 

questions to participants (e.g. what is the meaning of being a father?), I found that all 
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participants showed a high level of introspection and analysis, and even spoke in 

metaphorical terms (e.g. climbing the "ladder of life"). 

In addition, I put special attention on using participants' responses as probes in order 

to minimize intrading with my preconceived ideas. I reserved the use of the probes included 

in the interview guide until the end of the interview. AU interviews were audiotaped in order 

to avoid influencing the process of the interview as a result of extensive note taking. I 

transcribed all audiotaped material. Recording procedures were clearly stated in the consent 

and assent forms. All participants agreed to be audiotaped. 

I took brief notes limited to meaningful phrases or words used by participants during 

the interviews in order to ensure that I probed about relevant content expressed by them. This 

technique has proven to be an effective tool in maintaining a phenomenological perspective 

because the focus and direction of the interviews should be indicated by participants' 

responses (Sharp, 2003). I wrote in a notepad personal notes and reflections immediately 

after each interview in order to capture particular non-verbal reactions of participants as well 

as my own emotional experience (Warren et al., 2000). Finally, as I transcribed the 

interviews, I incorporated into the process of analysis my written observations of the 

participants' behaviors as well as my personal reactions. 

Data Analvsis 

After transcribing the audiotaped interviews, I coded the data using NVivo quaUtative 

data management software (Bazeley & Richards, 2000). Each idea was a umt of analysis, and 

I considered ideas as separate thoughts (Porter, 1994). For example, a participant expressed 

in one statement, ".. .My dad used to yell and curse at my mom.. .it made me really sad, and I 
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would get high.. .1 just kept doing what I was doing.. .trying to escape all those feeUngs." In 

this example, there are two ideas that constitute different units of analysis. The expression, 

"My dad used to yell at my mom.. .it made me really sad," is taken as a life-world experience 

because it is an event that took place in the participant's social environment. The feeling 

described, "It made feel really sad," is also considered as part of this unit of analysis because 

the adolescent felt sad as a result of witnessing his parents' fíght. On the other hand, the 

expression, "I would get high.. .1 just kept doing what I was doing.. .trying to escape all those 

feelings," is considered a unit of analysis related to the lived experience because it refers to a 

behavior guided by the participant's intention. In this case, the adolescent was trying not to 

experience the feelings associated to his parents' conflicts by using drags. 

Each idea was categorized as either an irrelevant issue, life-world data, or lived 

experience data. Irrelevant data was information that was not relevant to the experience of 

being a teen father or being a participant in the teen fathers group. Irrelevant data were not 

used in the analysis. For example, one participant described details of his high school 

graduation and said, "...They gave us gowns and tassels.. .in some previous graduations they 

didn't have gowns or tassels and they had to go on their regular colors." 

Having categorized each idea, I proceeded to further classify data into different levels 

of analysis. For instance, when analyzing data related to lived-experienced, I started by 

grouping similar elements into descriptors, and common descriptors into features. Figure 1 is 

a visual depiction of the overall process of analysis. Throughout the process of analysis, I 

engaged in a continuous process of describing, comparing, distinguishing, presupposing, and 

inferring (Husseri, 1962; Porter, 1994). 
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Figure 1. Process of analysis 

Life-World 
Data 

Lived-
Experience 

Data 

Intentions 

Component 
Phenomena 

Phenomena 

Analyzing Life-World Data 

Life-world content refers to the "often taken-for-granted social norms and messages 

that the informant receives from various entities within the context in which he [or shej 

lives" (Bordere, 2003, p. 26). For example, when talking about the way in which the absence 

of his father was addressed at home, a participant said, "My mother tells me that I should 

forget about my father and move on because he could not teach me to be a father anyway." 

This is a message from the participant's environment that describes a perception held by his 

mother. The role of the adolescent is this statement is primarily receptive and non-active. 

Therefore, this data was considered life-world experience and was coded accordingly. 
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In analyzing Hfe-world data, Porter (1995) suggests an inductive analytical process 

that starts by identifying elements, which are the most basic unit of analysis of the social 

environment. An element is the most specifíc aspect of the life-world context (Sharp, 2003). 

For instance, all participants talked about being supported by their mothers and I considered 

this as an element. The foUowing statement is an example of this type of element, "...My 

mom has helped me a lot.. .She's always been there." 

Having identified 66 elements, I proceeded to categorize them based on their 

similarities, thereby creating descriptors. I compared and contrasted units of data by asking 

myself, "How are elements similar?" (Sharp, 2003). For instance, I grouped elements such as 

my dad wasn 't there with myfamily was never there into a descriptor entitled crying by 

myself As a resuh, I clustered 66 elements into 12 descriptors. Finally, I grouped similar 

descriptors into 5 life-world features. A feature is the broadest level of life-world data. For 

example, the descriptors making mefeellwas nobody, taking away mypride, and crying by 

myselfvsjQrt grouped into a feature QntiÚ^d putting me down. 

Analvzing Lived Experience 

Data related to experience refers to "the way that the informant makes sense of his 

[her] experiences" (Bordere, 2003, p. 27). Porter (1994) suggest analyzing experience by 

grouping data into three levels which are intentions, component phenomenon, and 

phenomenon ofthe lived experience. Before grouping data, Sharp (2003) highlights the 

importance of identifying information as either actions or perceptions of the experience. 

Therefore, I identifíed data as either actions or perceptions. Actions were behaviors that 

participants were doing in relation to their experiences. For example, when describing the 
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changes in his behavior as a resuh of becoming a father, a participant expressed, "I quh on a 

lot of things I used to do like going out with my friends." Perceptions refer to the thoughts 

individuals have regarding "their actions and the intentions of those actions" (Porter, 1994, p. 

20). For instance, when describing his reasons for spending time with his daughter, a teen 

father said, ".. .1 feel my daughter deserves everything that I didn't have.. .So, I need to be 

there for her so she can feel better." 

After identifying actions and perceptions, I intuited intentions by repeatedly asking 

myself, "What are they trying to do with their experience?" (Porter, 1998). I considered as an 

intention any action or perception indicating what participants were trying to do with their 

experience. For instance, a teen father described his change in lifestyle, "...I don't do drags 

anymore.. .1 don't go out no more.. .I'm like 'No more'.. .Because I want to be there for my 

son." This statement shows the way in which the participant is being pro-active about his 

experience. He stopped using drags and going out with his friends because he wanted to be 

with his child. 

As I engaged in this process, I read several times transcripts on paper and in the 

NVivo software, listened to audiotapes, and wrote reflections about my personal reactions. 

As a resuh, I initially identifíed 270 intentions. After analyzing each participant's intentions 

and comparing intentions across participants, I grouped similar intentions into component 

phenomena. For example, realizingTm not the only one, lettingfeelings out, and valuing the 

bond comtitMtQd a component phenomena called connecting with other teenfathers. Finally, 

relationships are identifíed among similar component phenomena in order to create the 

phenomenon of the lived experience. For instance, the component phenomena ofchanging 
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for my child and being there comprised the lived experience phenomenon ofnot giving up 

and deciding to be a dad. 

FiUing Out 

Filling out refers to repeating the cycle of analysis by engaging in dialogue with other 

scholars and by reintegrating the bracketed material into the analytical process (Porter, 1998). 

Maintaining the intersubjective dialogue with coUeagues is essential since unique and similar 

intentions can be identifíed and contrasted (Sharp, 2003). Therefore, I engaged in numerous 

dialogues with my advisors and discussed unique intentions (e.g., wanting to go to the army) 

as well as intentions similar across participants (e.g., wanting to protect my child). Both 

advisors offered me feedback on the taxonomies I developed and assisted me in modifying 

them. In addition, and as a result of bringing back bracketed material such as existing 

literature on teen fathers, and my previous experiences of the interactions I had with 

participants and their families; I was able to incorporate into the analysis additional 

information regarding the lives of teen fathers which allowed me to "enhance the clarity with 

which the stmctures are seen" (Porter, 1998, p. 22). 

Trastworthiness of the Data 

Trastworthiness in qualitative research refers to the quality of tiie data and can be 

summarized in one question: "How can an inquirer persuade his or her audiences (including 

self) that the fíndings of an inquiry are worth paying attention to, worth taking account of?" 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 290). The quality of the data in phenomenological research 
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depends on the extent to which the fíndings "traly reflect the essence of a phenomenon as 

experienced by the informants of the study" (Baker et al., 1992). 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) consider that qualitative research must achieve credibility, 

dependability, confirmability, and transferability. Credibility refers to the requirement that 

findings should clearly reflect the experience of participants. As Porter (1994) has indicated, 

an important benefít of having multiple interviews refers to the fact that previous interviews 

can be used to validate the analyses of subsequent interviews. Therefore, I devoted a final 

interview to discuss with teen fathers if I was accurately describing their experiences. 

Besides confirming my descriptions, many fathers expanded on issues they considered 

relevant. 

Dependability and confirmability are interrelated concepts and refer to ensuring that 

fíndings are reasonable as a result of implementing adequate methodology. In order to 

accomplish this goal, throughout the process of research I engaged in numerous 

conversations with my advisors, gave them copies of my transcripts, and my coding sheets. 

In addition, I kept an audit trail (Rodgers & Cowles, 1993) with methodological and 

analytical notes. An example of the usefuhiess of keeping this audit trail referred to a straggle 

that I experienced prior to stracturing the third round of interviews. Because the content of 

much of the previous interviews was emotionally intense, I was concemed with the welfare 

of my participants by probing about issues at an emotional level that I was not going to be 

able to process with them in subsequent interviews. After addressing this straggle with my 

advisors, I proceeded to contact Dr. Porter and expressed to her my dilemma. As a resuh of 

maintaining an exchange of ideas with her via email, I became clearer of the way in which I 

could stracture the third interviews without jeopardizing methodological rigor and at the 
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same time, ensuring the protection of my participants. Therefore, I expressed to participants 

that the goal of the third interview was to confírm that I was accurately describing their 

experiences. Even though I addressed challenging topics as I described to participants the 

experiences they shared with me in previous interviews, participants chose the themes that 

they wanted to address in more depth. I also offered participants my fiiture contact 

information as well as my clinical advisor's, in case they wanted to request clinical services 

for them or their families. 

Transferability requires researchers to achieve a "degree of similarity between 

sending and receiving contexts" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 316). Because the major task in 

achieving transferability resides on providing data that makes transferability judgments 

possible, I included in my joumaling and reports a detailed description of the context in 

which the meanings were created as well as the way in which such contexts influenced me in 

the process of gathering and analyzing data. 

Committing myself to keeping track of my personal reactions and experiences by 

writing continuous entries into my reflexive joumal was a key factor that contributed to 

increased trastworthiness. Joumaling allowed me to minimize biases from informing my 

research, because I engaged in a permanent process of reflexivity. Examples of the most 

relevant entries related to context, referred to my descriptions as I traveled to a treatment 

facility in Dallas for my first interview with a participant, worked on the same day on 

analysis of the interview, prepared the second interview at night, and completed the 

interview on the following day. 

My entries related to this experience differed in clear ways from the entries I wrote 

describing three trips to a detention facility in southwest Texas, the process I experienced as I 
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drove 4 hours each way, and my reactions as I interviewed the participant and experienced 

the context where he was transmitting his experiences to me. As a result of going back to my 

joumal entries and reflecting on them, I was able to better identify the way in which my 

personal reactions influenced the process of this investigation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). For 

instance, because I was the therapist of three participants in the past, it was difficult for me to 

hear the ways in which they continued to straggle with issues we had worked at a clinical 

level (e.g., wanting to control their partners). In that regard, joumaling helped me to hear 

from participants the things that I found difficult to hear, allowing me to remain open and 

receptive to their experiences. 

Ethical Considerations 

Confídentiality 

The confídentiality of each participant was protected by using pseudonyms. Only the 

faculty supervisors and I had access to the data coUected. Data were kept in a locked filing 

cabinet located in a research room with restricted access. 

Added protection. Special attention was given to determine whether a participant was 

particularly concemed about confídentiality issues. Before starting every interview, I 

explored with participants if the interview site offered them the anonymity and privacy they 

wanted. Participants were also informed that they had the right to refuse to answer any 

questions that made them feel uncomfortable and that the interview could stop at any time 

upon their request. Although it was common for participants to experience discomfort when 

talking about challenging topics during the interviews (e.g., addressing father absence), no 
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participant reported intense distress after the interviews. Referrals for future clinical services 

were given to all participants along with my present and future contact information. 

Participant Benefits 

In addition to the monetary compensation that participants received, teen fathers 

expressed a sense of relief by having someone Hstened to their stories. Participants also 

reported an increased motivation to become better fathers as a result of reflecting during the 

interviews on a variety of thoughts and emotions related to the challenges and rewards of 

parenting (DoUahite, Hawkins, & Brotherson, 1997). 
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CHAPTERIV 

RESULTS 

Teen fathers reported diverse experiences related to fatherhood and their participation 

in the teen fathers group. Despite the diversity, similarities were found in their descriptions of 

their experiences and life-world contexts. 

Throughout the process of analysis, I used the strategies of describing, comparing, 

distinguishing, presupposing, and inferring (Husserl, 1962; Porter, 1994). As a resuh of 

engaging in this process of analysis, out of 66 original elements, five life-world features 

emerged: (a)putting me down, (b) experiencing my baby's mother'sfamily^, (c) being 

supported, (d) watching my friends fade away, and (e) looking around. Regarding their 

experiences as teen fathers and group participants, four phenomena of the lived experience 

were developed out of 270 original intentions (i.e., actions or perceptions indicating what 

participants were trying to do with their experience): (a) not giving up and deciding to be a 

dad, (b) wanting to be a goodfather, {c)fîguring out my relationships after becoming a 

father, and (d) telling in group theperson I want to be (see Appendixes E and F for outlines 

of the features and phenomena). Next, I wiU describe the analyses related to the life-world 

context. 

^ Even though I repeatedly reacted to the way in which teen fathers referred to their partners as **my baby's 
mother," which takes away their partners' identities as women, I decided to use the îanguage expressed by 
participants in order to privilege their voices over my personal beliefs. However, I continue to struggle by 
realizing the way in which the language used by these teen fathers (e.g. "my baby's mother") may be another 
example of the way in which gender scripts may prevent participants from acknowledging their privilege as 
males and their contribution to a cuiture of male dominance. 
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Life-Worid Context 

Life-world context refers to the social environment that surrounds an individual's 

experience (Porter, 1995). The lives of teen fathers who participated in this study were 

embedded in challenging family of origin contexts, many of them characterized by physical 

and/or emotional father absence. Of particular concem were the diverse forms of emotional 

and/or physical abuse that many of them suffered. It is important to clarify that although 

participants never described as abuse some of the experiences they lived with their fathers or 

step-fathers, I made the decision to name as emotional abuse those behaviors on the part of 

the caregiver capable of inflicting emotional and psychological damage to a child, especially 

to their sense of self-worth (MiUer-Perrin & Perrin, 1999). An example of such abuse refers 

to one of the participants being told by his father that he was "useless" because he could not 

change a car tire appropriately. I considered as physical abuse reports made by teen fathers 

describing behaviors that put the child or teen at risk of physical harm (e.g., slapping, hitting) 

inflicted on them by their caregivers (MiUer-Perrin & Perrin, 1999). Even though participants 

never labeled these experiences as abuse, I considered it important as a researcher and 

clinician, to name as abuse any instances in which caregivers inappropriately used their 

position of power in order to inflict harm on their children. 

A contrasting set of experiences reported by participants is the support they have 

received from their families. In particular, many of them described how cracial it was that 

theh mothers "had not given up" on the relationship with them and had supported them 

throughout their lives despite their mothers' lack of fínancial and social resources. 

These teen fathers expressed a particular experience of fulfíllment when they 

perceived being supported by their fathers or their father-fígures. Participants also described 
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the importance of receiving help from their girlfriends when adapting to the process of 

becoming better fathers. Their support was especially useful when partners instracted teen 

fathers on how to take care of their babies as well as facilitating frequent access to them. As 

far as the larger social environment is concemed, teen fathers reported being impacted by 

strong societal messages indicating "defectiveness" associated with being a teen father. 

Finally, they were particularly cognizant about other teen fathers in their immediate social 

environment who were not as invested as they were in becoming good fathers. 

In the foUowing sections, I wiU proceed to describe the life-world features that 

emerged in this study: (a) putting me down, (b) experiencing my baby's mother's family, (c) 

being supported, (d) watching my friends fade away, and (e) looking around. I addition, I 

wiU describe the accompanying descriptors for each feature. 

Putting Me Down 

Teen fathers described examples of the way in which the actions or messages of other 

people represented a challenge to their sense of self-worth and self-esteem. Although 

participants described their family interactions as "normal," it was common for teen fathers 

to report feeling emotional isolation as a resuh of not feeling comfortable in sharing their 

feelings with other family members. Many times, emotional isolation turaed into severe 

forms of emotional abuse. Teen fathers also received a number of messages from their 

families and social environments (e.g., school teachers) indicating that, because they were 

teen fathers, they were defective. Similar messages were given to them regarding their 

straggles with drag/alcohol addiction. Particularly challenging for many participants was the 

physical and/or emotional absence of their fathers. These life-worid experiences are included 
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in the foUowing descriptors: (a) making me feel I was nobody, (b) taking away my pride, and 

(c) crying by myself 

Making me feel I was nobodv. The adverse family environment in which participants 

grew up led them to experience emotional pain in their family relationships. Particularly 

salient was the way in which the majority of them felt hurt by the straggles that they 

experienced in their relationships with their fathers, an experience that had an important 

impact on their sense of self-worth. One teen father described the hurt and damage to his 

self-concept that resulted from being emotionally abused and neglected by his father: 

My dad used to teU me I was nothing.. .He used to put me down, telling me that I was 
going to be nothing.. .He left me, and I thought I was nobody because he didn't care 
for me.. .If he would've shown me more attention, but he was always drinking and he 
would show nothing.... 

After his father left him and his family, tiiis same teen father suffered severe 

emotional abuse from his stepfather. When reflecting on the emotional pain that he suffered 

in his relationships with his father and stepfather, he expressed, "I remember the pain I went 

through, I remember the depression, the angriness, the bittemess, I remember all that they 

brought to my life.. .memories you can never forget about." 

Teen fathers also experienced being punished whenever they were emotionally 

vuhierable and attempted to show "weak" emotions such as sadness. In those situations, they 

received messages indicating that they were defective and as a resuh, they suppressed their 

experiences of emotional vuhierability. A teen father described the way in which he was 

humiliated for crying in front of his father: 

I remember being with my brother and I was crying and my dad was drank and he'd 
teU me "Get up! You are just a chicken ass! You need to stop crying! Just get 
up!"...After that, for a while, every time pain would come...like if somebody hh me, 
I wouldn't cry.. .It feh like that wasn't in my Hfe no more. 
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Teen fathers expressed the way in which these messages have become a life-

long challenge for them because they have continued to straggle by either thinking that they 

are worthless as humans, or that they are defective if they experience and express emotional 

vuhierability. 

Taking awav mv pride. In addition to the experience of being humiliated, participants 

expressed the ways in which they felt that their pride as young men had been damaged 

whenever people criticized them. 

One participant shared his experience regarding a teacher who made critical remarks 

about teen fathers, "I don't like it when teachers start shitting, like with one of the teachers 

recently over here in my school, like she said that those who have kids at early ages are 

dumb." Criticism was particularly abusive when family members would make fiin of them 

when observing the way in which they straggled with drag abuse. Another teen father shared 

getting to his home intoxicated by drags one night. He commented on his alcoholic father's 

reaction after seeing him in such state: 

I would get high and my dad would come back and just laugh at me... he wouldn't 
encourage me to stop...he would just laugh and take pictures... 'cause I have pictures 
when I was high.. .and my dad took pictures of me... He'd laugh at me. 

Participants expressed the importance of "holding their pride" even when 

people tried to "put them down." However, even though this was a common effort reported 

by teen fathers, they described feeling as if their pride had been taken away as a resuh of 

suffering chronic abuse. 

Crying bv mvself Adolescent fathers also reflected on the effects of a family 

environment characterized by conflict and emotional shutdown. One of the major straggles 

for them was to experiencing loneliness and feeling that other family members were not 
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avaUable to listen to their straggles. In some cases, teen fathers also expressed the way in 

which their family was a major obstacle in their process of recovery from substance abuse 

because, whereas they were trying to recover from drags, other family members were using 

and even offering drags to them. A teen father described the way in which he felt alone in his 

efforts to recover from drags because family members represented a risk for relapse rather 

than a support for his recovery, ".. .Temptations are people like drag dealers.. .even the 

family if you are sober, and you already quit that lifestyle and somebody from your family 

comes up to you and tells you about doing drags and things.. .even in your family." 

Participants described their experiences of isolation as a result of being part of family 

conflicts. A common experience described by participants was feeling incapable of 

expressing their deepest feelings to family members. After describing a family interaction, a 

teen father commented: 

In my family we were always fighting and yelling... With my father, we were always 
trying to say to each other mean things and everything .. .It made me feel really 
sad.. .1 would go to my room and I would just sh there and cry.. .1 didn't have nobody 
to talk to. 

A participant elaborated on his experience of feeling disconnected from family 

members, ".. .My family, you know... I was never there.. .They were never there...We 

wouldn't be there for each other; we wouldn't have that kind of support for each other." Teen 

fathers described their straggles related to the relationship with their fathers. These 

experiences were described as a continuum, with some participants reporting the physical 

absence of their fathers and others feeling emotionally distant from them even though they 

continued to live with their fathers. A teen father described the experience of not knowing 

who his father was by sharing, ".. .My real dad was never here, he never called or anything... 
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I know nothing about my dad.. .1 don't even know what he looks like, I didn't know nothing 

about him whatsoever.. .my real dad was never there for me." 

Other teen fathers reported being left by their fathers at an early age. Participants 

seemed to have handled such loss by minimizing the importance of their fathers' 

abandonment. When describing his experience after his father left them, a participant 

expressed, "I feel the same way I did like when he fírst left.. .1 was real upset, but after that I 

got used to h, with him not coming back no more.. .so, I feel the same way I did." 

In a similar type of reaction, another teen father shared, "My father.. .you know, he 

wasn't there for me.. .He wasn't there.. .So I'm not really even worried about it." Some 

participants also reported that even though their fathers were living with them, they straggled 

by not being able to emotionally connect with them. As one participant commented, ".. .My 

dad was there, but we were never able to express ourselves and really talk to each other... He 

wasn't there for me like emotionally." In addition, another teen father expressed wanting to 

have not only the emotional connection with his father, but the experience of being educated 

and directed by him. Talking about the times when he started to be referred to juvenile 

facilities, this participant reflected on how much he wished his father would have talked to 

him about his behavior and guided him in addition to bailing him out: 

My dad.. .he was here in this worid.. .He was physically, but he wasn't there to help 
me out.. .emotionally.. .mentally, and all that.. .like it hurts.. .He was there to enable 
me, take me out of situations if I got in trouble.. .bail me out.. .but wouldn't help me 
out to fíx my problems... He wasn't there to help me leam my lesson or talk to me 
about h, and what I did wrong. 

Experiencing mv Babv's Mother's Family 

Teen fathers commonly reported a number of challenges when interacting with their 

partners' famiHes. A couple of participants, however, expressed the importance of feeling 
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loved by them. Those participants who straggled with maintaining this relationship, reported 

feeling poweriess in the process of making decisions regarding the rearing of their children. 

It is noteworthy that when referring to the "problems" that they observed in their partners' 

families, some participants had a tendency to omh the conflicts that they were experiencing 

in their own families, which in many cases included alcoholism and emotional and/or 

physical abuse. These life-world experiences are captured in the following descriptors: (a) 

Decidingfor us, (b) beingpushed away (You 've done enough!), and (c) getting along with 

herfamily and being loved by them. 

Deciding for us. A straggle reported by teen fathers was their frastration of not being 

able to have a more active voice in the decisions regarding the rearing of their children. 

Participants who expressed this frastration more intensely, were the ones who were 

incarcerated. When sharing his experience regarding the fact that his partner's family has 

taken the majority of the decisions regarding the rearing of his child, a participant expressed, 

".. .1 don't know, they just made decisions for us like we're little kids.. .1 mean, we're yoimg 

and all, but like if we're really small.. .and I feel like mad that they are like that." 

Another area in which the involvement of their partners' families was relevant 

referred to considering the possibility of abortion. Even though the majority of the teen 

fathers expressed their clear refusal to consider abortion, two participants described the way 

in which they contemplated that possibility and tiie role that their partners' families had in 

that decision. One teen father described being approached by the father of her partner and 

invited to consider the possibility of not having the baby: 

Right after I had started drinking.. .her father looked for me and he started talking to 
me about the abortion and he was like, "We'U just forget about everything.. .you are 
too young to have a baby" and I was like, "Yeah, we are young to have a baby." 
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In this case, the fínal decision for having the baby was heavily influenced by a family 

member who challenged both parents and encouraged them to respect their daughter's wish 

to have the baby. Another teen father reported that whereas he was contemplating the 

possibility of abortion, his partner's family had clearly objected to that possibUity from the 

beginning of the pregnancy. He commented on the family's reaction: 

I wanted tiie abortion right? But then, her mother found out about it and she was like: 
"We're having the baby and you can't see the mom"...and I was Hke, "AU right, I'U 
never caU, I'U never go over there"... It wasn't really that I had the choice to stop it, 
but it was like somebody else had the power over me to stop it.. .Now, I feel better 
about myself that I didn't have voice in that. 

The experience of realizing that their partners' families made critical decisions 

regarding their babies was characterized by a mixture of frustration for not having an active 

part in such process, an acknowledgement of their lack of capacity to make such decisions, 

and a sense of relief by realizing that they did not take a decision that they would have 

regretted later on. 

Being pushed awav (You have done enough!). Teen fathers reported in some cases 

the reluctance of their partners' families to establish closer connections with them. This was 

evidenced by the family not being easily available to the teen father or in the cases of 

adolescents who were incarcerated, the families would not take their children to them on 

visitation day. One participant shared his experience: 

I can only see my child on Saturdays...right?...but, many times they don't come and 
I'm like "what is my kid doing without me?," and "is her mom doing something?... 
and not letting me know," and stuff... and only I get to see my kid on Saturday, that 
gets me mad. 

Sometimes the straggles were particularly intense including overt rejection of the teen 

father. One adolescent described his experience when he invited his partner's family to his 

house in order to give them the news of the pregnancy: 
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I told her mother to come home after work, and all my family was there and 
everything and I was going to tell her that Julie was pregnant.. .and her mom was like, 
she blew up, she grabbed Julie by the arm and dragged her outside, and she picked 
her up.. .and I was like "Where are you going?" and she was like, "You've done 
enough, You've done enough!" and yelling and cursing at Julie... Right after that, I 
called her at her cell phone and her mother was yeUing and cursing at me over the cell 
phone. 

It is important to notice that when reporting the straggles with their partners' families, 

teen fathers had a tendency to omit making references to problems in their own families. For 

instance, the teen father who described his experience in the preceding paragraph, elaborated 

on the virtues of his family right after he described the way in which he was rejected by his 

partner's family. However, he omitted to address for the remaining of the interview intense 

family problems that he was facing in his own family like alcoholism, emotional abuse, and 

marital infidelity. When comparing his family to the family of his partner, he expressed: 

My family did a lot for her.. .almost more than her own parents have done for her and 
that makes me mad because she knows how much my parents would do for her.. .she 
doesn't acknowledge the things my parents did for her.. .That makes me sick, because 
she knows my parents were always wiUing to take care of her... and that makes me 
mad because my parents.. .they love their grandkids. 

The reactions of teen fathers as a resuh of straggling with their partners' families 

ranged from dismissing attitudes that maintaining such connection was not important, to 

expressions of overt anger highlighting the negative traits of their partner's family, balanced 

by a perception that that their families would be better caregivers to their children. 

Getting along with her familv and being loved bv them. Three of the six teen fathers 

said that the relationship with their partners' families was stable. When addressing this topic, 

one of the adolescents affirmed, "It's been the same... We have always gotten along with 

each other...Nothing has changed between our famUies.. .It's good." 
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A couple of participants even reported that maintaining a close relationship with their 

partners' families was important for them because they found a sense of belonging in those 

relationships that was lacking in their own families. When I was conducting my last 

interview with one of these participants, I asked him if there was anything important for him 

regarding his experience as a father that we had not covered during the interview. He 

responded, "I think for me... like getting along with her family and in case you need 

something they are there.. .They love me a lot...They see me as their own son.. .and I know 

that there's another family out there for me." 

Another adolescent expressed the way in which maintaining a relationship with his 

father-in-law became like having a father-son relationship. This participant described in 

depth the way in which his father-in-law has been supportive towards him and became a role 

model in his life: 

My father-in-law.. .he is like my dad.. .He helped me a lot.. .He sent me clothes when 
I needed it.. .He helped me out with my baby... He has always been honest with me, 
like telling me the trae things.. .like no matter what I have to say and how bad the 
relationship is between me and his daughter, he is always the same.. .He supports 
me.. .He shows how to be a better father to my daughter, so, he is a big role model for 
me. 

The preceding descriptions have special relevance because they indicate the 

possibility for reaching stability and an experience of permanent support between teen fathers 

and the famiHes of their partners. 

Being Supported 

Participants reported feeling supported by different people when facing the challenges 

of fatherhood. Such support involved being assisted by their girifiiends in leaming how to 

take care of theh babies and receiving emotional support when they were facing emotional 
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problems in other relationships. Teen fathers also described receiving help from their 

families as well as feeling supported by other teen fathers and group leaders when they 

attended group. Three descriptors capture the experience that teen fathers described regarding 

being supported: (a) counting on my girlfriend, (b) counting on myfamily, and (c) knowing 

others out there care. 

Counting on mv girlfriend. Even though maintaining an intimate relationship with 

their partners was a challenging experience for teen fathers, they expressed a sincere 

appreciation for the way in which their partners helped them to leam how to take care of their 

babies. Furthermore, their partners offered them comfort when they were experiencing 

distressing emotions associated with their straggles in other relationships. It is noteworthy to 

highlight that even though participants had just expressed negative emotions regarding the 

intimate relationship with their partners during the interviews, they were able to recognize 

the different ways in which they had been supported by them. A participant commented 

about the emotional support he received from his girlfriend: 

My girlfriend.. .she would help me whenever I needed her to be there for me.. .She 
was always there...1 would just caU her and I'd be real mad at my family and I'd be 
hurt and she would just sh there and hug me.. .always wanting to comfort me, no 
matter what I was going through... She helped me a lot. 

Another teen father described the way his partner supported him by teaching him how 

to take care of his baby: 

The mother of my baby...1 don't know, she's always been there and she has helped 
me a lot...When I don't know something she tells me like how to give him a 
bath... .how to walk him.. .how to hold him.. .1 didn't know about that until she told 
me...When I need something she tries to get h...When I need help she helps me. 

Counting on mv family. Teen fathers reported feeling supported by their families. The 

extent and quality of such support varied based on the type of relatíonship participants had 
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witii different family members. For instance, all teen fathers expressed knowing they had the 

unconditional support of their mothers. Four of the participants knew they could have 

material support from their fathers or stepfathers, and only two participants knew they could 

rely on their fathers for emotional support. 

One teen father described the material support he received from his family, "My 

parents help me a lot.. .They help me with everything.. .They would buy everything for me, 

clothes, diapers, bottles, milk." It is important to highlight the profound gratitude and 

admiration teen fathers expressed for their mothers. In addition to the financial support they 

received from them, teen fathers highlighted the commitment that their mothers showed to 

them despite big challenges when having to raise them on their own without support from 

their partners. One participant commented about the support he received from his mother, 

"My mom has always been there more than anyone else.. .She has helped me a lot.. .Like, all 

the trouble I get into, she's been there." 

Another participant described the way in which he had rejected the support from his 

mother. He also shared how much it meant to him the fact that his mother never abandoned 

the relationship with him despite of his rejection: 

I never kept the relationship with my mom.. .She kept h with me.. .No matter what, 
she showed me unconditional love. She showed me that no matter what I did to her, 
she was going to be there for me, that she loved me...That means the world to me. 

One teen father talked about the importance and the joy of being supported by his 

father, especially considering that before becoming a teen father, the relationship with him 

was emotionally strained: 

We never used to talk about things, but now that he sees that I'm trying, he 
encourages me to do things that I would have not tried if I didn't have a son... 
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There are times when I want to give up but we talk about it and he tells me that it is 
up to me but that I have a son, so, I have to make my life better for him... We used not 
to talk that much but now he is trying and he pushes me to go on. 

These teen fathers also recognized the support they received from other family 

members. Even though participants were appreciative of the support offered by their 

relatives, they particularly valued when the physical support was accompanied by love and 

encouragement. 

Knowing others out there care. As a result of participating in the teen fathers group, 

participants reported feeling supported by group leaders. Teen fathers perceived that group 

leaders cared for them because they offered them encouragement, companionship, and 

guidance regarding how to be better fathers. 

One teen father expressed, "I felt like somebody is there to help me out.. .1 knew 

someone was always going to be there." Regarding the experience of perceiving group as a 

safe place where they could express their straggles and emotions, another participant said: 

If you don't have anyone else to talk to.. .like, if you don't have your baby's mom to 
talk to, if you can't talk to your parents like that, your brothers, your friends, 
whoever.. .the group is the place to do it.. .Group was like, "We are not going to be 
mad at you or think less of you"... "We are not going to push you to the side because 
you didn't want to do this".. .Somebody is there who I can taUc to. 

Teen fathers also feh supported by group leaders in receiving instraction and 

encouragement. Regarding this type of support, one adolescent said: 

...h teaches us like things we don't know and different things about what a child wiU 
go through and what we could go through... What we can do to be better 
people...You also put plans and goals ahead of us, which was completing something 
in order to get what we wanted. 

One teen father, especially valued what he leamed from the women group leaders: 

Like when those ladies came in.. .1 liked that and paid attention to h... About what not 
to do and how to do it.. .and what was going to happen when kids get older and stages 
you are going to go through, and controlling your temper.. .That helped me a 
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lot...They always told us not to give up...Every time they came, they told us not to 
give up...When they came, they told us...When they left, they told us again. 

Finally, teen fathers expressed how helpful was to know that group was especially 

designed to attend their needs as teen fathers, because they feh as if there were no similar 

resources being offered to them in the community. One participant elaborated on this: 

I don't know, there's a lot of people to help the mom with the kid because she was 
the one that had the baby, but like, the group.. .it helps to think that a child needs his 
father just as much as he needs his mother.. .1 mean, like there isn't a lot of things out 
there for teenage fathers...It's aU about the mothers.. .all about the mothers.. .It's 
Hke.. .the perfect opportunity to leam more about how you can develop a better 
relationship with your child. 

Watching Mv Friends Fade Awav 

Teen fathers had a common experience of witnessing their friends "fade away," 

which consisted of their friends not looking for them anymore. Even though participants kept 

a minimal number of close relationships with which they felt especially connected, they also 

reported a decrease in the number of friends who would reach out to them. This was also a 

consequence of the teen fathers' commitment to taking care of their babies and the 

subsequent changes in lifestyle. These experiences were manifested in two descriptors: (a) 

Being toldVm crazy, and (b) being left out (They don 7 lookfor me anymore). 

Being told I'm crazv. Not only did teen fathers experience the loss of their friends, 

but they were given also messages by friends indicating their "abnormality" for having a 

baby and choosing to commit themselves to their children's care. After informmg his friends 

about his desire to commh to his baby, one adolescent said, "Most of my friends think that 

I'm crazy because I have a baby." 

Being left out ("Thev don't look for me anvmore"). Teen fathers realized that if they 

continue to go out with their friends and "hang out" with them, theh friends would remain 
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close to them, especially if they had access to money or transportation. However, as teen 

fathers started to spend less time with their friends, expressing to them that they wanted to 

spend more time with their children, their friends slowly started to "fade away" and not reach 

out to them anymore. As one teen father reflected after reflising a number of invitations from 

their friends to go out, ".. .My old friends, they just don't look for me anymore." 

Looking Around 

A couple of teen fathers expressed being particularly attentive to they way in which 

other teen fathers conducted themselves as fathers. Although not all teen fathers elaborated 

on this issue, the descriptor being aware ofwhat other teenfathers don 7 do, is included as an 

important life-world experience because it captures the experience of participants who 

expressed being particularly cognizant of their commitment as fathers by observing the 

behavior of other teen fathers. 

Being aware of what other teen fathers don't do. Teen fathers expressed being aware 

of the ways in which other teen fathers were not taking care of their children or were not 

making an effort to be more involved with them. Whenever teen fathers addressed this issue, 

they used it as a point of comparison to indicate the extent of the commitment that they were 

keeping with their children as well as their sense of satisfaction for being fathers. This 

experience is described by a teen father: 

Some of my friends, they got kids but they are never there for them. So, it makes me 
feel good, that I'm there.. .It just makes me feel good.. .I'm there for my son.. .I'm 
doing what I have to do.. .I'm not backing down like them. 

Summarv: The Life-World Context 
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Participants described their life-world context as a mixture of influences that 

impacted their fatherhood experience. They received messages that hãd put them down at 

different moments of theh lives. Not only did they experience loneliness as a resuh of these 

messages, but as a resuh of being exposed to different forms of abuse, they also feh that theh 

pride was taken away and their sense ofbeing somebody was lost at some point during their 

lives. 

These teen fathers also described the influence of their partners' families in their 

lives. Such experiences ranged from open rejection by being told that they haddone enough 

[damage] by impregnating their partners to experiences ofgetting along andfeeling loved by 

them. Of particular importance for teen fathers was the variety of experiences that made them 

feel supported by others. They knew they could count on their partners, their ownfamilies, 

andgroup leaders. As a result of receiving this support, they experienced that others cared 

about them. 

Teen fathers also experienced losses by witnessing theirfriends fading away by either 

receiving messages from them that they were crazy because they wanted to be committed to 

their children, or by being left out by their friends who wouldn 7 look outfor them anymore. 

Finally, the experiences of teen fathers were also impacted by them looking around, and 

becoming aware that a number of teen fathers in their immediate social context were not 

doing the things that they were doing in order to take care and remain close to their children. 

Experiences of Being a Teen Father and 
a Group Participant in the Teen Fathers Group 

The fatherhood experiences of participants were characterized by initial denial and 

disbelief when they realized that they were going to be fathers. They tried to escape such 
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reality by increasing their involvement in iUegal behaviors such as substance abuse or gang 

activity. A couple of them considered the possibiHty of abortion. However, once their 

children were bom, all teen fathers reported a unique and fuIfiUing experience when they 

looked at their babies for the fírst time; this experience was also related to a process of 

finding new meaning in life. 

Participants overwhelmingly expressed being committed to being good fathers and 

identifíed their children as their biggest motivation to change. Not only did they want to 

change, but they also wanted to be there for their children through a variety of ways, 

spending time with them, providing for their basic needs, and offering them love and 

nurturance. According to the teen fathers, being there for their children has not been easy 

because they had to fígure out the way in which they have to maintain relationships with 

different people in their lives, including their parents, partners, and the families of their 

partners. 

An important experience for teen fathers was having the opportunity to participate in 

group. They appreciated the benefíts of Hstening to other teen fathers, leaming from group 

leaders, and most important, having the opportunity to share their feelings and telling other 

people the type of fathers they wanted to be. Participants said that the group experiences 

helped them make changes in their lives when trying to become better fathers for their 

children. 

Teen fathers stractured their experiences as fathers and group participants by: (a) not 

giving up and deciding to be a dad, (b) wanting to be a goodfather, (c)figuring out my 

relationships after becoming afather, and (d) telling in group theperson I want to be. 
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Not Giving U P and Deciding to Be a Dad 

Participants experienced intense challenges after realizing that they were going to be 

fathers at a young age. Especially after they were notifíed about the pregnancy, they reported 

wanting to avoid such reality by giving up on any efforts to become involved as fathers. As a 

resuh, they were struggling with their new reality as fathers. However, despite of the 

challenges, they decided not to give up and found t\\tm^é\vQS finding a new meaning in life, 

Straggling 

A common initial reaction of teen fathers was disbelief and denial when they reahzed 

that they were going to be fathers. Slowly, teen fathers found themselves having toface that 

they werefathers. In trying to cope with this new challenge in their lives, they reacted in 

different ways when thinking about abortion. Slowly, and as a result of interacting with their 

babies, they were getting used to being afather and the initial avoidance related to their new 

lives as fathers started to fade away. 

Having to face that I am a father. Either by personal choice or because they were 

pressured by family members, participants reported the challenge of accepting their future 

fatherhood. When reflecting on his straggle in becoming a father, a participant said: 

I don't know, h's just hard to face that Hke I'm fourteen right?... And h's hard to face 
tiiat I got a kid at fourteen years old... It's real hard at fírst but you start having to 
face the fact that you are the father and you got to do it. 

Along the same lines, another teen father said: 

The hardest thing for me was to face that I was going to become a father and that I 
had to face all my fears and that I had to take action for that and tum my life 
around.. .That was the hardest thing for me because I wasn't ready. 
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Denial also was a common experience for teen fathers when they fírst found out that 

they were going to be fathers. One participant commented, ".. .1 didn't believe h so I denied 

at fírst, but when he was bom we got like a test saying that it was mine.. .1 was just making 

sure." 

Denial and disbehef were accompanied by a number of distressing emotions. Teen 

fathers found themselves being depressed, angry, anxious, or fearful about becoming a father. 

When talking about the fears he experienced, a teen father affirmed: 

I don't know, you just get that scary feeIing...You just felt like...since I was so 
young, I just had this fear that I had to get away... you get asked all these questions 
and you know deep inside that you are scared and that you can't face the problems 
and stuff. 

Anger was usually associated to experiences of being challenged by people who 

highlighted to adolescents the fact that they were going to be fathers and told them repeatedly 

what they were supposed to do as fathers. One teen father said, ".. .You get tired of 

everybody telling you how to do things, telling you how to be a father, whatever, and you 

start getting mad and you get angry... It made me angry at the world." 

Choosing to be a father (Thinking about abortion). Teen fathers had different views 

regarding abortion as a way of facing the dilemma of becoming fathers. Therefore, 

considering abortion was considered by a couple of adolescents as an acceptable way to solve 

the problem that pregnancy represented to them. A participant shared his experience when 

contemplating this possibility: 

I thought real hard on abortion.. .1 talked to my girifriend and it was like the fírst 
month or two that she wasn't showing or whatever... I'd tell "I think we really need 
to do something about this or whatever or your mom is going to get real hot, I ain't 
ready to raise no kid, Fm only 14." 

Another teen father expressed, 
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And I thought.. ."Man, we gotta get rid of this baby," and we were talking about 
abortion and stuff and we were talking about that for 2 months, and 4 months... You 
think about abortion at first because you ain't ready, especially at my age. 

However, despite of the initial straggle in accepting that they were going to be 

fathers, the majority of teen fathers considered abortion as an unacceptable solution. One 

teen father expressed his views regarding abortion: 

I mean, how are you going to do that to a human being.. .No, h's wrong.. .1 couldn't 
do that...We never thought about abortion... We just went through h... She knew it, I 
knew it, and we did it... We lived with it... We have to take care of our 
responsibilities. 

When one participant was asked by his girlfriend to consider abortion as an 

altemative, he responded to her, ".. .1 said no because abortion is the same thing like kiUing a 

child.. .the baby did not plan it, and why does a child have to die?" Sharing a similar belief, 

another teen father commented: 

Just the thought of kiUing your own kid.. .just because you are not ready.. .going to 
fíx your problems before anybody fínds out or something, I don't think that's the way 
to go.. .If you are man enough to do what you do, why aren't you man enough to take 
care ofyour kid? 

Getting used to h. Even though the majority of fathers were clearly committed to not 

having an abortion, the process of becoming a father was challenging and slow. Participants 

reported going through a variety of feelings such as uncertainty, fear, and frastration as they 

were getting used to being a father. 

Initially, teen fathers reported being forced to be with their babies by their families and 

as a resuh, they had to face important changes in their lifestyles. One teen father described 

one of these changes, "The frastrating part was about getting up in the middle of the night.. .1 

went crazy but then I got used to it." A similar experience was reported by another 
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participant, "At fírst it was hard, when he was fírst bom.. .because he was first bora and 

waking up in the middle of the night.. .and now it's a lot easier." 

A key factor in getting used to being a father was spending time and interacting with 

the child. Teen fathers reported that as they increasingly shared time with their babies, they 

gained familiarity with them and started to experience the process as less challenging. After 

being asked about the factors that helped him getting used to being a father, a teen father 

responded, "Just being there with him.. .1 leamed more... practice.. .1 just got used to it." 

Another participant also commented regarding the way in which he was able to better 

identify his child's needs, ".. .1 just spent time with him and I just learaed a lot.. .1 understand 

what he wants.. .when he wants it.. .You can tell what he wants.. .Sometimes he points at 

stuff.. .It's been a lot easier for me... A lot of time with him." And it was precisely being 

consistent through time that was a decisive factor in helping teen fathers getting used to their 

new reality as fathers. A teen father reflected about this process: 

I'm used to it.. .1 have spent a lot of time with him and I'm pretty much used to h... 
I started to get used to h by spending time with him.. .It was hard.. .because he was 
always crying and waking up.. .1 had to get used to all that and finally I got used to it. 

Finding New Meaning in Life 

Having experienced the initial and challenging stage of getting used to being a father, 

participants reported living a set of experiences that led them to fínd new meaning in life. 

Teen fathers reported that seeing theh children being delivered and brought into the worid 

offered them an awareness about a purpose in life that they had not experienced before. They 

reported that as they got used to their children and interacted with them, they started to 

experience a new type of love that they had never feh before. As part of the process of 
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finding a new meaning in life, teen fathers experienced questioning their role in life, giving 

life, and experiencing a unique type oflove. 

Ouestioning mv role in this life. Seeing their children being brought into the worid 

led teen fathers to question their role in life. One participant described his experience as his 

child was being delivered: 

I was like in the whole thing.. .\t was kind of exciting...ft was scary.. .It was like 
man, h was exciting!... 'Cause I was standing there and you started to see the top of 
his head and I just kept thinking, "Ahh.. .there comes my son!".. .and then, I was 
anxious to see him.. .and all of a sudden he just came out and cried a little bit and I 
was just looking at him.. .1 don't know, I was crying a lot, I was happy, I was real 
happy... 

This participant also reflected on the feelings he felt right after his son's delivery: 

I just had this feeling in my heart, like my heart was real warm, like I was just happy, 
it was like nothing I've ever felt before.. .and I was like "Thank you God for letting 
me have a healthy son" and I was crying and crying, the whole time, he was there, 
and I put the first Pamper on him. 

It was common for teen fathers to report experiencing a particular joy and gratitude 

after seeing their children being brought into the world. As a resuh of facing a number of 

life-threatening situations in the past such as shootings or street fights, teen fathers highly 

valued seeing their children alive. At the same time, they reflected on their role in life and the 

realization that they were stíU alive. As one participant said, "...You're just happy, you're 

excited.. .It's like the fear is over and like you are just glad to be at the stage you are in 

Hfe...1 feel happy you know?.. .h's this thing of joy that Fm alive...and I'm stíU here." 

Giving life fShe/he is mv child!). A cracial experience for teen fathers was realizing 

tiieir capacity for giving life and in a way, transcending through their children. This 

experience was described in highly emotional accounts of the teen fathers realizing that they 

participated in the creatíon of life. One teen father described this experience, "It was the best 
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feeling.. .just knowing that that baby was part of me.. .He was part of me.. .1 was thinking 

like, "Man, there's a little Lorenzo!"...1 don't know, I can't explain...that was really the best 

day of my life." 

Another participant shared a similar experience regarding the birth of his daughter: 

She's something that I created... Now, I have a daughter... AU that happens for a 
reason, I mean, having me creating something.. .1 don't know, I guess it's more a 
spiritual thing to me.. .1 can hold her, hugging her.. .and the biggest thing is that she 
came from me...1 mean, my creatíon. 

A teen father who considered abortion, reflected on the big impact that looking at his 

baby had on him, "...You look at the baby, and you think like 'damn, that's mine'... I don't 

know...Just like her face and knowing you got a kid.. .It feels good and she's another human 

being." 

Experiencing a unique type of love. Teen fathers also described the unique type of 

love that they feel for their children. According to them, the way in which they love their 

children does not have comparison to any otiier type of feeling that they have experienced 

before. One teen father expressed how important his son is for him, ".. .My son, he's my 

life...You got your kid with you, and that is all that matters to me.. .1 don't care about going 

out anymore as long as I am with my little boy.. .It's all I need." Another participant 

compared the love he has for his son to the love he has for his girifriend, "I love my 

girlfriend but there's nothing like I love my son.. .That is something I don't want to 

lose.. .creating a bond with my son.. .We are going to be in each other's lives for the rest of 

our lives." 

For teen fathers, feeling this type of unique love is also associated with a conviction 

that they will always love their children. One adolescent commented, "My son is the only 
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person I wiU always love, always.. .like the love for my parents is really different than the 

love for my son.. .It's a lot.. .just knowing he's mine.. .It's a lot.. .1 know he's mine." 

FinaUy, a common experience shared by teen fathers referred to the importance of 

keeping a relatíonship with their children in order to have a sense of completion in their lives. 

One teen father commented regarding the loss that he experienced while he was incarcerated 

and not being able to see his daughter: 

My daughter is way part of me.. .She's not my heart, she's the top of my heart, she's 
making it keep beating you know?.. .Even if you have God in your life, your Hfe 
doesn't become whole until you got your kid... And it is trae because no matter what 
you do is like.. .you can have everything in the world, but you miss something and 
you know you got your kid that is missing and that's tearing you inside.. .It's like a 
hole...eatingyou. 

Wanting to Be a Good Father 

Participants expressed the desire of wanting to be good fathers for their children. In 

order to transform this desire into reality, teen fathers had to move away from their past 

Hfestyles and started changingfor their children. A very important component of becoming a 

good father was characterized by the different ways in which by being with their children, 

they acted on their desire to be good fathers. 

Changing for my child 

Teen fathers considered that a very important step in becoming good fathers was 

knowing that they were heading in the wrong direction. Many of them recognized that only 

after being incarcerated, they were able to admit the extent of the deviant actívhies in which 

they were engaged. Such behaviors included burglary, drag and alcohol abuse or 

dependence, involvement with gangs, promiscuous and unprotected sex, assauh, and 
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disregard for rales at home and school. Most teen fathers put an especial emphasis in 

describing the way in which they were letting drugs and alcohol get aholdofthem as well as 

the importance ofbeing transparent about theirproblems with drugs andalcohoL The major 

sign for teen fathers indicating to them that they were changing was when they were able to 

observe that they were slowing down and started to incorporate new goals in their life such as 

planning theirfuture. 

Knowing I was heading the wrong directíon. In the process of becoming good fathers, 

participants recognized the difficulties they experienced in acknowledging the direction in 

which they had been heading in their lives. The realization that they needed to change usually 

took place when a number of factors came together such as incarceration, alcohol or drag 

relapse, and advice from people close to them. When asked about what he was avoiding 

before being incarcerated, a teen father responded: 

Just knowing that I was heading the wrong direction, I was like "Nah.. .1 don't have 
to take care of my baby at night because I'm stiU taking care of him during the 
day".. .1 was in denial.. .1 really wasn't thinking because he would stiU need me at 
night. 

One teen father reflected on the way in which being attentive to his environment 

showed him the potential consequences for his behavior: 

It's aU the stuff I've seen...seeingpeople trying to kiU themselves...seeingpeople 
almost die.. .seeing people relapse and going back to the same thing.. .people going 
out and smoking dope and all my homeboys getting locked up.. .It's not worth 
it.. .then it hit me... "Man, you are going to get out and get hit [get arrested] for the 
same thing, you just need to chiU out!" 

Along with becoming aware of the need to change, teen fathers reported going 

through a process in which they started to own responsibility for their actions. One 

participant commented: 
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I can't be pissed off at what my caseworker does because it's about what I do upon 
myself.. .1 brought up this upon myself, they didn't.. .They didn't tell me to get into 
fights because somebody disrespected me.. .They didn't teU me to bring drags.. .I'm 
the one that did it, not them. 

Another teen father commented regarding being self-centered, ".. .I'm leaming to be 

more giving... .leaming not to be selfísh and showing empathy for others.. .1 used to worry 

just about myself and I wasn't showing empathy for my kids." 

Letting drags and alcohol get ahold of me. Teen fathers commented on the way in 

which drag addictíon and alcohoHsm played a major role in their lives. Not only did 

participants express the way in which substances controUed their Hves, but they also reflected 

on challenges associated with recovery and relapse. One father shared his fear of losing the 

battle against drags, which might take him away from his daughter: 

The only thing that could take me away from my daughter is my addiction... 'cause 
I'm in my right mind whenever I'm not using.. .But when I'm using, I'm ready to get 
more money or more drags, and every charge I got against me h's about drags...1 
liked having money and drags because I thought I was powerful when I had that. 

Teen fathers reported that drag abuse was usually associated with a variety of risk 

behaviors such a driving under the influence, fíghtíng, and having casual sex. For many, 

smoking marijuana was a daily practice and they drank and used additíonal dmgs during the 

weekends when they had opportunity to be with their friends. For many, using drags became 

a daily habit, "...It became a habit and something to do...You see that h's like a normal thing 

to you because it's an everyday thing to you." Regarding the reasons for using, most 

adolescents expressed that drags and alcohol were a way of escaping reality and forgetting 

about problems. As a resuh of feeling emotionally overwhelmed, a teen father described the 

way in which he turaed to drags in order to forget about his feelings: 

I was really hurt, me and my dad getting into arguments.. .my mom caught in the 
middle.. .my girifriend pregnant.. .1 just put them off.. .1 was on the influence of 
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something so, I wouldn't think about h.. .1 was always trying to please myself, so I 
wouldn't have time to think about those feelings. 

Along the same lines, another participant commented, "I was always messed up.. .1 

tried to cover all my feelings by getting drank and smoking weed.. .1 couldn't be the real 

person and face my problems....I had to get away from them." Avoiding challenging 

emotions and problems was a powerful reason for doing drags, as this teen father confirmed: 

"I would feel really sad, that's why I would say T m going to get high'...Taking the easy 

way out, instead of facing everything.. .instead of really trying to solve the problems with my 

girlfriend and her family." 

Fathers realized that becoming good fathers required total recovery and abstinence 

from drags and alcohol use from them. Visualizing their children in the fiiture and picturing 

themselves remaining addicted to drags or alcohol was a major tuming point for many of 

them. One teen father reflected on an interaction he had with his mother in which she told 

him that if not for himself, he had to stop doing drags for his children's weU being, ".. .That 

night I sat down and I was thinking about it.. .1 thought about it for a long time and I thought 

that it was trae and that I had to quit doing the things I was doing." Another participant 

talked about his motivation for recovering from substance abuse, "... And I was like, T got a 

kid.. .1 need to change!'.. .1 want to see how is h like on the other side.. .Instead of continuing 

on this same road.. .1 want to go up.. .1 want to be real to myself" However, the road to 

recovery from substance abuse has not been easy for teen fathers and relapse has been a 

challenging experience for some of them. As one participant said after describing a relapse 

episode, "I was trying to escape the feeling but I couldn't.. .1 never broke free, so I went back 

to doing it." 
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Slowing down. In additíon to recovering from drag and alcohol addiction, fathers 

reported engaging in a conscious effort to modify previous behavior. These efforts ranged 

from changes in attitude to stopping gang and iUegal activity. Teen fathers described this as 

an experience of slowing down. One participant shared his change in attitude, "I gained my 

mentality...how to change my attitude.. .Because my attítude changes everybody...My 

attitude could affect you.. .That's what I leamed." Along with changes in attitudes, teen 

fatiiers reported being committed to "quitting on a lot of things they used to do" such as gang 

activity, illegal behavior, and especially, association with peers engaged in such behaviors. 

Plaiming mv future. Among the most salient changes reported by the teen fathers was 

an active process of planning their future. Participants reported thinking about new life goals 

such as moving away from their neighborhood, joining the armed forces, having their own 

place, and achieving an education. Some adolescents had concrete goals whereas others had 

very ambitious goals (e.g., having their own place). However, adolescents holding ambitious 

goals seemed not to consider the real possibilities for achieving such goals. An example of 

tiiis, is a teen father who was incarcerated and who expressed that, ".. .Right after being 

released, I'm plaiming on getting a job and having my own place." 

Another teen father described a more achievable goal, "... What I do today makes 

tomorrow a life fuU of choices... What I try to do is to graduate and have a good education 

for the baby...I know I want to graduate." Regarding achieving an education, a participant 

expressed, ".. .Getting my GED h's a short term accomplishment because I want to get my 

high school diploma, because not that many people in my family had h." 

Overall, teen fathers started to consider a number of life goals that they had not 

contemplated before. Such a shift in mentality and motivation was directly related to wanting 
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to be good fathers and thinking about their children when having to make critical decisions 

about their future. A teen father shared his reflections after deciding not to go out with his 

friends in order to prevent jeopardizing his new Hfe goals, "I have decided to leave all that 

behind, I want my kid, and I have a choice between my kid and my friends and it comes 

down to me...that is the decision you got to make." 

Being There 

Being there for their children is extremely important for all teen fathers. Participants 

used this expression when referring to multiple ways in which they want to be present for 

their children, as well as letting them know that they have their unconditional support. 

According to fathers, being there is not only Hmited to experiences of physical presence such 

as playing with their children, but also refers to the emotional commitment of never 

abandoning them. The way in which fathers described being there for their children was by 

loving their children, doing what they have to do, teaching their children by example, and by 

holding theirpride up as men. 

Loving mv child. Loving their children is a unique experience for these teen fathers 

and it refers to letting their children know, through a variety of ways, that they are being 

loved. Teen fathers expressed being committed to making their children feel loved because 

the majority of them did not experience being loved by their own fathers. A teen father 

described this type of love, "My child...he's my Hfe...I'm going about what I wanted from 

my dad, that's what I wanted from my dad.. .That's the way I want to be with him." 
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Participants also expressed that a way of showing love to their children was by 

sharing with them a variety of experiences such as going out to places or playing. A teen 

father commented on wanting to show his love for his daughter by spending time with her: 

I want to show her my love by being a better father and taking her where she wants 
me to take her.. .take her to wrestiing, concerts, comedy, monster track.. .Let her have 
fun.. .Show her that we can fun time without using.. .We can have fun time just like 
father and daughter. 

Teen fathers also mentioned that a special way of loving their children was by 

showing them unconditional acceptance and support. One teen father elaborated on this form 

of love, ".. .1 don't want my kids to feel that they are nobody 'cause they are somebody, they 

wiU be somebody, regardless if he is gay, goes gang bang, he is my son. Regardless of the 

fact, he is my son." 

Doing what I have to do. Teen fathers considered that as a result of becoming fathers, 

they had the responsibility of covering the material and emotional needs of their children. 

Such responsibility was not optional, but rather an obligation they acquired the moment they 

conceived their children. Although some participants were incarcerated, all fathers reported 

that doing what they were supposed to do was critical when trying to be good fathers. One 

participant shared with a sense of pride the way in which he finds satisfaction in fulfiUing his 

role as provider, "I'm working hard for what my daughter got.. .for what my girl got.. .for 

what I got.. .Fm doing h man.. .I'm living a hard job for real Hfe.. .I'm doing what I gotta 

do.. .I'm handling my responsibilities." 

A teen father commented that covering his son's needs became his most urgent 

concem, "...What rans in my mind is the check I'm going to get.. .1 don't get me nothing no 

more.. .That check goes to my son.. .Swear to God, I don't spent nothing on myself... AU my 
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check goes on him." Doing what they have to do is also associated with a feeling of 

satisfaction. When reflecting on this experience, a teen fatiier shared: 

I feel good when I buy him stuff... When I get him some things, I feel good about 
h.. .It's not about me no more or what I want.. .1 remember I used to say "When I 
start working, I'm going to buy me aU this".. .But now, I look at him and I'm like "I 
don't need it." 

Teaching bv example. Being a teacher for their children was another way in which 

teen fathers felt that they could be there for their children. They expressed wanting to teach 

them a variety of things such as the importance of education, the importance of making right 

decisions, moral judgments, and having the ability to refuse involvement in iUegal activities. 

The majority of teen fathers expressed that in order to be effective as teachers in their 

children's lives, they had to live by example. One teen father shared how important is for him 

to become a role model in his children's lives: 

I have to live by example and if I want my kids not to be drinking and smoking weed, 
I have to be doing the same thing.. .1 want to see myself clean and sober.. .My Hfe 
depends on it.. .1 really want my kids to stay healthy and I have to give all that up.. .to 
give up my night style life.. .Because they need dad to be sober and really be 
there.. .They don't need a guy who is drank all the tíme or high. 

Holding mv pride up as a man. Teen fathers expressed the way in which by holding 

their pride up as men, they would access their personal strength in order to overcome any 

adversity they face when trying to be there for their children. Even though many of the teen 

fathers openly shared being informed by "that macho thing," which prevented them from 

showing vulnerability or engaging in actívitíes considered as "things that women do," they 

also shared a different way in which they were informed by their identity as men. This 

expression of masculinity referred to the importance of being there for their children by 

"being a man about it" and "holding my pride up." For them, being a man is being 

responsible for their actíons and not ranning away from them. As one teen father affirmed. 
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".. .Being a man is about taking care of your responsibility and not making cowardly 

moves.. .Like I know my kids need me just as I need them... We need each other." In other 

words, being a man reflected their commitment to facing their problems and challenges, 

".. .By being a man I'U be able to take care of the situatíon you know, rather than going out 

and being on drags, and drinking." 

Holding their pride up referred to not giving up in the face of adversity. Even more, if 

faced with situations in which they were forced to take a one-down positíon, by holding their 

pride up, they would comply with what was expected from them but without feeling that they 

lost their dignity. A clear example of this refers to an account given by a teen father who 

reflects on the way in which he was yelled at by driU sergeants while he was incarcerated. He 

expressed that his thoughts at that moment were that he was going to comply in order to gain 

his freedom and to be reunited with his daughter: 

As a man, it is really important to hold your pride, even if you are facing situations in 
which people are trying to put you down.. .That's part of being a man... It takes a lot 
more courage than to give up... If I get locked up and if the sergeants are mouthing 
up to me, for me not to strike back at them.. .1 need to hold my pride.. .A man handles 
everything correctly... Because h's like a challenge, like everything else...going to 
school... taking my daughter to the doctor...You have to take care of it in the right 
way. 

Figuring Out my Relatíonships After Becoming a Father 

As a resuh of becoming fathers, participants reported that they had to face a number 

of challenges in their relatíonships with those close to them. Particularly challenging was to 

fígure out the way ofkeeping the relationship with theirpartners as well as trying to connect 

with their ownfamily. 

Keeping the Relationship with My Baby's Mother 
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Teen fathers reported a number of different challenges regarding theh relatíonships 

with their partners. Some of them expressed wanting to be with theirpartners by maintaining 

an intimate relationship with them. With the exception of one teen father who was able to 

work out with her ex-girlfriend an agreement for collaborative parentíng, the majority of teen 

fathers reported struggling in trying to maintain a relationship with their partners. Especially 

challenging for fathers wasfinding a way to remain close to their children out of fear that 

their partners might take their children away from them. 

Wantíng to be with her. Some teen fathers associated the desire to be with their 

girlfriends with a sense of remorse by thinking about the way in which they conducted 

themselves in the past in the relationships with them. One teen father elaborated on the guilt 

he experienced when remembering the way in which he was unfaithful to his girlfriend prior 

to being incarcerated. He also shared his desire to be with her again: 

I feel bad because Jessica.. .she's never been with anyone besides me.. .and we took 
each other's virginity when we were fifteen and after that, that's when she got 
pregnant and I started getting into drags and started being with other females.. .And I 
feel guilty about that... because I've been with other females and Fve been unfaithfiil 
while she's always been there.. .So, that's something else I have a lot of guilt for... I 
have hoped that she wiU want to be with me and the kids so we are able to start our 
family... 

Another teen father expressed his desire to be with his girlfriend and have a stable 

relationship, "I wish we could be stable.. .not arguing all the time.. .just being there and 

caring for each other." 

Straggling. Whether teen fathers wanted to maintain an emotional relationship with 

their partners or just reach an agreement for coUaborative parenting, the majority of 

participants reported different types of straggles that they experienced in trying to relate to 

their partners. Among the most frequent straggles stated by teen fathers were intense 
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arguments, a desire on their part to control their partners, not feeling understood by them, 

feeling hurt and mad at them, and blaming them for the relational problems. 

For example, a teen father described that even though he and his girlfriend were able 

to reach agreements regarding parenting practices, they continued to straggle in their couple 

relationship, ".. .1 don't know, we just argue a lot.. .1 mean, she helps me a lot with the baby 

and the house, but we as individuals, we don't get along so good." Participants also 

expressed wanting to be understood by their partners. One teen father commented about this 

issue, ".. .1 wish she would understand that I want to be out there and be real with her...I wish 

she would understand that I've grown up a little and ain't going to be playing little kids' 

games no more." Another participant shared his straggle whenever his girlfriend expressed to 

him how angry she felt about their relationship, "...Whenever she talks about how she feels, 

that's when she starts cursing and she would be like yelling, and raising her voice and 

whatever.. .1 don't know.. .it gets me." 

A common expectation reported by participants consisted of wanting their girlfriends 

to do as they said and in that way, have control over them. Some teen fathers were 

particularly focused on wanting their partners to change. One teen father offered an example 

regarding this issue: 

I think the major problem is that she doesn't like me telling her what to do... like the 
other day, I told her to clean the house 'cause it was dirty and she was like, "No, I'U 
do it whenever I'm ready"...and I was like "God!...can you tell me polite or 
something?"... She just told me "No, I'U do h whenever I'm ready." 

Another teen father also mentioned the way in which the love for his girlfriend 

"faded away" while he was incarcerated. However, he stiU lives with her because she is the 

mother of his baby, ".. .1 don't know.. .my love for her faded... I feel like we've been 
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together too long... I mean, I'm not in love with her, but I love her.. .because she's my 

baby's mama." 

Finding a wav of remaining close to mv child. One final challenge that participants 

reported in trying to keep a relationship with their partners referred to trying to find a way to 

stay close to their children, especially because they were afraid that their girlfriends would 

take theh children away from them. One teen father commented about this issue, "...She's 

trying to take my daughter away.. .1 don't know what to do.. .1 feh just like going off on my 

baby's mom, cursing at her, calling her names." In addition to this fear, teen fathers also 

reported frastration as a result of thinking that their partners were blocking them from seeing 

their children. One participant expressed his feelings about this: 

I just feel like I cannot do anything about it.. .1 can't go out there and do what I used 
to do, like go and see my kid.. .go and drop by some money, something like that... 
Not being able to see my kid because her mom is holding her back. 

Of particular concem is the way in which teen fathers attempt to handle the 

challenges in their intimate relationships. For example, one teen father who straggled as a 

result of being challenged by his girlfriend and who repeatedly expressed his fear that his 

girlfriend might take his son away, chose to have an affair in order to pressure her to 

conform, ".. .My girlfriend made me mad and I told her.. .She didn't think I was serious.. .so 

I cheated on her... I went to this other girl and she foimd out about it and she changed.. .Now 

she knows I'm serious." 

Overall, fíguring out their relationships with their intimate partners was one of the 

most challenging experiences reported by teen fathers. Straggles in maintaining emotional 

intimacy, along with developmental issues and unacknowledged dynamics of power, are 
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among the most salient factors that seem to prevent young men from reaching stabiHty in 

their intimate relationships. 

Trying to Connect with My Family 

Not only did participants report straggles in trying to coimect with the mothers of 

their children, they also commented about challenges in trying to remain connected to 

members of their family of origin. In attempting to do so, they straggle by realizing that they 

are not telling the deal tofamily members, admitting that they prefer going to their mothers 

when seeking support due to the straggles that they experience in their relationships with 

their fathers, and at the same time, they admitted wanting to have thefather-son relationship, 

Not telling the deal. According to participants, "telling the deal" refers to sharing 

feelings or problems that they considered to be highly personal with other people. Teen 

fathers expressed that although they are supported by their families, they continue to 

experience that they cannot go "deep" and talk about their feelings. This has kept them from 

"telling the deal." One teen father described the experience of not telling the deal when 

interacting with his parents: 

I mean, I'd tell what's in my mind, but I can't speak h...Like, I'd teU them like "I'm 
going to do this or I'm not going to do this" but I won't tell them like the deal, like 
"Things have been going on"...I'm not going to tell them anything like that because 
we are not like that. 

Another participant shared a similar experience when interacting with his father: 

We laugh, we watch T.V. together.. .but we really don't talk like, 'Why weren't you 
there and all that'.. .1 mean, we don't talk like that...I'm not going to talk to him Hke 
that.. .1 don't let my feelings out with nobody... .1 feel sad.. .because me and my dad 
can't express ourselves to each other. 
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Although teen fathers reported knowing that they could rely on their mothers for 

support and they would actually go to them when facing difficultíes, they also recognized 

that many tímes their communication with them was characterized by a lack of deep 

emotíonal vulnerability, which some of them characterized as "not having the conversation." 

A teen father commented about this experience, ".. .1 don't talk to my mother either.. .1 talk 

to her about some things, but it's not like.. .the conversation." 

Teen fathers also held themselves accountable for not facilitating emotional 

communication with family members. They reported that while they were engaged in gang 

activity or drags, they "did not care that much for their families," despite the fact that family 

members attempted to reach out to them. A teen father reflected on not being emotionally 

vulnerable to his mother who repeatedly attempted to establish a closer relationship with him, 

".. .My mom was trying to help me out but I wasn't accepting the help from her, I would get 

pissed off.. .and I would take off.. .and I was cursing, yelling and arguing." 

Going to mv mom. Knowing that they could rely on their mothers was an experience 

commonly described by teen fathers. The support from their mothers was extremely 

important because according to them, their mothers had stayed with them throughout their 

lives showing them unconditional support. Participants did not report memories of a similar 

experience with their fathers either because they had been physically absent or emotionally 

unavailable. When asked to identify people who he could always rely on, a teen father 

responded, "Always my mom.. .1 really never talked to my dad.. .but I talk to my mom the 

most." Another teen father explained the support he received from his mother: 

My mom is the first person I ever talk to every time I get in trouble.. .It's my mom the 
one I talk to...1 leamed a lot from her...Every time I'd get in trouble, I ran to 
her.. .My dad was to get me out of the situation and my mom was like really going to 
help me and I like when my mother taUced to me. 
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Wanting the father-son bond. Even though keeping a relationship with theh mothers 

was very important for teen fathers, they also reported a sense of longing regarding the 

relationship with their fathers. Teen fathers expressed a common desire to have a father-son 

bond. When asked about people that he wished would be able to support him, a teen father 

said, ".. .My dad.. .because me and my dad were the ones that were having problems." 

Another teen father also commented on his desire of closeness with his father, "...'Cause 

he's my dad... I say it's like a role model." 

Teen fathers commented on the challenge that witnessing other children interacting 

with their fathers represented for them. For example, one teen father explained, "I always 

envied kids playing ball with their dads at the park when I was out in the street.. .1 always 

envied kids going out with their dads or going físhing." 

Beyond the need for emotional intimacy, teen fathers reported the need for 

experiencing a closer connection with their fathers based on same-sex identification. When 

talking about the differences between having a relationship with his mother and his father, a 

teen father described what he considered unique about having a connection with his father: 

.. .The bond on being a real man... 'cause fathers teach you how to be a real 
man.. .It's about a man to go and play baseball and fishing.. .My mom would teach 
me how to be soft and tender, and caring and loving, she taught me all those things, 
but I cannot see my mom going to the park and throwing a football at me...She's 
more feminine.. .My dad taught me how to be rough. 

Such strong gender expectations were repeatedly reported by teen fathers. Another 

teen father said: 

A child needs their mom and their dad, 'cause there's things that the dad can teach 
them to be a man.. .My mom can teach me to be more caring and to have more 
empathy for people, thinking about other people before I think about myself.. .and my 
dad, he is teaching me to be a man, like to work and like h is like a stereotype, me 
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and him, we don't share our feelings, andjust workhard and things like that...My 
dad, he teaches me to work hard. 

Despite the apparent rigidity regarding gender roles, teen fathers also expressed the 

possibility for modifying gender scripts, especially if their fathers were to tell them that h is 

acceptable to be emotionally vulnerable. A teen father commented about the possibility for 

modifying his gender expectations if his father were to communicate to him the 

appropriateness of emotional vulnerability: 

I don't have anything against woman, but my mom she wouldn't know how to feel 
like a dude.. .know how it feels to feel disrespected if you cry.. .1 don't know.. .like if 
he would've told me that h's all right for dudes to cry, that dudes can have 
feehngs.. .If my dad said it, that it is ok to cry, that we have some rough times.. .I'd 
probably had cried a long time ago. 

Overall, in addition to experiencing a persistent longing for their fathers and having a 

desire to reach an identity as men based on their interactions with their fathers, teen fathers 

repeatedly expressed a conviction, despite of their fathers' absence, that a bond continued to 

exist between the two of them. A teen father who had not seen his father in almost two years 

expressed this conviction, "I know he stiU loves me and we stiU have a bond together... 

because when I was small.. .He would always take me to places when I was small... We were 

just like together all the time... We always had a bond." 

Telling in Group the Person I Want to Be 

Being participants in the teen fathers group was a challenging and rewarding 

experience for teen fathers. AU participants reported an initial straggle in deciding to join 

group and expressed engaging in a process oftalking themselves into group. As a resuh of 

joining and becoming active in group, they found themselves connecting with other teen 

fathers andgroup leaders. By living a number of different experiences in group, and 
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especially through writing letters, teen fathers found themselves/ac/wg theirfears, an 

experience that highly impacted them in the process of becoming better fathers for their 

children. 

Talking Myself into Group 

Teen fathers experienced the challenge of not wanting to be in group while being 

required to attend parenting classes by the probation department. As a resuh, they found 

themselves avoiding hearing what they had to hear. Teen fathers expressed that they decided 

to remain and participate in group as a result oftrusting other group members and group 

leaders, as well as by starting to like what group had to offer them. As a result, teen fathers 

realized that group was important in redirecting their lives. 

Avoiding hearing what I had to hear. Participants reported being reluctant to 

participate and listen to feedback from group leaders during the initial stages of group. This 

defensiveness was related to the fact that all the teen fathers were referred to group by their 

probation offícers in order to fiiIfiU their probation requirements. Therefore, teen fathers 

experienced dissatisfaction when they were required to participate in parenting classes. One 

participant described his reaction, commonly experienced by other teen fathers, when he was 

required to attend group, "...At first I thought h was going to suck, you know, I was like 

'Why do I want to spend my time like this,' but of course, that's what I thought at first... like 

h was just a waste of my time." Another participant commented about his reaction during the 

fírst session in which they were invited to share in group experiences about themselves, 

".. .Like at fírst, I didn't want to talk about h.. .1 just wanted to drop h and leave h." A similar 
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reaction was experienced by another teen father, ".. .The fírst time I didn't really want to 

go.. .1 didn't care about it but then we started talking about things that I never heard before." 

Teen fathers described the way in which besides being forced to participate in group, 

they found themselves having to hear what they did not want to hear. Their reluctance was 

also associated with being "bombarded" with messages from multiple people regarding their 

need to be responsible and face fatherhood. A teen father describes this experience: 

...And then you introduced this teen fatiier thing and I was like "Man, this is 
dumb.. .1 ain't going to this.. .This is dumb, I won't participate"... "Man, this is a 
goofy little thing"... I was already getting enough, like from my parents, "Oh, you 
should do this".. .So, I was already getting enough, so I thought Hke "Man, forget 
these dudes, I don't want to know anything about that.. .1 want to go drink... .1 want to 
go smoke".. .1 wanted to do my own thing... I could care less about how other people 
thought about me. 

Despite this initial reaction, teen fathers started to recognize the importance of 

hearing what they were straggling to hear. One participant said regarding this issue, 

",..When you fírst started group you really didn't want to hear the trath, but then you started 

to change about that.. .Tell me more about that." Another teen father commented, ".. .But you 

hear the trath, and you would be like 'Man, that's trath'... like this class taught me about 

how to be a better father." 

Liking and trasting. Slowly, teen fathers started to trast other teen fathers and group 

leaders and became more open regarding the importance of group. Besides trasting, teen 

fathers also reported that they started to enjoy spending time in group. 

One teen father shared about the importance of experiencing trast towards group 

leaders and the way in which such trast helped him to open up in group, "... We talked more, 

we communicated more.. .Like I said, you are real polite and we leamed to trast you, and we 

just trasted you more and more as we were seeing you.. .and that's when we started talking." 
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In addition to experiencing increased trast, teen fathers started to enjoy talking witfi 

other teen fathers. When talking about the shift from not wanting to be in group to actually 

liking it, a teen father affirmed what helped him enjoy group, "...When the teen fathers 

started talking about their experiences I guess just talking more about how life is.. .like, 

showing me the right way to raise my son.. .showing me different ways." One teen father 

shared that besides him liking the group content, attending group was an opportunity for him 

to be connected with the person he wanted to be: 

I started going and I started liking it because it kept me out of trouble and it kept me 
in touch with the person I should be.. .And it got me to tell the person I want to be... 
Group gave me a chance to say what I wanted to do, it gave me a chance to think 
what every child goes through.. .It got me to be different than what I used to be 
instead of being so self-centered. 

Realizing group is important in redirecting mv life. Reaching a shift in their attitude 

regarding group was a common experience described by teen fathers. This process was 

characterized by a realization that group could be a source of support for them. In addition, 

experiences lived in group were usefiil in helping participants redirect their lives and become 

better fathers. One teen father expressed a common reaction shared by other participants: 

.. .Like if you are down.. .and you barely got to group and you are mad about 
something and you walk in the group mad.. .Man, they'd understand what I 
feh.. .Like they understand more and you feel like "Man, maybe this is right.. .1 
should talk more and start to make a change for me and my daughter." 

Connecting with other teen fathers 

Besides paying attention to stories shared by other teen fathers, participants started to 

let theirfeelings out when talking about their experiences in group. Their wiUingness to show 

this vulnerability was also associated with an experience of relief by realizing that they were 
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not the only ones as teen fathers, and by valuing the bond thcy established with other teen 

fathers. 

Realizing I am not the onlv one. An important factor influencing teen fathers in 

sharing their stories was that they realized that they were not the only teen fathers in their 

immediate social context. Prior to participating in group, many teen fathers reported feeling 

very isolated and even embarrassed, thinking that there were no other fathers of their same 

age. One teen father shared the realization that he was not the "only one" after attending the 

first group session: 

When my girlfriend told me she was pregnant, I was like "Man, I'm going to be the 
only one that is so young and has a kid" ...So, I feh like the only one who had a kid 
this young.. .But when I came here, there were others like me. 

After being asked what was helpful about group, one participant answered, "... Just 

knowing that I wasn't the only one going through this.. .That there were other boys out there 

going through the same thing." 

Letting feelings out. The experience of getting to know other teen fathers who were 

facing the same straggles helped participants disclose a variety of feelings associated with 

their experiences of fatherhood in group. They described this experience not only as an act of 

taUcing to each other, but also as a process of letting theh feelings out. Teen fathers expressed 

tíiat the experience of talking about their feelings was new for them, as one teen father 

commented, ".. .1 never talked about it.. .never, to nobody." Another teen father shared the 

confídence he experienced in letting his feelings out while feeling assured that everybody in 

group would be receptive and respectful of what he had to say: 

Like I never had anyone to express myself to, but the group was like, they were 
wiUing to listen.. .and I knew nobody would laugh or be mad at me because of the 
way I feh about things.. .It was like the comfort feeling...h helped me to express 
myself and just talk. 
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Feeling respected was also associated with an experience of trast towards other group 

members, as one teen father described: 

They got me to be more trastworthy.. .like expressing things I would have never said 
in front of people.. .Because I thought it was time.. .In here [Correction facility], I 
don't trast nobody, I really don't trast nobody in here now... And what I leamed in 
that group, it helped me.. .like to open up to them [teen fathers]. 

Teen fathers shared in group not only fatherhood experiences, but also experiences 

related to their family of origin. A common theme that was addressed in group referred to the 

straggles that they experienced in their relationships with their fathers. Many teen fathers 

experienced a sense of relief after sharing their experiences in group. After being asked about 

his experience by sharing his straggles with his father, one teen father expressed, "...I feel 

better because I expressed my feelings.. .1 mean, I don't have them inside no more." In a 

similar manner, another teen father said, "It took a lot out of me...just talking about the 

relationship with my father." 

Valuing the bond. A unique experience reported by teen fathers referred to the 

experience of developing a bond with other teen fathers in group. Such bond consisted not 

only in knowing that they could share their experiences in group, but referred to an 

experience of feeling that they had a special type of connection as a resuh of having shared 

with each other experiences that they had not shared with anyone before. In addition, teen 

fathers expressed that what made such bonding possible was the fact that group consisted 

only of teen fathers, because they considered that they could not open up in the same way if 

the mothers of their children had been present. A teen father commented on the importance 

of the group approach in contrast to an individual type of intervention: 

There's something about talking to a group of folks that makes you stronger.. .It 
makes h stronger of what you are talking about.. .more ideas of what you can do.. .ft 
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feels a whole lot better.. .like right now, you and I, if you were to have a group like 
that just with me [shakes his head saying 'no' and laughs]... 

When referring to the "bond," another participant expressed, ".. .It was just that in 

group.. .you know, that littie bond...It wasn't like 'Man, I love you,' but it was like a group 

of males going through the same thing .. .you know, being there, done that." Processing on 

the importance of being only with male group members, a teen father said: 

It's because we're guys.. .If there were girls.. .1 would be like "Girls are like..." and 
they would be like "Guys are lazy, guys are all that".. .And someone like me, I'd take 
offense like "What!"....[laughing]...We also can speak slang to each other...like 
"Man, you know what I'm talking about?".. .and the other one be Hke, "Yeah, I know 
what you are talking about!" [laughing] 

Teen fathers also said that it would be difficult to open up in group in front of their 

partners because they would straggle in sharing their trae feelings. As one participant 

commented: 

'Cause if like the baby's mama was there.. .1 don't know if I could have been able to 
really open up.. .Because just like things I feel about the baby's mama that I cannot 
open up in front of her 'cause I might be disrespectful.. .It feels a lot better with 
people you can relate to.. .The fact that it's just males, that helps you a lot. 

One final factor related to the bond experienced in group is the stmggle that 

participants felt whenever a group member relapsed or was incarcerated. Such an experience 

confronted teen fathers with the challenges associated with their own process of recovery as 

well as with the pain of losing a friend. As one participant described: 

It really bothered me when Andres got locked up.. .it was like taking a step down 
from the ladder we were trying to climb, going back down.. .It is a step away from 
your child.. .That hurts.. .That's what bothered me because he got locked up and he 
wasn't there .. .because he is out there leaming all on his own... I can't teU you what 
he is doing.. .How am I supposed to know? [sobbing]...That's what really bothered 
me [sobbing]. 

Connectíng with Group Leaders 
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Teen fathers experienced a gradual process in connecting with group leaders. 

Knowing that someone was there was a key factor in developing a relationship with group 

leaders, especially because teen fathers had straggled in the past by not having people in their 

lives wiUing to hear their concems. Participants also found themselves trusting group 

leaders, and as a result of feeling this safety, they were wiUing to be vulnerable and share 

their inner feelings. Finally, they were wiUing to receive challenging feedback from group 

leaders, and they were able to incorporate such information by hearing itfrom them. 

Knowing someone is there. Experiencing group leaders as open and supportive was 

important for teen fathers because they described how diffícuh was for them to feel safe 

when disclosing their experiences to other people. Even though most participants expressed 

having many friends and relatives, they continued to straggle witii finding people wiUing to 

listen to their problems. One teen father reflected on the way in which knowing that group 

leaders were receptive made him feel safe in sharing his experiences, "...You really gave us 

a chance to open up... just knowing someone is there for me." 

Trasting them. According to teen fathers, they were able to trast group leaders based 

on the fact that they feh respected and not judged by them. After being asked what it was 

about the group leaders that helped him to open up in group, a teen father answered, "...It 

was like ' We are not going to be mad at you or think less of you'... We are not going to push 

you to the side because you didn't want to do this." Another teen father expressed, "...We 

talked more, we communicated more.. .Like I said, we leamed to trast you, and we just 

trasted you more and more as we were seeing you.. .and that's when we started talking." 

Hearing it from them. As a resuh of trasting group leaders, teen fathers also 

experienced being open to hearing challenging feedback from group leaders. Apparently, 
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having an opportunity to share their experiences and being in a non-judgmental environment, 

was a key factor in allowing teen fathers to be receptive to this type of feedback. By feeling 

respected and having an opportunity to share their feelings, teen fathers reported not feeling 

"bombarded" when group leaders processed with them a variety of issues related to 

fatherhood such as infant care, abuse prevention, communication with their baby, and basic 

discipline principles. 

A teen father labeled as "hearing the trath" the experience of being challenged about 

personal responsibility in becoming a father and the importance of taking care of his baby, 

".. .But you hear the trath.. .and you would be like 'Man, that's trath!'.. .and they would give 

you real tips about the real stuff, like this class taught me about how to be a better father." 

A teen father summarized the most important factor that helped him become active in 

connecting with group leaders. He also shared what he considers to be the most important 

quality that group leaders should keep in mind when ranning future groups: 

Yesterday after we talked, I feh really good because I was able to express myself and 
h made me feel good.. .and for the people that wiU be ranning the groups.. .just let 
them know that they can be understanding.. .That's what we are looking for.. .and not 
trying to put down. 

Facing my Fears (By Writing Letters) 

AII participants expressed the way in which writing letters had a big impact on them. 

In the beginning, they straggled with knowing that they had to write about the challenges 

they had experienced in their relationship with their fathers. As a resuh, they engaged in a 

process of deciding what tiiey were willing to write. Once tiiey decided to express theh 

deepest feelings, teen fathers reported that writing letters was taking a lot out ofthem. 
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Deciding to write. Teen fathers reported that writing letters was not an easy task. 

Because of the nature of the letters, participants had to decide the depth to which they wanted 

to engage in such experience. A teen father reflected on tiie experience of rehef that he feh as 

a result of writing the letter to his father, "When we wrote to our dads.. .man, I was scared.. .1 

was like 'I don't feel like writing him.. .he hasn't done anything for me'.. .But once you got h 

out, you are like, 'Man, I really got them feelings out!" Another participant remembered his 

hesitancy before writing the letter, "...1 didn't want to write that paper... I didn't want to 

write to my dad man...1 didn't care about him.... But I can say like others 'l've been there, 

I've done that." 

Taking a lot out of me. As a result of writing the letter to their fathers, teen fathers 

reported feeling satisfied and relieved. A participant shared in this regard, ".. .The letter thing 

for me was real good because I really had time to sit down and say...what would I really tell 

my dad? .. .or what do I wish my father would have told me?" Another teen father 

commented, "...It was neat to express myself.. .like what I should and shouldn't do.. .like 

from inside.. .from my heart." For some teen fathers, writing letters was a way of expressing 

feelings that had been kept inside of them for most of their lives, as one participant shared: 

Writing letters was helpful because I wrote a letter to my dad and it was about how I 
feh that he wasn't there for me... And I feh like I needed someone and I wished that 
he was there for me.. .It feh better to get that feeling out, because you hold on to it for 
so long, after 13, 14 years... 

Even though teen fathers also wrote letters to their children, it seems that the major 

impact they experienced from writíng letters was in being able to process feelings about their 

fathers that they had avoided for years. Participants shared that they did not straggle when 

writing letters to their children; however, they experienced intense emotions when writing 

letters to their fathers. In the end, and as a result of fiiUy engaging m the process of 
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expressing a number of silenced emotions by writing letters, teen fathers were able to face 

their fears. One teen father describes this experience: 

The letters helped me with some of my defect of character.. .like not wanting to face 
my real problems...like my dad who was never there.. .They helped me to face 
it.. .put me face to face with that... Anybody can have a mouth and talk.. ..but 
whenever you write it down.. .that's paper and ink right there...Like if a little dude is 
scared of fíghting, and one day somebody is picking on him.. .and he's tired and fed 
up with h.. .He throws the fírst fít and if he ends up winning that fight.. .or even if he 
loses... he'U see that if you face the fears, there's nothing to be afraid of no 
more...You've been there, you've done it! 

Summary: Experiences of Being a Teen Father and 

a Group Partícipant in the Teen Fathers Group 

The experiences described by these teen fathers showed their clear intention of not 

giving up and deciding to be good fathers for their children. Such a process has not been easy 

and has involved many moments of despair, uncertainty, and personal doubt. These 

challenging feelings were particularly salient when participants became fathers for the fírst 

time. However, with the birth of their children, they also found a new meaning in life. It was 

precisely the love that they felt for their children that motivated them to change and become 

invested in being good fathers for their children. Throughout this process, they faced 

challenges in maintaining relationships with those close to them, and they became honest 

with themselves regarding the type of intimacy they would like to experience with those 

whom they love. Teen fathers also decided to tell others who they want to be, and they found 

that the group experiences helped them in this process. Besides being open to leam from 

other group members and group leaders, teen fathers made a courageous personal decision as 

they engaged in the group experience: Facing the fears that they had been avoiding 

throughout their lives... You've been there, you've done h! 
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The Interplay between Life World Context and Lived Experience 

The experiences of participants have been greatly influenced by the environments in 

which they have lived. The teen fathers in this study have faced extreme challenges in life 

and have been given the message, through open abuse or neglect, that they are nobody. They 

engaged in a number of behaviors in an effort to numb the pain associated with these 

messages. While they were raiming away from their feelings by living a fast life, they found 

themselves becoming fathers at a very young age. As many people continued to put them 

down in their lives, they straggled with believing that they could face the new challenges that 

fatherhood represented for them. In spite of these chaUenges, their children offered them a 

new meaning in life and with the support of caring people in their lives, they engaged in a 

joumey to become good fathers for their children. 

Such a joumey has not been easy because they received many messages telling them 

that there is something wrong with them for being fathers at their age. However, they have 

also looked around and realized that by deciding to be there for their babies, they are 

different from other fathers, including their own, who have abandoned their children. And it 

is precisely their own story of abandonment that motivates them to protect their children 

from suffering a similar loss and pain. They have found that h is diffícuh to reach and 

maintain intimacy and many times, their own immaturity make them entertain unrealistic 

expectations in an effort to solve the challenges they face. They also continue to inform their 

lives by oppressive legacies that prevent them from becoming vulnerable and reaching 

intimacy with those who they love. Though they have been told that a man does not cry, they 

are also open to change their beliefs if someone is wiUing to show them a different route to 

happiness. 
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They have shown their wiUingness to change by reaching intimacy with other teen 

fathers who have experienced their same straggles. In the group experience, teen fathers 

responded to an invitation encouraging them to face the fears that have haunted them for 

years. And they decided to face their fears in admirable ways. They also know they cannot 

keep facing such fears by themselves, and some of them have fallen in the joumey. However, 

all of them continue to be committed, no matter how many obstacles they have to face, to 

fight for their lives and their children's lives. And they have been able to recognize how 

cracial it is for them to have a helping hand when fighting the battle for life. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to explore the experiences associated with fatherhood 

as described by a group of Mexican American adolescents who were participants in a teen 

fathers group. A second research goal was to obtain a description of their experiences as 

group participants. The experiences shared by participants contribute to a better 

understanding of the lives of these Mexican American teen fathers and the way in which their 

familial and social contexts inform their experiences as fathers. 

Participants of this study shared a common history of delinquent behavior and were in 

probation when they participated in this research. Therefore, these teen fathers are not 

representative of Latino or Mexican American teen fathers in the larger population. However, 

their feedback is extremely useful in order to better understand the experiences of teen 

fathers with similar backgrounds. 

Participants reported that becoming a teen father has been a transforming experience. 

After going through an initial period of disbelief, resistance to change, and challenge, teen 

fathers invested themselves in becoming good fathers for their children. A muhitude of 

factors influenced their experiences as fathers, among the most salient are family of origin 

issues, stress related to maintaining the relationships witii their partners and their families, 

straggles in the process of recovery from addiction and delinquent behavior, influences from 

friends, and negative societal messages. Regarding their experiences as group participants, 

adolescents in this study identified relevant group experiences that were benefícial to them in 

adapting and committing to their new lives as fathers. 
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Re-integrating bracketed material with the results is one of the most important fínal 

steps in the descriptive phenomenological method (Porter, 1994). Therefore, in the first 

section of this chapter I will re-integrate bracketed material with research fíndings and I will 

explain how the present research confírms existing literature, as well as offers new and 

contrasting data. 

Next, I will address clinical implications with a particular emphasis on group 

interventions and family therapy. I wiU follow this discussion by addressing limitations of the 

study and possibilities for fiiture research. Finally, I wiU fínish this chapter by addressing self 

of the researcher issues. My rationale for choosing this topic as the closing section is the 

importance of remaining trae to the purpose of phenomenological research which is to focus 

on the experience of participants, their life-world context, and their intentionality, as 

reflected in their actions and perceptions of their experience (Porter, 1998). Without devoting 

intense attention to self of the researcher issues, it would have been extremely difficult to 

achieve such goal. In my concluding remarks, I wiU strive to answer a fundamental question 

that Porter (1998) considers imperative when engaging in this type of research: What is it 

like to be inspired by phenomenology? 

Re-integrating Bracketed Material with Life-World Context Features 

Bracketing refers to setting aside preconceived ideas and biases in order to participate 

in the data coUection and analysis with an open mind (Porter, 1998). Having collected the 

data, the next step in phenomenological research consists of integrating previously bracketed 

material into the process of analysis (Porter, 1995). By engaging in an active process of 
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bracketing, a researcher is able to approach the research process with a fresh perspective 

(Porter, 1995). 

Table 2 provides a brief overview of the contextual features found in this study and 

the bracketed themes of the life-world context. As part of the bracketed data that I wiU 

integrate in the foUowing section, I wiU include letters written by participants, disclosures 

made by teen fathers in group, and information I knew about participants from either home 

visits or from their past engagement in family therapy through the Parent Empowerment 

Program (PEP). The PEP program is a community intervention offering in-home family 

therapy services to juveniles and families involved in the Juvenile Justice System. I was the 

provider of clinical services for two participants of this study. I also had information about 

another participant and his family from the staff meetings we had in PEP. 

Table 2. Comparison of Hfe-world features of being a teen father to bracketed themes. 

Contextual Features 

Putting Me Down/ 
Being Supported 

Bracketed Themes 

Attachment Theory, Contextual Family 
Therapy, Intimacy, Developmental 
Contextualism and Dynamics of Oppression 

Experiencing My Baby's Mother's 
Family 

Existing Research on Teen Fathers 

Watching My Friends Fading 
Away/ Looking Around 

Existing Research on Teen Fathers, 
Developmental Contextualism 
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Putting Me Down 

Attachment theorv. Attachment theory is particularly helpful in understanding the 

experiences of the teen fathers who described being put down by others, especially when 

those who put them down were their parent figures who were expected to offer them love and 

protection. Attachment refers to the need of human beings to experience strong emotional 

connections with particular others (Bowlby, 1980). A secure experience of attachment 

assures infants that their caregivers wiU offer them protection and companionship, especially 

in situations in which infants feel threatened or distressed (Bowlby, 1969; Kretchmar & 

Jacobvitz, 2002). Secure experiences of attachment also inform children in perceiving other 

relationships as potential sources of support (Bretherton & MunhoUand, 1999). 

Regarding the relationships with their fathers, teen fathers reported clear straggles in 

achieving an emotional coimection with them. Even though two teen fathers reported re-

connecting with their fathers during the last year, all participants described the pain that 

resulted from the emotional abuse, physical abuse, abandonment, or emotional distance that 

they experienced from their fathers as they were growing up. 

Participants expressed feelings of anger, hurt, and disappointment when they wrote 

letters to their fathers in group because their fathers, who were supposed to be a primary 

source of comfort and protection, became a source of emotional pain (Cobb, 1996). With the 

exception of two participants, who reported reconnecting with their fathers, teen fathers 

continued to express similar negative feelings about their fathers during the interviews for 

this study. For example, a teen father said that he was not interested in developing a closer 

relationship with his father, even though he had been living with him for the last six months, 
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because he continued to resent his father for abandoning him and his mother when he was a 

baby. This same teen father shared a letter addressed to his father: 

I just want to ask you why weren't you ever there? Even tiiough my straggles were 
hard, I always tried to go see you and my brother but you never made an effort to 
come see me... 'Cuz you weren't no daddy, you just were my father (the one who 
helped make me) but.... that don't matter to you anyway. 

He included a note addressed to me with the letter: 

Look sir, I can't fínish this letter 'cause it keeps bringing up old feelings like anger, 
hate and frastration, and all that's already past me and I leara from his mistake by 
leaving a child stuck like that... It's already gone so I'd like to just leave h alone. 

Because attachment styles were not formally assessed in this study, conclusions 

regarding attachment issues remain tentative and hypothetical. However, expressions such as 

"all that is already past me," which were commonly expressed by participants when 

describing the emotional pain associated with their relationships with their fathers, seem 

consistent with a pattera of insecure-avoidant attachment. This pattera of attachment is 

associated with parental unresponsiveness or rejection of the infant's attachment-related 

needs (Kretchmar & Jacobvitz, 2002). Insecure-avoidant adolescents deal with such lack of 

emotional availability by distancing emotionally from the caregiver (Ammaniti, van 

Ijzendoom, Speranza, & TambeUi, 2000) or by "Suppressing feelings of anxiety in stressflil 

situations to prevent further rejection by their parents" (van IJzendoora, 1997, p. 710). 

Participants who were abandoned by their fathers also experienced intense confusion when 

trying to make sense of their fathers' behavior. One teen father shared a letter in group 

expressing the following to his father: 

There is a lot of things you have not done for me in the past. If I have a chance I 
would not change it, cuz I would not know the people I know today...You have made 
me a better person for my kids, yet my biggest fear is to become you.. .1 wiU never 
know why you left and it makes no difference to me now. 
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Regarding their relationships with their mothers, teen fathers may also have 

experienced being put down by them because of their mothers' decision to stay in abusive 

relationships that resulted in emotional and/or physical abuse directed towards their sons. 

Teen fathers reported that they did not feel like "going deep" and sharing their feelings with 

their mothers. Therefore, h is important to consider the possibility of an insecure-avoidant 

pattem of attachment in the relationship with their mothers. Insecure-avoidant adolescents 

tend to repress negative feehngs (e.g., anxiety) as a result of experiencing caregivers who 

failed to react promptly and adequately to their distress and anxiety (van IJzendoom, 1997). 

For example, I asked teen fathers in group what was their mothers' reaction to the verbal 

abuse directed toward their sons. It was common for participants say that their mothers 

would cry or would engage in an emotional discussion with their partners, but no concrete 

action was taken by their mothers to ensure the safety of their children. 

Research indicates that insecure-avoidant individuals tend to minimize their 

attachments needs with their caregivers by either idealizing their parents or devaluing them 

(Ammaniti et al., 2000). As further evidence of their insecure-avoidant attachment style, 

participants did not report any straggles with their mothers, despite narratives of intense 

family conflicts. At times, teen fathers' narratives idealized the relationships with their 

mothers. 

The emotional straggles described by participants highlight the importance of 

understanding as clearly as possible the way in which the relatíonships with their caregivers 

informed theh expectatíons and perceptions of relatíonships in theh lives. For instance, teen 

fathers would frequently talk about how hard is to trast people in their lives, an experience 

related to experiences of insecure attachment. Early experiences indicated to them that 
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establishing relationships with others would be potentially damaging rather than rewarding 

(Bretherton & MunhoIIand, 1999). Studies have confírmed that adolescents who engage in 

delinquent and antisocial behavior have usually experienced disraption of their attachment 

needs and have developed a pattem of attachment (i.e., insecure-avoidant) that protects them 

from further rejectíon or emotional unavailability by their caregivers (Keiley, 2002; van 

Ijzendoom, 1997). Participants of this study shared a history of chronic delinquency; 

therefore, exploring attachment issues in depth is critical because parents who minimize the 

effects of their own early negative experiences of attachment tend to have infants classifíed 

as insecure (Kretchmar & Jacobvitz, 2002). 

Contextual familv therapy theory. Besides feeling put down as a result of not having 

the opportunity to establish a strong emotional connection with their fathers, participants also 

witnessed their caregivers straggling with fulfiUing their responsibilities as parents. 

Contextual family therapy theory is a useful framework for assessing issues of responsibility 

and ethics as fundamental components of interpersonal relationships (Boszormenyi-Nagy & 

Krasner, 1986). The role and responsibilities associated with parenting are particularly salient 

in contextual theory because parents have to be accountable for their power differential by 

appropriately taking care of and protecting their children. Problems arise when parents 

relinquish or are unable to assume their responsibilities, resulting in the deprivation of love 

and protection for their children. 

Life-world experiences of being put down by family members, as reported by these 

teen fathers, are iUustrations of the failure to assume parental responsibilities. In a letter 

written to his father, a teen father said: 

I just want to tell that you just wasn't the father I really expected you to be... that 
because of the problems you have as a dad... You would never pay attention to me 
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while you where always busy drinking and stuff... .1 just want to tell you that I feel 
angry because of the stuff you put me and my brother through. 

In the interviews, 4 teen fathers expressed the same type of straggles they had also 

shared in group regarding the abandonment or lack of emotional nurtnrance from their 

fathers. When asked during the interview about the relationship with his father, the teen 

father quoted above said, ".. .1 was thinking how my dad did me and whatever.. .like how he 

really wasn't there.. .Like how he was there in Hfe, but he really wasn't there for me." This 

description is similar to the straggles that other teen fathers experienced as a resuh of the lack 

of responsibility of their fathers. According to Boszormenyi-Nagy and Krasner (1986), when 

parents relinquish their responsibiHty as caregivers, children pay the price by missing the 

opportunity to feel loved and protected. 

Although it is necessary to closely remain attentive to issues of power and privilege in 

family systems where abusive behaviors are being committed by males (Harway, 2003; 

Orme, DomineUi, & MuUender, 2000), it is also important to consider the lack of appropriate 

actions by some mothers to ensure the physical and psychological safety of their children. 

For instance, four participants' mothers maintained relationships with their husbands or 

partners who were emotionally and/or physically abusive towards them and their children. 

Considering the mothers' personal histories and the ways in which they were also put 

down by others, it is likely that the mothers of participants were emotionally overwhelmed 

by past trauma or abuse, and as a result, they engaged in fiightened behavior (e.g., inaction to 

stop the abuse) when witnessing the abuse that was being committed against their sons 

(Lyons-Ruth & Jacobvitz, 1999). This complex dynamic is particularly challenging because 

regardless of the cause, their failure to intervene damaged their sons' ability to trast their 
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mothers as well as their fathers. I have witnessed the way in which mothers in these abusive 

relationships drop out of family therapy when they are encouraged by therapists to consider 

the way in which straggles and emotional abuse in their intimate relationships were also 

related to the behavioral problems of their children. 

Like their sons, these women were quick to seize on any indication of change in their 

partners. For instance, George's father drank heavily and was consistently verbally abusive to 

him. His mother expressed concem about this situation, but was unable to confront her 

husband. At George's commitment hearing, his mother approached me and expressed, 

"...Since George [teen father] was arrested, his dad has improved so much with his drinking, 

he told me he is going to control his drinking from now on and he is not going to drink as 

much." 

A major premise of contextual theory refers to accoimtabiHty issues in families 

whenever the welfare of those with the least power is at risk (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 

1986). Unfortunately, one of the most dangerous consequences when parents fail to establish 

a family system in which children are protected is-the potential for the development of 

intergenerational conflicts. Individuals may develop a sense of destractive entitiement and 

attempt to obtain the love and attention that they did not receive by creating new victims in 

subsequent generatíons (Hargrave & Pfitzer, 2003). Although teen fathers in this sttidy 

expressed a desire to be good fathers, they also straggled with destractíve legacies of having 

a tendency to relinquish their responsibilities as fathers. As one teen father commented, 

".. .You get the feeling that you just want to be self-centered and think about yourself all the 

tíme. You don't want nothing to do with nobody else except yourself" 
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Developmental contextualism and dvnamics of oppression. An analysis of the way in 

which teen fathers have been put down by others would be seriously limited and potentially 

oppressive and stereotyping without taking into consideration influences of larger contexts. 

Because this study refers to Mexican American fathers, there is a high risk of considering 

that Mexican American teen fathers and their parents are defective by nature. Even though is 

challenging to listen to accounts of abuse or inactíon to prevent such abuse, the life-world 

context of the teen fathers is not limited only to their families. Of particular relevance is the 

exploration of the ways in which caregivers who put down their own children have been put 

down by different people and larger systems in their own lives as well. Developmental 

contextualism argues that human development is the result of complex relationships 

established between children and their famiHes, neighborhoods, society, and culture (Lemer, 

2002). Therefore, human problems can be described as bi-directional relationships between 

people and their contexts (Lemer, 1991; Lemer, ViUarrael, & Castellino, 1999). Based on 

this, and without minimizing issues of personal responsibility, a systemic understanding of 

the experience of putting down other human beings must incorporate an analysis of 

contextual oppression (Frye, 1996). Therefore, h is essentíal to hear the stories of oppression 

experienced by parents of participants and understand the ways in which they were also put 

down by others, especially in the context of a culture where maleness is associated with 

dominance and control and is privileged over femininity, emotional vulnerability, and 

solidarity (Olesen, 1998). 

After conductíng the fínal interview at the home of one of the participants, I had the 

opportunity to talk with his father about the emotional straggles he experienced in the 

relationship with his own father because that man was never emotionally available to him as 
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a child. He expressed to me how challenging it was for him to be working long hours and 

receiving minimal compensation. Based on the relationship with his father and the challenges 

that he faced in his environment, he learaed that "being tough" was the only way to survive 

in this world. Therefore, even though I described the ways in which fathers have been 

abusive towards their children, it is extremely important to explore the ways in which parents 

have also straggled with unresolved attachment injuries. Extensive evidence indicates that 

individuals who suffer separation, abandonment, or abuse in their childhoods, may continue 

to carry anger resulting from such injuries and redirect it toward other targets when reaching 

adulthood (Dozier, StovaU, & Albus, 1999). 

In the case of the mothers of the teen fathers, it is essential to consider previous 

oppressive experiences as well. Their inaction to prevent abuse from being committed on 

their children might be related to a history of victimization. For instance, research indicates 

the deleterious effects of male hostility towards women resulting in damaged self-esteem, 

self-confídence, fear, identity confusion (Duffy, Wareham, & Walsh, 2004), and perceived 

powerlessness (Cowan & MiUs, 2004). In addition, hostility toward women is also 

considered a legitimized social condition (Check, 1988). Therefore, inaction on the part of 

the participants' mothers to protect theh children should not be interpreted as a sign of lack 

of love for their children, but rather as the mothers' straggles to face and process their own 

emotional pain, financial limitations, and lower social position because they belong to a 

society where maleness is associated with privilege (Check, 1988). 

These examples highlight the risk of stereotyping an ethnic group based on 

descriptíons of how some families have put down theh own children. Such descriptíons need 

to be expanded by examining the ways in which individuals and families have been put down 
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by adverse contexts as weU, resultíng in chains of unresolved emotíonal pain. Keeping such a 

perspectíve is the only possibility for intergeneratíonal heahng because oppression is then 

understood as a multílevel and systemic phenomenon (Frye, 1996). 

The way in which experiences of being put down are related to oppression 

experienced in the larger social contexts is iUustrated by one teen father's account of his 

teacher making a conmient in class that teen fathers are "dumb." This experience represented 

a unique challenge for him. Although he challenged the teacher about her comment and she 

later apologized, such an event is an indicator of the challenges embedded in the 

environments where teen fathers live. In an educational culture where abstínence is the 

privileged contraceptíon method taught at schools, teen fatherhood would be considered as a 

personal deficit, instead of considering that teen fathers are likely to live in famiHes that 

experience intense conflicts, and that the parents in such families were raised in an 

oppressive educational system where Latinos/as and Mexican Americans were physically 

punished by "educators" for speaking Spanish in class. An understanding of teen fatherhood 

framed by lenses of social justice and systemic understanding might iUuminate teen 

fatherhood, as with other social problems experienced by ethnic minorities, as a reflectíon of 

a society stractured in a way in which "defective" individuals are excluded from the 

opportunities that privileged groups have (Kozol, 1975, 1998). 

Being Supported 

Intimacy and Contextual Theory 

Contemporary scholars encourage a new understanding of the constract of intimacy 

understood as cultural experience with various levels of complexity. By remaining attentive 
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to such complexity, Eurocentric defínitions of intimacy are likely to be avoided (Winstanley 

et al., 2002). Therefore, intimate experiences may range from behaviors indicating the 

concem and commitment toward another human being (Kroger, 1996) to experiences of self-

disclosure and emotíonal vulnerability (McNelles & ConnoUy, 1999). 

Being supported bv fathers. Three teen fathers reported being supported by tiieir 

fathers or stepfathers, receiving food, clothing, and shelter from them. According to 

participants, this support was limited to covering material needs and did not include 

emotional support. Two participants reported that besides the material support they received 

from their fathers, they were also experiencing a process of re-connection with them at an 

emotional level. 

Research indicates that it is common for traditional Mexican American men to 

perceive being a provider as a sign of emotional commitment to their families, and by 

fialfiUing such role, they show to family members their emotional concem (Torres et al., 

2002). Therefore, explanations regarding the lack of overt emotional support towards 

participants by their fathers need to remain tentative. Although such fathers may have wanted 

to be emotionally supportive of their children, they did not know how to express it other than 

being a provider. Therefore, it is important not to condemn fathers who, according to 

participants, did not offer them emotional support in overt ways. Furthermore, Mexican 

American men have reported that although men should not show emotions, the first 

responsibility of every man should be to secure the basic needs of his family (Neff, 2001). 

Therefore, it is possible that for fathers of participants, providing for the physical needs of 

their families is how they leamed to show love and concem, even though such behavior does 

not include self-disclosure and emotional vulnerability. 
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Whenever the teen fathers experienced support from their caregivers, even at various 

levels of involvement, adolescents experienced the value of relational giving and the fact that 

it is a child's right to be protected. According to contextual theory, parents who offer 

nurturance, guidance, and protection to their children are ordering their lives according to 

ethical priorities (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986). However, their fathers' efforts to 

provide for the family did not meet the emotional needs of these adolescents males. 

Being supported bv their mothers. Participants reported knowing with certainty that 

they had the constant support of their mothers throughout their lives. They expressed 

profound gratitude because they perceived that their mothers have been present in their lives 

despite the challenges they experienced. Of particular interest was that teen fathers 

repeatedly reported that it was their mothers who were consistent in not abandoning the 

relationship with them, even though they were not active in keeping the relationships with 

their mothers. As one participant expressed: 

I never kept the relationship with my mom.. .She kept it with me.. .No matter what, 
she showed me unconditional love, she showed me that no matter what I did to her, 
she was going to be there for me, that she loved me.. .That means the world to me. 

The preceding description indicates that even though teen fathers were engaged in a 

process of gaining greater autonomy, they continued to value highly the support and 

emotional responsiveness from their caregivers (Liddle & Schwartz, 2002). One participant 

expressed his experience of being supported by his mother. Fortunately, and as a resuh of 

living this experience, he also expressed being committed to offer a similar experience to his 

own children: 

.. .Because no matter what I did, my mother was always there for me. She didn't 
decide to leave me like my dad did.. .It showed me that even if my kids are crying or 
if I get tired, you know, I have to be there for them because I love them. 
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The fact that the mothers of the teen fathers did not offer protection to their children 

against being abused by their parttiers, should not minimize the ways in which they stt-ove to 

show to theh sons their love and concera throughout their lives, despite of challenges such as 

emotional and fmancial diffículties. Mothers of participants could have just given up the 

relationship with their children altogether. However, they offered the best they could to their 

children based on the emotional and material resources they had available. 

In summary, the preceding examples indicate the complexity of experiences of 

intimacy lived by teen fathers and theh families (Winstanley et al., 2002), the importance of 

considering intimacy as a wide range of experiences (Kroger, 1996), and the relevance of 

increasing the possibilities of securing the physical and emotional welfare for future 

generatíons (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986). 

Being supported bv partners. Even though participants experienced considerable 

challenges to maintain an intimate relationship with their partners, they also expressed 

profound gratitude for what their partners had taught them about how to interact with their 

children. It is admirable that teen fathers clearly acknowledged how critical the support they 

had received from their partners was in their lives, even after talking in emotionally reactive 

and negative ways about their straggles in maintaining the relationships with them. A teen 

father who considered that his relationship with his girlfriend was "not working" made the 

clarificatíon that such straggle did not mean that he stopped appreciating the way in which 

she supported him by teaching him how to take care of their baby. Regarding this experience, 

he said, ".. .She has always been there and she has helped me a lot...1 didn't know about that 

[child care] untíl she told me." 
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By understanding intimacy as experiences of affectíve joining (McNelles & 

ConnoUy, 1999), h is possible to identífy the caring attitude of participants' partners in being 

patient and non-judgmental when teaching them how to take care of their babies. 

Acknowledging the existence of this type of intimate experience might be a critícal factor in 

addressing the possibility of positíve parenting arrangements, even when the romantic 

relationship between teen parents dissolves. By honoring such experiences of mtimacy, h 

may be possible to promote more functional parenting arrangements in which the focus is the 

welfare of the children. 

Being supported bv group leaders. Teen fathers also reported the importance of 

feehng supported by group leaders. Such support constítutes an example of the way in which 

a supportive context has the potential of promoting experiences of grow1;h for adolescents 

(Leraer et al., 1999). Group leaders and participants were involved in processing challenging 

experiences and as a result, intimate affective joining. Teen fathers disclosed painful 

memories of their lives, and group leaders joined with them at an emotional level. Such 

joining was also accompanied by active encouragement and messages of support with the 

assurance that they wiU contínue to be accepted and respected as human beings. 

These experiences show the way in which intimacy can be promoted by engaging in 

behaviors of concem for another human being (Kroger, 1996) and by experiences of self-

disclosure and emotíonal vulnerability (McNelles & ConnoUy, 1999). Therefore, I consider 

that teen fathers were able to share painful experiences in powerful ways because as group 

leaders, we created an intimate experience of trast for them. We achieved this by allowing 

ourselves to be touched by their emotional pain, showing them our vulnerability by 

connecting with their pain, validating their experiences in a non-judgmental way, and 
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creating a safe place in which they knew they were able to share their tt^e selves without 

being afraid of being judged or punish by us. This experience is in line with exhortations by 

Liddle and Schwartz (2002) inviting professionals to reflect on how relevant it is for 

clinicians to promote experiences of secure attachment when working with insecure-avoidant 

adolescents who have experienced important emotíonal losses. Such experiences can be 

achieved by genuinely caring for clients and by being highly invested in assisting them in 

their process of change and growth (Liddle &Schwartz, 2002). 

Experiencing Mv Babv Mother's Familv 

I wiU focus in this section on the descriptions of participants in relatíon to the families 

of their partners. These descriptíons reflect the receptive role of teen fathers in these 

relationships, in conttast to their lived experiences, characterized by the proactive behavior of 

teen fathers as they maintain such relationships. 

Existing research on teen fathers. Teen fathers usually face straggles in the 

relatíonships with their partners' families (Achatz & MacAUum, 1994); however, the 

complexities related to this phenomenon are not well understood (Adler-Baeder & Abell, 

2003). Participants described straggling with their partners' families when they were not able 

to have a more actíve role in tiie decision-making process regarding the rearing of their 

children. Those teen fathers who highlighted this fhistration were also the ones who were 

incarcerated. It seems that they were holding a more idealistic position in contrast to teen 

fathers who were not incarcerated and were satisfied with sharing responsibilities for the care 

of theh children. These fathers were more reaUstic about the challenges of assuming fuU 

responsibility as a caretaker. 
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Three participants reported feeling rejected by the families of their partners. In some 

occasions, such rejection was expressed by direct statements blaming adolescent fathers for 

the pregnancy. Teen fathers who experienced rejection by the partners' families responded 

by either minimizing the importance of remaining connected with their partners' families or 

by over-focusing on the conflicts of the families of their partners, while idealizing the quality 

of the relationships in their own family. When talking about his partner's family, a teen 

father expressed that "They just don't make sense!" 

An area that deserves fiirther attention in the literature is the possibility of 

experiencing intímacy and support in the relatíonship between teen fathers and their partner's 

family. A couple of teen fathers in this study expressed feeling accepted and loved by their 

partner's family. One father in particular described the strong bond that he has established 

with his partner's father, and reported feeling emotionally closer to him than to his own 

father. 

Watching Mv Friends Fading Awav and Looking Around. 

Existíng research on teen fathers and developmental contextualism. Reports from 

participants describing the influence of their friends in their lives confirmed previous 

fmdings indicating the relevant role that friendships have on the experiences of teen fathers 

(Elster, Lamb, & Kimmerly, 1989). Teen fathers expressed the need for approval in these 

relatíonships. A teen father said in this regard, ".. .1 wanted to be accepted by my friends and 

I would do crazy things, like trying to out drink them or out smoke them... I'd do crazy stuff 

to tty to get accepted." By experiencing such need for emotíonal connection and acceptance, 

teen fathers experienced diffícult challenges as they were faced with having to make a 
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decision regarding the extent to which they wanted to be involved with their children. 

Participants who were incarcerated regretted choosing to spend more time with their friends 

because such relationships facilitated increased drag abuse and delinquent activity, leading to 

their incarceration. 

Those teen fathers who were not incarcerated said that their friends started to react in 

"different ways" when they told them of their desire to be involved with their children. As a 

result of this commitment to their children, teen fathers found their friends gradually 

disengaging from them. Participants reported that their friends basically started to "fade 

away" and "did not look for them anymore." That teen fathers were wiUing to give up their 

friendships in order to be with their children highlights the need for research exploring 

environmental influences that help teen fathers cope with the loss of their friends, as well 

identifying factors in their social context that influence their decision to be with their children 

(Thomberry et al., 1997). 

Participants also perceived that other teen fathers in their immediate social context 

were not providing their children the care and protection that they were striving to offer to 

their own children. "Looking around" and becoming aware of "what other teen fathers don't 

do" is an indication of the importance of context in influencing the commitment of teen 

fathers towards their children (Lemer et al., 1999). Taking on the positíve image of "good 

father" in comparison to other less responsible teen fathers, seems to be a cracial step in 

motívatíng young fathers and helping them tolerate the stresses associated with fathering. 

Re-integrating Bracketed Material with the Experiences of 
Being a Teen Father and a Group Participant 
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Table 3 contains the comparison between bracketed material and component 

phenomena related to the experience of being a teen father and a group participant. Similar to 

the analysis of life-world context, I integrated bracketed material from diverse sources into 

the process of analysis. 

Table 3. Comparison of the phenomena of the experiences of being a teen father and group 

participant to bracketed themes. 

Phenomena 

Not Giving Up and Deciding 
to Be a Dad 

Bracketed Themes 

Existing Research on Teen Fathers, Adolescent 
Development, and Resilience 

Wanting to Be a Good Father Existing Research on Teen Fathers, Resilience, 
Contextual Family Therapy, Adolescent 
Development, Gender Roles, Feminism, Culture, 
and Intimacy 

Figuring Out my Relatíonships 
After Becoming a Father 

Attachment, Existing Research on Teen Fathers, 
Intimacy, Ambiguous Loss Theory, Gender Roles, 
and Developmental Contextualism 

Telling In Group the Person I 
Want to Be 

Existíng Research on Group Interventíons 
for Teen Fathers, Group Theory, and Intímacy 

Not Giving Up and Deciding to Be a Dad 

Process of Adaptation to Teen Fatherhood 

Participants straggled when they fírst leamed about their future fatherhood and as a 

result, they experienced challenging emotions such as denial, disbelief, anger, frustratíon, or 

sadness. These experiences were consistent with existíng research describing typical 

emotional reactions of teen fatiiers (Achatz & MacAUum, 1994). In addition to experiencing 
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such emotions, teen fathers reported going through a process of adaptation that seemed to 

include common stages for all of them. Based on participants' reports, I developed a tentative 

model for the process of adaptation to teen fatherhood (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Process of adaptation to teen fatherhood. 

Considering 
abortion 

Notice of 
Pregnancy 

Various emotional 
reactions, including 
denial & disbelief 

Ruling out 
abortion 

Struggling with 
becoming a father 

Getting used to 
being with child 

Finding a new 
meaning in life and 

wanting to be a 
good father 

As indicated in the model, aíter the initial period of denial and disbelief, these teen 

fathers realized that they had to make a decision regarding their future as fathers. Either by 
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personal choice or because other people made the decision of having the baby, abortion was 

raled out. Once the baby was bora teen fathers experienced new straggles in facing fírst hand 

the demands of taking care of a baby. This period was foUowed by a process of getting used 

to the child. However, at the end of this stage, teen fathers became comfortable with rearing 

practices, which led them into greater enjoyment of the company of their children. Once teen 

fathers got used to being with their children, they started to experience a strong emotional 

feeling of connection with their babies, which led them to experiencing a new meaning in life 

coupled with the desire of wanting to be good fathers. 

Stage models are helpful tools for understanding a variety of experiences related to 

human development, starting from birth and childhood (Lemer, 2002) to adaptation to loss 

and death (Shapiro, 1994). Of particular importance is that stage models help iUuminate the 

way in which transitions impact all levels of a system, including individuals' cognitive and 

affective status (Wapner & Demick, 1999). In the case of these Mexican American teen 

fathers, a model indicating the process of adaptation that they have experienced as they have 

become fathers is helpful because it provides information about critical times for 

intervention. Furthermore, this information is potentially useful not only for clinicians, but 

for any professional working with teen fathers. 

Existing research on teen fathers. The majority of participants reported strong 

emotional reactions when they faced the fact that they were going to be fathers. However, 

they also reported experiencing a tuming point in their process of adaptation that resuhed 

from witnessing the delivery of their babies. Such finding is consistent with research 

indicating that birth is a critical time for intervention, based on reports of fathers who 

expressed their desire to be involved with their children as a result of witnessing tiieir birth. 
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However, research also indicates that such desires tend to decrease dramatically over time if 

fathers do not become involved with their children (Nelson, Clampet-Lundquist, & Edin, 

2002). 

An additional point for consideration is the importance of promoting responsible 

involvement as teen fathers adapt to fatherhood (Lamb, 2002). According to participants, 

even though they feh frastrated by being reminded by different people (e.g., relatives, 

probation officers, counselors) about their responsibility as fathers, they also reported that the 

consistency of such people throughout the different stages they experienced (e.g., denial, 

getting used to being a father) had a positive impact on helping them reflect on their personal 

responsibility as fathers, and the fact that their decisions about involvement with their 

children had a direct impact on their children's welfare. 

Such a finding is relevant because researchers have expressed the need to study not 

only the behaviors that reflect father involvement, but also the processes that promote such 

involvement (Palkovitz, 2002). This is particularly relevant when exploring the experiences 

of Mexican American teen fathers. Although there are reports of diverse types of father 

involvement in this population (Coltrane, Parke, & Adams, 2004), further research is needed 

to clarify the precursors of such involvement (Hemandez, 2002). Finally, the adaptation 

model sets the ground for future studies exploring the applicability and usefulness of this 

model, as well as the individual, relational, and contextual variables that assist teen fathers in 

adapting to fatherhood across different stages. 

Resilience. In addition to the processes described in the model, participants reported 

key experiences that have helped them not to give up and decide to be fathers. Many of such 

experiences can be understood by using a resilience framework. Resilience is understood as 
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the individual's capacity to overcome adversity (Walsh, 1998). Walsh has described key 

intra- and interpersonal processes that promote resilience and allow individuals to rebound 

from adversity. Changing beliefs is a key promoter of resilience (Walsh, 1998). An important 

change in beliefs was experienced by teen fathers when they started to perceive having a 

chUd as a gift, rather than a burden. A second major component of resihence is the 

adolescents' decision to engage in clearer and more emotional processes of communication 

(Walsh 1998). Teen fathers who have been successfiil at remaining connected with their 

children reported having people in their lives with whom they were able to engage in this 

type of interaction. In addition, I observed the depth and vuhierability that teen fathers 

achieved in their emotional disclosures in group and foUow-up interviews. 

Finally, a third component of resilience is related to family stractures. Research 

indicates that resilience is promoted in family environments that have clear rales, assignment 

of chores, and consequences for disobedience (Wemer & Smith, 2001). Teen fathers who had 

not relapsed and were not incarcerated at the time of the interviews lived in families that 

promoted clearer family stractures than the families of those teen fathers who were 

incarcerated. These families had clear rales about curfews, chores, as well as consequences 

for disobedience. It is important to note that to obtain the benefít of living in a stractured 

environment, teen fathers had to make a conscious decision to comply with the rales of their 

families. 

Adolescent development. The participants' process of development is a fínal element 

for consideratíon related to teen fathers' decision to not give up and to commit to becoming 

fathers for their children their own process of development. The results of the present 

research provide counter evidence to popular stereotypes depicting teen fathers as basically 
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immattire (Kiselica, Stroud, Stroud, & Rotzien, 1992). Issues of cognitive and identity 

development become particular salient when analyzing the complex level of inttospection 

and analysis showed by participants. Teen fathers were able to provide highly elaborate 

narratives of their experiences. Such narratives are evidence of the way in which adolescents 

are capable of perceiving their world in complex ways (Dworetzky, 1995). 

Issues of identity development were also observed in participants. Teen fathers 

reported engaging in a process of identity search, a critical developmental task initiated in 

adolescence (Erikson, 1963). A considerable part of this search for identity was characterized 

by participants' efforts to fínd their role in life. Teen fathers reported being especially 

impacted by the way in which they were able to produce life and transcend their own 

experience through their children. Participants were highly emotional when addressing these 

issues and the phrase "She/he is my child...a part of me!" was a commonly used expression 

when they described these experiences. Therefore, not only did teen fathers show their 

capacity to think in terms of hypothetical relationships (Piaget, 1999), but they also were 

fuUy invested in an active process of identity search. According to participants, this search 

for identity helped them fínd a new meaning in life as they became fathers. 

In contrast to these achievements, teen fathers also reported considerable straggles in 

their process of identity development, evidenced by their engagement in impulsive acts or 

behaviors that indicated immaturity. For instance, a teen father reported that after the birth of 

his fírst baby, he continued to have sex without using any type of contraceptive method. He 

reported not being afraid of impregnating his girifriend again "because they had just had a 

baby and they could not get pregnant again." In addition to faulty reasoning, this adolescent 
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showed immattirity by not considering the consequences of his actions. Ultimately, this 

adolescent became father for a second time. 

In summary, this research provided evidence indicating the complexity of experiences 

that these teen fathers have lived as they have decided not to give up and be good fathers for 

their children. On one hand, they have shown a capacity for adaptation to fatherhood, as well 

as personal qualities that have promoted resilience in their lives. At the same time, they 

continued to straggle with developmental issues. For example, teen fathers who provided 

evidence of engaging in complex hypothetical reasoning, also continued to report engaging 

in behaviors that indicated faulty reasoning and irresponsibility (e.g., promiscuous sex, 

drinking and drag use, unprotected sex after having the first baby). Rather than trymg to 

reach simple conclusions about the experiences of teen fathers, it is important to recognize 

the complexity associated with teen fatherhood. The analysis of such complexity cannot be 

reduced exclusively to teen fathers themselves, but has to include the analysis of the way in 

which their development as adolescents and teen fathers impacts and is also impacted by 

their immediate and larger contexts (Lemer et al., 1999). 

Wanting to Be a Good Father 

Participants reported that their children became their most important motivation for 

change in their lives and expressed a fírm desire to be with them. These teen fathers had a 

history of chronic delinquent behavior beginning at an early age. Considering that they grew 

up in challenging environments makes their desire to commit to fatherhood quite remarkable. 

Teen fathers who were not incarcerated were able not only to express such desire, but also to 

transform h into concrete changes in tiieir lifestyles. The consistency that they have shown in 
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not relapsing or engaging in delinquent behavior constitutes an indicator of theh sttong 

sense of resilience. 

Existing research on teen fathers. Wanting to be a good father and being there for 

tiieir children was an emergent phenomena that appeared consistently in the interviews. Teen 

fathers repeatedly and emphatically highlighted these issues as dominant experiences of 

being a father and provided numerous examples regarding the ways in which they were 

sttiving to accomplish these goals. The desire to commit to their children provides additional 

evidence to previous reports indicating the sttong wiUingness of teen fathers to remain 

involved in the lives of their children (Achatz & MacAIIum, 1994), despite adverse 

contextual factors (Winstanley et al., 2002) and previous experiences of being discriminated 

against, condemned, judged, or ignored by aduhs (Beymer, 1995). 

Resilience. The teen fathers' sense of resilience is evidenced by the way in which 

they have interpreted hardship as instractive and as a potential source of growth (Walsh, 

1998). For example, fathers reported that a way of being there for their children was by 

protecting them from having a life similar to the one they had as they were growing up. In a 

very emotional account of what was his biggest hope for his child, a teen father shared, ".. .1 

don't want him to feel the pain I went through in my life, I don't want him to feel the misery 

and the agony, suffering that helps me to know what I don't want for my kid." 

Besides the desire to protect their children, teen fathers also made reference to 

spirituality as a critical motivator in their lives. Spirituality can be a key source of resilience 

because it provides meaning and purpose beyond ourselves and our immediate crises (Walsh, 

1998). Participants reported experiencing spirituality in different ways. For example, 

adolescents who were in the process of recovering from drag addiction repeatedly expressed 
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that keeping a relationship with theh higher power had become essential in theh lives. Other 

teen fathers did not talk about a relationship with a higher power, but found that fatherhood 

itself was a spiritual experience, starting from the moment in which they witnessed theh 

children being brought to the world. The spiritual component of teen fathers' committnent 

towards their children can be summarized in a letter that a participant wrote to his son in 

group: 

Dear son, I am sorry for all the things I have done and have not done for you. I love 
you so much and the last thing I want, is to be like my dad. There's no limit on what I 
would do just to make you happy. I wish that I could give the worid but all I have is 
my love. You mean the world to me and always wiU tiU the day I die, and still one 
more day. 

Adolescent development. Participants' commitment to change and be there for their 

children can also be analyzed by looking at the changes they have achieved in their process 

of moral development. When describing their past lifestyle, teen fathers were remarkably 

honest in admitting that they were only conceraed about themselves and were selfísh in their 

actions. The courage and honesty with which they described their past lifestyles needs to be 

highlighted. Our society continues to be an environment in which people straggle to inform 

their lives by moral principles while research indicates that only a small minority of adults 

report living at their highest level of moral reasoning (Colby et al., 1983). 

According to descriptions by the teen fathers, they lived their past lifestyles being 

informed with only a primitive level of moral reasoning in which their decisions were 

primarily based on avoidance of punishment and immediate gratifícation (Kohlberg, 1999). 

Teen fathers who were incarcerated reported that even after the birth of their babies, they 

continued to conduct their lives in such a way. However, it seems that in the process of 

changing for their children and deciding to be there for them, all participants reported a shift 
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in their motivation for becoming fathers, which transcended being good fathers because 

"they were expected to." Rather, their motivation became rooted in the love and respect for 

their children, a radical transition to a higher standard of moral living (Kohlberg, 1999). 

This research constitutes a contribution to our scarce knowledge regarding moral 

development and teen fatherhood because it shows that teen fathers are capable of 

transitioning from primitive moral standards to higher moral principles. For example, teen 

fathers indicated in group that they came to comply with parenting classes because they were 

court mandated and they "didn't want to get in trouble." In conttast, when I conducted 

second and third interviews with participants who were no longer on probation, they reported 

that their main motivation for being good fathers was because their children "deserved to be 

loved." 

The moral growth experienced by teen fathers is also related to the adherence to key 

principles described in contextual theory as essential characteristics of responsible 

caregivers. By choosing to change and be there for their children, teen fathers are 

transforming legacies of abandonment and creating legacies of loving presence. Participants' 

descriptions suggest that they do not want to create new victims by continuing to engage in 

destractive enthlements informed by their childhood losses. However, although some of the 

participants have been successfiil at remaining committed to their children, there are also teen 

fathers who have continued to straggle with legacies of pain. These straggles often have been 

expressed through irresponsible behaviors that prevent tiiem from fiilfiUing their 

responsibilities as fathers. 

Gender roles. feminism, and culttire. An important theme of analysis regarding the 

teen fathers' desire to be good fathers, is the way in which gender role messages have 
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influenced such intentions. Teen fathers expressed the importance of "doing what I need to 

do" as well as "holding my pride up." Botii intentions contain elements of socially-

constracted masculinity that are constraining as well as potentially beneficial. 

By "being a man about it," teen fathers considered it essential to be good providers 

and make sure that their children's material needs are met. By achieving this, they are able to 

hold their pride up by showing others that they have fulfíUed their responsibilities as men. 

The constraining element of this experience refers to the fact that teen fathers believe that as 

they try to achieve the goal of being good providers, they also need to show that they are 

acting as "men," by showing their "toughness" because showing emotional softness can be 

interpreted as a sign of weakness. These teen fathers battle with allowing themselves to show 

emotional vulnerability to others, and they also believe that it is the father's role to be the 

provider and the mother's role to offer emotional nurturance. 

However, these teen fathers are in a bind because although they need to provide for 

the basic needs of their children, they are also underage and cannot take a job that pays them 

enough to provide such support. Often they need to choose between school and a dead-end 

job that pays little over minimum wage. In order to get money fast, they may (re)tum to 

dealing drags, increasing both their risk of being incarcerated and the risk of becoming 

addicted. Therefore, it is not just emotional vulnerability that they worry about but how to be 

"men" when they are in fact, boys. 

These fíndings confírm concems expressed by researchers waming about the 

deleterious consequences of rigid gender role socialization in which manifestation of 

tendemess is linked with an inability to be successfiiUy rathless (Spielberg, 1999). However, 

h is also important to highlight that such cultural mandate is not exclusive to Mexican 
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American teen fathers, and h also applies to men in cultures where masculinity is valued 

based on attainment of power (Galambos et al., 1999). 

Besides the repressive experience that these cultural mandates imply in terms of 

limiting teen fathers from freely expressing deep feelings, a particular motive of concem is 

the way in which rigid male role socialization may also be associated to feelings of hostility 

towards and rejection of femininity and emotional vulnerability (Young & Sweeting, 2004). 

An iUustration of this rejection of vulnerability was captured in a teen father's reaction when 

he first attended a 12-Step recovery meeting where other teen fathers were crying, "In here... 

I've seen dudes crying.. .1 came in here like 'Man, that dude is soft.. .He is nothing.. .He is a 

punk 'cause he's crying." 

Despite this challenging reality, teen fathers also expressed their capacity to modify 

such gender roles. Several participants reported that when they had older males in their lives 

who indicated to them that it was acceptable and desirable to show emotions, they were able 

to question and modify their rigid gender role beliefs. This capacity for change is critical, 

especially if it can be coupled within the scripts in the Mexican American culture that 

highlight the virtues of masculinity (Taylor, 1998). An often overlooked element of 

masculinity in the Mexican American culture is the way in which being a man also means to 

be compassionate and committed to ensuring the safety and protection of one's family 

(Torres et al., 2002). Therefore, when sttidying the gender component in teen fatiiers' 

intentions to be good fathers, not only is it relevant to identify the ways in which gender 

messages have been oppressive in their lives, but also to explore the ways in which gender 

messages represent an important cultural value that can assist them in living an experience of 
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fatherhood informed by a sense of commitment and satisfaction by realizing that they are 

able to take care of the people they love. 

ntimacv. Participants were invested in showing concera and commitment towards 

their children by striving to fulfill their basic needs and fmding ways of communicating the 

love they feel for them. Both experiences constitute powerful examples of intimacy (Kroger, 

1996; McNelles & ConnoUy, 1999) because teen fathers are focused on their children and 

their welfare instead of focusing on themselves. Particularly important is to identify and 

recognize the virtue of teen fathers in achieving these experiences of intimacy, especially 

when the adverse backgrounds in which teen fathers have lived their lives are considered. 

Figuring Out My Relationships After Becoming a Father 

Keeping the Relationship With My Baby's Mother 

Existing research on teen fathers. The relationship with the mothers of their babies is 

a critical area in the lives of teen fathers (Futris & Dean, 2003), especially because the couple 

relationship directly impacts the quality of fathering that adolescents are able to provide to 

their children (Fagan et al., 2003). 

Participants reported experiencing straggles in maintaining a romantic relationship 

with the mothers of their children. This in tum affected their experiences of fathering by 

having limited access to their children or none at all. Only one teen father reported having 

reached an agreement of co-parenting with his ex-girlfriend. Besides providing additional 

evidence that adolescents tend to have less stable romantic relationships than aduhs 

(Galliher, Rostosky, Welsh, & Kawaguchi, 1999), this study offered new information 

regarding the complexity of these straggles. 
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Attachment theorv. Attachment theory is useful in generating hypotheses regarding 

the sources of these conflicts because research has confirmed the linkage between early 

experiences of attachment and the type of romantic relationships individuals establish (AUen 

& Land, 1999). Participants reported wanting to be with their partners but, at the same time, 

straggled with maintaining exclusive intimacy with them. In some cases, this meant being 

sexually involved with other women. The continuing straggle and sense of anxiety that teen 

fathers reported as part of their intimate relationships, might be related to how attachment 

injuries suffered in their families influenced their view of intimacy. From an early age, 

fathers experienced that those who were supposed to show them love and protection were the 

ones that ended up hurting them the most. As a result, they might conceive relationships as a 

potential source of emotíonal threat. Proof of this is indicated by the permanent fear that most 

teen fathers expressed by considering that if the relationship with their partners failed, the 

mothers of their babies could "punish them by taking their children away from their lives." 

Therefore, if measurement of pattems of attachment were to confírm participants of this 

study as insecure-avoidant, teen fathers' fear of intimacy and emotional vulnerability could 

be understood as a strategy to defend themselves against potential abandonment and hurt 

(Kretchmar & Jacobvitz, 2002; van IJzendoom, 1997). 

ntimacv. Despite the reactivity that these teen fathers expressed when addressing 

these issues, it is remarkable that they showed authentícity in giving credit to the mothers of 

their babies for the ways in which they had been supportive of them in tímes of crisis or by 

teaching them how to take care of their children. Therefore, it is important to avoid using a 

defícit model when understanding the experiences of teen fathers regarding intimacy, 

because even though they showed instability in their couple relationships, they were also able 
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to recognize and express a profound sense of appreciatíon for the ways in which their 

partners have been supportive towards them. Based on this, the fíndings of this research call 

into question statements that early adolescence relatíonships serve the mere purpose of self-

defínition rather than intímacy (Dworetzky, 1995). 

The fact that participants reported straggles in their intimate relationships and at the 

same time, continued to value the support they had received from their partners, indicates the 

complexity of such relationships. Therefore, it is important to consider factors at multiple 

levels that have influenced the intimate relationships of teen fathers. At the individual level, 

teen fathers have faced the challenge of going through intense identity crises, including the 

active questioning of their role in this world. However, such questioning would be different 

from the questioning of an adolescent in a more privileged context. Unlike those privileged 

others, participants of this study have seen death and have experienced violence. Therefore, 

their process of identity search might be one in which they might want to make sense of who 

they are and what is the role they play in a larger system that seems threatening and hostíle. 

Developmental contextualism. The influence of larger systems also needs to be taken 

into consideratíon (Lemer et al., 1999). Participants commonly reported the straggle of not 

being able to have much influence on their partners' lives, and they described the fi-ustration 

associated with not being able to control their partners' behaviors. Such experiences cannot 

be understood by limiting our analysis exclusively to couple and individual levels. 

Understanding teen fathers' desire to control theh partners requires the inclusion of broader 

analyses. For instance, feminist scholars indicate the way in which experiences of intimacy, 

vuhierability, and surrender of power might be perceived as undesirable and a sign of 

weakness in a culture of male dominance (Arendell, 1997). 
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Trying to Connect With My family 

Ambiguous loss theorv. AU participants expressed in some form or another "wanting 

tiie father-son bond." Ambiguous loss tiieory (Boss, 1999) is useful in understanding the 

way in which participants have coped with this loss. Arabiguous loss can traumatize because 

the individual is not able to effectively manage the pain resuhing from this experience. When 

an important family member is psychologically or physically absent, people may adapt in 

dysfunctional ways. In Boss' view, their healing can only take place if they are able to name 

the loss of the loved one as ambiguous and consider the emotional turmoil associated with 

such loss as normal. For teen fathers who participated in this study, the opportunities to 

engage in such a therapeutic experience have been limited or non-existent. 

Inferring from the ways they shared their stories, teen fathers kept a hope of fínding 

or reuniting with their absent father. They continued to expect to be fathered. It is relevant to 

explore how would teen fathers react if their fathers were to be physically and 

psychologically present, and their fathers were the ones teaching them that being emotionally 

vulnerable is desirable. Waiting for that fathering would be a way of not having to "bury" the 

father they did not have. At deep level, they clung to the belief that somehow, someday, their 

father would retura and become part of their lives. It was touching (and frightening) to see 

the eagemess with which several teen fathers embraced their father's (or their father fígure's) 

interest in their welfare. A teen father who had been emotionally abused for years by his 

alcoholic father, was almost ecstatic in telling me about a single conversation in which his 

father had been affírming. 
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Gender roles. Even though teen fathers considered it appropriate for their mothers and 

other women to share emotional vuhierability and asserted that fathers and men should be 

characterized by hard work and toughness, a number of participants indicated in group 

sessions and interviews that if their fathers were to teach them the appropriateness of 

emotional vulnerability in men by example, they might reconsider their gender views. Some 

teen fathers reported that only men knew what it is like to be ridiculed by other men when 

showing emotional vuhierability. Therefore, participants considered that men and in 

particular, their fathers, would be the most important source of this message. Along with this 

message, the male delivering the message would have to experience overcoming the fear of 

being ridiculed by other men. It is noteworthy that teen fathers who engaged in a process of 

intense emotional disclosure made such disclosures in a context in which an aduh male (e.g., 

therapists in addictíons groups, relatives, and myself in the teen fathers group) had previously 

modeled emotional vulnerability. 

Telling in Group the Person I Want to Be 

Group interventions for teen fathers. In accordance with literature that indicates the 

particular effectíveness of group interventíons with adolescents (Lomonaco et al., 2000), 

participants reported that group represented a challenging, usefiil, educative, and rewarding 

experience for them. Even though group interventions for high-risk adolescents have a 

potential iatrogenic effect based on the on the reinforcement from a common history of 

delinquent behavior (Reid, 1997; Reid & Eddy, 2002), the benefits of the teen fathers' group 

outweighed the costs. The group focus on fathering prevented the reinforcement of 

delinquent behavior because teen fathers considered that "group time" was a unique 
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opportunity to be with other adolescents who were also experiencing the challenges of 

fatherhood. 

The teen fathers group was a challenging experience for participants because they 

were mandated to participate in parenting classes by their probation officers. AU participants 

reported an initial reluctance to join the group. However, a number of factors seemed to have 

facilitated the participants' decision to talk themselves into group once they realized that 

group had the potential of being beneficial for them as individuals and fathers. A number of 

theoretical frameworks are useful when analyzing these findings. 

Group members developed an awareness of universality, by becoming aware that they 

were not the only ones experiencing this chaUenge in life (Yalom, 1995). A very important 

motivator for teen fathers was realizing that they were not the only teen father living in their 

social context. Participants experienced a sense of relief as well as encouragement by 

interacting with other teen fathers. By realizing that they were not alone, teen fathers shared 

experiences with one another and developed a special bond with the group by feeling 

mutually respected. One participant framed the group as a place where he could share his 

experiences, not that he had to love everyone in the group but because all participants were 

parents, they could empatiiize with him. 

A critical component of teen fathers' intentions related to the group experience is the 

recapitulation of the primary family group. Basically, the group offered participants tiie 

opporttmity to work on unfmished business from theh family of origin (Yalom, 1995). What 

is remarkable is that teen fathers were active in working on this recapittilation by taking risks 

in disclosing deep emotions. The degree of their involvement in group constittites powerful 
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counter evidence to behefs depicting teen fathers as uninvolved and apathetic (Jackson, 

1995). 

Introducing letter writing. A critical experience in group is the participants' 

wiUingness to face their fears by writing letters. Teen fathers expressed how challenging was 

to bring the pain associated with the loss of their fathers to their awareness and write about it. 

The process by which teen fathers decided to gradually disclose their emotions around these 

issues is related to the gradual development of trast in the group leaders and other group 

members. 

At the end of the first session participants were given instractions to write a heartfelt 

letter to their fathers. For the second session, they would usually bring a brief letter 

addressing their feelings in relation to their fathers. We would then process the feelings that 

they experienced as they engaged in the process of writing the letters. Participants were 

honest in expressing their fear of talking about those "buried" feelings or their rationalization 

of "What good is going to do for me to talk about the past?" After validating the reactions 

and feelings expressed, we highlighted to teen fathers that it was their personal decision as to 

whether they wanted to share the content of those letters in group. That is, they had to write 

the letters to get paid for the group, but they were not obliged to share the content with the 

group. 

In case they decided not to share their letters in group, we reassured them there would 

be no repercussions because their commitment was limited to writing the letters for 

themselves. Sharing the letters was a personal decision if they considered that such action 

would be benefícial for them. On a few occasions, participants did not want to share what 

tiiey had written. We asked them to remain attentive to other group members who decided to 
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share their experiences. However, in all the groups, participants who requested not to share 

their letters would volunteer to read them in group by the third or fourtii session. It was 

common that in the beginning of second and third sessions, even before we asked for the 

letters, teen fathers would show the letters to us with a sense of satisfaction indicating, "I've 

done it!" In addition to sharing their letters in group, participants expressed the feelmgs they 

experienced as they wrote them. 

Therapeutic writing. According to participants' reports, writing letters was a healing 

experience that allowed them "let their feehngs out." Besides confírming the therapeutic 

effects of writing (Niederhoffer & Pennebaker, 2002; Pennebaker, 2003) in allowing 

individuals to face their straggles and give them a new meaning (Pennebaker, 1997), the 

present research also showed the therapeutic effects of writing in a group environment 

(Chandler, 2002; Daniels & McGuire, 1998; Slakov & Leslie, 2003). According to the teen 

fathers, it was important that other participants showed respect "by looking each other in the 

eye" whenever they read their letters in group. As participants trasted group members and 

leaders and had additional evidence that they were going to be understood and respected by 

them, they wrote more emotional letters. It was painful to hear the yeaming for their fathers 

and the feelings of hurt and rejection that teen fathers had covered up with an "I don't care" 

attitude. 

Writing letters is also a form of story telling, and the healing potential of story telling 

is one of the principles of narrative therapy. White and Epston (1990) assert that people 

experience problems when ".. .the narratives in which they are 'storying' their experience, 

and/or in which they are having their experience 'storied' by others, do not suffíciently 

represent their lived experience" (p. 14). Teen fathers experienced the challenge of being told 
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stories in which they are depicted as "irresponsible," "dumb," or "oversexed" by others 

(Kiselica et al., 1992). 

Participants expressed the emotíonal burden of feeling ashamed of being identífíed as 

teen fathers because they have intemalized and told to themselves the oppressive stories that 

they received from the larger context. Teen fathers' desire to change the story of their lives 

was evident in the letters to their own children in which they expressed their love and hopes 

for their children's future. By doing so, teen fathers were able to access aspects of themselves 

that had been previously neglected, a critical goal in narrative therapy related to the 

generation of new meaning in life (White & Epston, 1990). 

Writing letters and intimacv. Finallv. it is important to highlight that the process of 

change experienced by participants through writing letters did not happen in isolation and 

seemed to have been closely related to the emotional involvement of group leaders and the 

experience of intimacy and respect that teen fathers created for each other in group. There 

was a noticeable change in the content and depth of the letters that participants were wiUing 

to write. In contrast to initial drafts of the letters, revised letters were characterized by 

vuhierability and sincerity regarding the participants' emotional experience. I consider that it 

was not only tiie fact that we listened to their letters that helped this process, but the fact that 

as group leaders we were emotionally close to teen fathers, leading them into an emotional 

joumey that they had not experienced before (Satir, 1964). Based on participants' feedback, 

they felt supported by group leaders and knew that they could count on our emotional 

validation and support. This was an experience that according to them, was not common in 

their Hves. At the same time, teen fathers showed a wonderful sense of respect for each other 

and expressed their commitment to create an experience of emotional solidarity with other 
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group members. Such a powerful emotional connection was evidenced by the hurt 

participants expressed whenever a group member was arrested because they also feh the pain 

of losing a friend and the realization that he was also experiencing hurt. 

Clinical Implications 

Several clinical implications can be derived from the fíndings of this study. These 

conclusions are the resuh of analyzing the descriptions of life-world contexts and lived 

experiences provided by these teen fathers, as well as by identifying the factors that seemed 

to have facilitated a therapeutic experience in the teen fathers group. These implications also 

have the potential of being benefícial when considering altemative clinical interventions such 

as individual or family therapy when working with Mexican American teen fathers. 

One of the most relevant clinical implications is the importance of estabhshing a 

strong therapeutic alliance with cHents (Rogers, 1951). A positive therapeutic relationship is 

the most critical factor for change. Participants expressed the importance of developing trast 

for the group co-Ieaders in order to feel safe when being emotionally vulnerable in group. 

Even though this group of adolescents would be initially labeled as "defensive" or "resistant" 

because of the way they presented themselves, such "defensiveness" is a survival mechanism 

that allowed them to explore whether the group leaders were trastworthy. Participants slowly 

opened up as they experienced trast in the group leaders. Such caution reflects their wisdom 

of protecting themselves against the pain of opening their hearts and receiving the message 

that what they have to say is irrelevant or "bad." The alliance with other group members was 

also critical. Early on, group leaders emphasized the need for mutual respect and modeled 
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respect for each group member in allowing him to speak or be silent, to read or not read the 

letters, etc. 

A number of experiential interventions informed by contextual family therapy and 

ambiguous loss theory were associated with the promotion of trast and healing among 

participants. The teen fathers were validated regarding their feelings of loss and emotional 

pain, were assisted in contemplating the particular challenges of the loss of their fathers, and 

were also reminded of the entitlement they had to receive love and support from theh 

caregivers. In keeping with contextual family therapy theory, we strongly emphasized that h 

was not the adolescents' responsibility if their caregivers failed to offer such love and 

protection. We used video clips, writing exercises, and letter writing to assist participants in 

emotionally experiencing these issues rather than rationalizing, minimizing, or ignoring 

them. It was typical that teen fathers would increase their amount of emotional disclosure in 

session foUowing these interventions. They also expressed a variety of emotions associated 

with their losses in their letters, as well as their desire to offer their children the love and care 

they are entitled to receive. The participants' commitment to change a legacy of destractive 

entitlements into positive entitiements continued to be evident in the interviews. 

A third clinical implication is the importance of stracture in the clinical setting. 

Participants reported how important the establishment of ground rales that included 

protection of confídentiality was for them. A stractured group envhonment seemed to have 

added predictability to their world and allowed them to relax their defenses. In addition, 

participants reported that such sttncture helped them achieve goals and provided them with a 

time and space where they knew they were not going to engage in activities that would get 

tiiem in trouble. 
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Conducting sessions with a team of both female and male group leaders was also 

productive. As group leaders, the experience of addressing gender issues through co-therapy 

was important because participants were invited to be accountable for their derogatory 

comments about women in session. For many of them, it was the fírst time that they openly 

processed their gender beliefs. In addhion, the female leaders were well-known members of 

the commimity, and knew the problems of the neighborhood as well as the environmental 

challenges that many of the participants had experienced growing up in that community. 

Besides offering participants nurturance and support, female leaders were also assertive, a 

behavior that challenged traditional gender stereotypes depicting women as unassertive. 

Participants also received gender stereotype challenges from me, the male group leader, a 

behavior that challenged traditional male's scripts linking emotional vulnerability with 

females and weakness. 

Additional clinical implications can be drawn from the participants' descriptions of 

their lived experience and life-world context. One of them is to become aware of the pattem 

of adaptatíon in becoming a father. The model of adaptatíon created by integrating 

participants' reports of their experiences in becoming fathers (see Figure 2) could serve as a 

roadmap for clinicians when working with teen fathers. This model can assist clinicians in 

helping teen fathers move through the different phases of such process. Clinicians can 

communicate to teen fathers that challenging and changing feelings are normal. At the same 

time, clinicians can communicate that other teen fathers have expressed relief that they did 

not give up on their children because of such initial feelings. 

Teen fathers in this sttidy reported that being told that they were responsible to 

become a good father and that the fiittire of their children depended on their decisions was 
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benefícial. It is particularly important to highlight this finding because it offers evidence of 

the relevance to clients of clinicians being overt about their own personal values and being 

proactive in the promotion of moral responsibility (Doherty, 1995), especially when the 

welfare of those with less power is at risk (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986). Therapy 

cannot be value free, and clinicians must grapple with theh position on the importance of 

continued teen father involvement. Teen fathers openly admitted straggling with what they 

"had to hear" in terms of their commitment as fathers. At the same time, they expressed their 

gratítude to group leaders and people in their lives for being consistent in reminding them of 

their responsibiHties. 

Although this study did not include standard measures of attachment, this research 

generated relevant hypotheses related to patteras of attachment and the value of the 

therapeutic relationship. Of particular importance is continuing to explore the ways in which 

developing an experience of secure attachment between family members and the therapist(s) 

develops a climate of trast in the therapeutic relationship, something that is particularly 

important when working with insecure-avoidant adolescents (Liddle & Schwartz, 2002). For 

instance, in the initial stages of the group, teen fathers minimized the importance of father 

absence. This was reflected in the letters they wrote after the first session that were short and 

were not descriptíve of their emotional experiences. However, as the therapeutic relatíonship 

became more intimate and participants trasted group leaders and members more, teen fathers 

started to share their longing to be with their fatiiers. This longing was also reflected in the 

letters they wrote to their fathers and the letters they wrote to themselves (as coming from 

their fatfiers) and their children. Therefore, it is important to consider that teen fathers 
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become wiUing to show emotional vulnerability and express their attachment needs only after 

they have experienced safety and acceptance by the clinician. 

If clinicians have the opportunity to conduct interventions with teen fathers at the 

family level, it is important to keep in mind the factors identified as therapeutic by group 

participants. Family therapists can be confident of the importance of establishing a clear 

therapeutic stracture that ensures a safe and non-critical environment for all family members. 

Of particular importance would be to work with the parental subsystem to develop an 

alliance with the therapist in order to address three key issues that seem to be essential when 

working with teen fathers from backgrounds similar to the participants of this study. These 

issues are the importance of validating the teen fathers' losses, clarifying the ambiguous 

nature of the losses, and ratifying to them the teen fathers' right to be loved and cared for. 

When working with the parental subsystem to set the stage for this process to occur, family 

therapists can also assist the caregiver(s) in a process of emotional healing by validating the 

parents' own losses, acknowledging potential victiraization associated with past injustices, 

and strengthening their personal resources. 

An additional clinical implication is the potential of the narrative therapy approach in 

developing group interventions. Participants repeatedly emphasized the benefits of writíng 

letters as part of their healing process. However, this experience could be enhanced by 

incorporating the actívities of letter writíng into the ttadition of narrative therapy. The 

healing experience of writíng letters may be maximized by adhering more closely to 

narrative interventions, such as having group leaders writing letters back to participants in 

response to the letters written by teen fathers. By doing this, group leaders become more 

active in co-producing a new story with each teen father and become intimately involved in 
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re-authoring the challenges that teen fathers have experienced in theh relationships (White & 

Epston, 1990). 

A critical clinical consideratíon refers to issues of culttire. When working with 

Mexican American teen fathers, clinicians need to be cognizant of themes related to culture 

such as the meaning of manhood and fatherhood. According to teen fathers' reports, both 

issues are extremely relevant in their experiences as fathers. Of particular importance is 

acknowledgement of the way in which Mexican American raen associate masculinity with 

experiences of solidarity and emotíonal availability (Torres et al., 2002). Therefore, 

clinicians need to be aware of potentíally negative views of machisrao or patriarchy that 

obscure important values in the Mexican American culture. A clinician who considers only 

the oppressive elements of machismo might overlook the value in the Mexican American 

culture that considers that a man must strive to protect his family from any type of harm or 

suffering, no matter what adversity he might face. 

Finally, clinicians need to be aware of the importance of context and the value of 

systemic frameworks. In attempting to help teen fathers, clinicians need to be aware of the 

multiple systems in the lives of teen fathers, including the therapeutic systera. Consideration 

of each system to which teen fathers are related needs to be associated with exploring the 

way in which such systeras can be irapacted. Iraplementing programs in the community, 

gomg to the schools that teen fathers attend, and visiting them at their homes to talk with 

their parents are some ways in which clinicians can gain a better understanding of the 

systemic challenges experienced by teen fathers, as well as the creative ways that need to be 

developed in order to help thera become better fathers. 
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Improveraents to the Teen Fathers Group 

Participants reported that they found every topic addressed in the group curriculum 

beneficial. They also said that it was iraportant and relevant to continue to include such 

raaterial in future groups. The major recoraraendatíon given by the participants regarding the 

improvement of the group experience referred to issues of length of services. According to 

them, they wanted to continue attending a support group for teen fathers. In addition to 

offering them the possibility of processing their experiences on an ongoing basis, a 

continuing support group would offer thera the tirae and space to interact with other 

adolescents who are living similar experiences as fathers. Such a recommendation is in line 

with literature indicating the need to establish permanent comraunity programs capable of 

offering ongoing services to teen fathers, rather than time-limited interventions (Kiselica et 

al., 1992). 

Finally, based on the multiple challenges reported by teen fathers, broader systemic 

interventions are needed in order to provide career and eraployment counseHng to teen 

fathers, as well as developing ways to include other faraily merabers who are relevant in the 

lives of teen fathers (Kiselica, 1999). Of particular importance is the possibility of integrating 

services with the mothers of the babies in order to promote co-parentíng arrangements aimed 

at ensuring the welfare of the children (Futris & Dean, 2003). Such services would not 

replace the raale-only teen fathers groups, but would assist in developing more functional co-

parenting, regardless of the relationship between the parents. 
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Liraitatíons of the Study 

There are a number of limitations to this study. First, issues of cultural identity were 

not suffícientiy explored in the interviews. Even though all participants were from a Mexican 

American heritage and a number of themes arose that seeraed to be closely related to that 

culture, time constraints prevented me frora exploring in depth the way in which participants 

conceptualized their own cultural identity as well as the way in which such identity has 

irapacted their experiences as teen fathers. 

A second liraitatíon is the fact that even though the close relationship I had 

established with participants as forraer group leader and clinician represented an asset for 

developing trast in the research process, it also brought challenges to ray role as researcher. 

A straggle throughout the process of research was a tendency to overlook material that I did 

not want to hear versus material that I wanted to hear. For instance, because I have been so 

invested in these adolescents as a clinician, it was challenging for me to hear the ways in 

which they continued to straggle with addiction or delinquent recidivisra. Therefore, this 

research has been influenced by ray personal involvement in the participants' lives (Pimch, 

1998). In addition, my perceptions and analyses throughout the study were filtered by the 

lenses of my ethnicity, gender, social class, family of origin, and particularly, by the feelings 

that I developed for the participants as a resuh of sharing intense experiences of eraotíonal 

vuhierability in group sessions and with some of them, in family interventíons. Therefore, as 

a researcher I found rayself facing the challenge of potentíally influencing tiie experience of 

research (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). 

Finally, even though phenoraenological sttidies are characterized by sraall saraple 

size (Baker et al., 1992; Oiler, 1986), additional participants to this sttidy might have 
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provided new descriptions of experiences related to teen fatherhood. The participants were 

drawn from Mexican-American teen fathers with stories of serious delinquency and, for 

most, substance abuse and dependence. Additional participants without such histories would 

provide a broader understanding of teen fatherhood. 

Future Research 

The results of this study suggest future studies addressing a nuraber of issues related 

to Mexican American teen fathers specifically and teen fathers in general. More research is 

needed to explore the relationship between cultural identity and theraes such as masculinity 

or father involvement. It is critical to explore the ways in which teen fathers define their 

cultural identity as well as their view of fatherhood informed by their culture. For exaraple, 

in what ways do teen fathers consider that the Mexican Araerican culture has informed their 

identity as raen? What do teen fathers consider to be aspects of the Mexican American 

culture that inforra the type of involveraent that they have with their children? What 

variations in attitudes and behaviors exist among Mexican American teen fathers and how do 

these impact their children? 

In addition, important questions regarding the relationship between family of origin 

experiences and pattems of attachment would offer a more comprehensive understanding of 

the way in which teen fathers who have faced hardships in their lives perceive relationships, 

intimacy, and their presence in their world. Particularly important is to explore the way in 

which the therapeutic relatíonship influences the emergence of specific pattems of 

attachment as trast becomes a dominant component of the therapeutíc alliance. 
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Further research is needed to explore the ways in which male adolescents process 

experiences of emotional and physical abuse by a caregiver, and the ways in which such 

experiences influence the relationship between the adolescent and the abuser, between the 

adolescent and the caregiver who did not stop such abuse from taking place, and between the 

adolescent and his partners and future children. The teen fathers' hesitancy in "going deep" 

with their mothers needs further exploration in the context of attachment, gender role, and 

ambiguous loss theories. A corabination of factors illurainated by these theories might offer a 

better understanding regarding teen fathers' selectivity in choosing particular individuals 

with whora they decide to be emotionally vulnerable. Because this study was implemented 

with a sample of high-risk adolescents, it is iraperative to conduct sirailar studies with 

Mexican Araerican teen fathers who have not experienced the challenges that participants in 

this study have faced (i.e., low to middle SES, high faraily conflict, and involvement in the 

justice systera). Such studies might offer new light for the understanding of experiences of 

Mexican American fathers who have lived in different life circumstances. 

Finally, research informed by principles of resilience among Mexican American and 

Latino teen fathers is critical in order to counter the stereotypes assigned to minority teen 

fathers. 

Self of the Researcher Issues 

Writing a personal narrative in the beginning stages of this sttidy was a critícal 

coraponent of the research process. Without giving myself the opporttinity to become aware 

of such issues, I would have been less attentive to the ways in which my preconceived ideas 

and experiences influenced this research. Becoming a father after the groups and prior to 
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conducting the interviews was one of the critícal experiences that informed me as a 

researcher. In that regard, even though I profoundly connected to expressions of participants 

describing theh joy after the fírst time that they saw theh babies, ".. .She carae from me!," or 

the insights regarding the spiritual diraension of becoraing a father, ".. .Having a child is a 

spiritual thing to me," I also found myself experiencing strong reactivity whenever a teen 

father expressed a statement that was in an opposite direction of ray personal experience as a 

father: "I can go out and drink and my raora wiU take care of ray children, they'U be fíne!" 

A major personal straggle that I experienced throughout this process was becoraing 

aware of the type of stateraents that I wanted to hear in contrast to those that I did not want to 

hear. Becoraing aware of this bias when writing ray narrative, as well as by feedback that I 

received in my dissertation proposal, was critical when exploring the experiences of 

participants in depth. Whenever I felt I was experiencing a "tunnel vision" in ray questioning, 

I allowed myself to feel my reaction and analyze whether I was looking for confirmation of 

an experience I was coimecting with, or whether I was disconnecting from an experience that 

was diffícult for me to hear. 

A clear example referred to issues of gender. In the beginning of one of my fírst 

interviews, a participant started to describe in detail the way in which he cheated on his 

girlfriend in order to show her that he was "serious" whenever she would not do things that 

"I wanted her to do." When I fírst heard these statements, I found myself reactive and telling 

rayself, "Maybe the cheatíng issue is not that relevant and I can use this time for exploring 

more relevant issues." However, thanks to the fact that I had becorae aware of such bias in 

the initial stages of ray research, I connected with my reactivity and reminded myself that 

such issue was a topic that was challenging for me to hear and that as a researcher, ray goal 
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was to describe as accurately as possible, the experience of this participant. By becoraing 

aware of my personal reaction, I was able to further explore his experience and intentions 

related to the issue. Becoming aware of ray reactivity around gender has challenged me to 

study in raore depth the roots and different schools of ferainisra. I have also realized that I 

have a lot to leara from feminism as well as to the ways in which feminisra can inforra ray 

personal and professional lives. 

This study has also offered rae the opportunity to explore the connections between 

my life and the production and interpretation of my research (Taylor, 1998). As a result of 

joumaling, I confirmed that".. .in writing the other, I write rayself' (Warren et al., 2000). A 

clear example of the importance of jouraaling is being too rigid about impleraenting the 

raethodology, resulting in my getting away from the experiences of the teen fathers at times. 

During the first round of interviews I found myself writing in my reflections: "I straggle to 

realize that a part of me did not feel genuine during the interview because I was rashing 

through the questions in order to complete my probes, I was afraid of ranning out of time and 

not being able to accomplish what I had originally in mind." After becoraing aware of ray 

anxiety about having to "foUow and complete" the methodology, I engaged in conversations 

with my co-chairs and refocused on the importance of getting to the core of the participants' 

experiences rather than being rigid in foUowing my personal agenda. Dr. Sharp was 

particularly helpful in assistíng me to realize that covering all my probes could actually take 

rae away from ray participants' voices and stories, and she invited rae to trast that the teen 

fathers would describe the experiences that were relevant to them in depth. 

An additional example of the iraportance of joumaling is my reflections regarding my 

ttips to the TYC facilities in the Dallas area and southwest Texas. I allowed rayself to write 
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regarding the variety of feelings that I experienced as I ttaveled to these locatíons, interacted 

with staff, and conducted the interviews on site. These reflections increased ray commitment 

to considering the contextual factors in the lives of young fathers. When I left Dallas, I feh a 

lot of hope for George's recovery. The programs at this facility have given hira the 

opportunity to get away from the world of drags that he was not able to control. The 

environment in this facility was much raore relaxed than in a detention facility, there were no 

handcuffs or "oranges," and the comraitraent to help adolescents was clear by the way in 

which staff interacted with thera. 

The facility in southwest Texas, on the other hand, is a facility with high fences, 

security doors, and adolescents wearing "oranges." Even though the person who assisted me 

in arranging the interviews was extremely kind and helpfiil to me, I also had the opportunity 

to interact with a staff member who expressed to me that "Outside those fences life is so 

peaceful and quiet.. .Inside those fences you wiU find hell... You wiU only find kids that only 

care about theraselves and don't know anything else besides burglary and stealing.. .It's the 

life they want.. .They don't want to change." That sarae night, I wrote in my joumal my 

reactions as I left that facility after my last interview: 

As I drove away I cried.. .1 cried because after looking at those fences I knew that 
many of those young men continue to feel loneliness in their hearts.. .Today in the 
interview, Juan told me that I have been the only person in his life that he has trasted 
so much because I have shown to hira my commitraent for raany years.. .This was a 
beautífiil gift that wiU always be in the deepest of my heart.. .It was hard to leave him 
and look at the high fences that were surrounding him.. .1 left wondering if inside 
such facilhies, he wiU have the opporttmity to contínue to experience the intimacy 
that he shared with rae in that roora.. .1 wonder if there was going to be soraeone who 
wiU continue to help him with processing the wounds of his caring heart.. .because 
listening to his woimded heart and helping him realize the way in which he has tried 
to numb his pain is a 1000 tiraes raore difficuh than putting him in his oranges and 
forcing hira to say, "Yes Sir!" 
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And it is precisely thinking about the contexts in which teen fathers live that 

continues to be a fear that I have straggled to accept throughout the process of research. As I 

was fínishing this raanuscript, Dr. Warapler helped me to "see what I was straggling to see." 

In the movie "Awakenings," a physician discovers a wonder drag that awakens 

patients who have been comatose for years. However, the drag proves too dangerous and 

must be stopped, forcing the patients back into an endless coma. When I started working with 

teen fathers, h was as if they and their families were in such an endless coma. It was 

particularly frightening to see the teen fathers' reluctance to exaraine and challenge 

themselves and to consider the ways in which their children would potentíally suffer frora 

such avoidance. 

The process of grov^h that I have witnessed in participants and in sorae cases, in their 

farailies has been like witnessing an experience of "awakening." However, I have straggled 

with accepting that the possibility for a "coraa" continues to be present for teen fathers and 

their families, especially because adraitting such possibiHty is painful for rae. However, Dr. 

Wampler's feedback has been so iraportant for ray own process of growth because it is only 

by admitting and recognizing the complexity in the lives of teen fathers that I wiU ever be 

able to be a caring and supporting companion in their lives. Ultiraately, teen fathers and their 

farailies need to make critical decisions for themselves and their children as a resuh of 

examining the rewards and challenges associated with "being awake." For my part, I need to 

accept that they might go back into "coma" and I wiU be hurt as a resuh of that. However, I 

also realize that "awakening" does not happen in isolatíon, and can only be accomplished if I 

step out of my individual world and take a risk in joining all the people who are already 

invested in creatíng a world of justice and emotíonal connectíon. I believe that teen fathers 
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need the support of people wiUing to take a risk because they have expressed how cracial it 

was for them to experience a caring hand when engaging in emotíonal joumeys that were 

threatening for them. When they looked at their babies, they knew they had to embark on 

such joumey for the sake of their babies. I believe that our world wiU continue to change 

only if we take the risk of eraotíonally joining those human beings who continue to suffer 

and are willing to embark on unknown but liberating joumeys in life. 

Concluding Remarks 

This study has been a challenging and eye opening experience for me. I have gained a 

better understanding of the straggles and joys experienced by these Mexican American 

adolescent fathers, as well as the ways in which context influences their personal experience 

in profound ways. I have straggled in witnessing the way in which they continue to live 

legacies of oppression at different levels, and I have been deeply humbled by their passionate 

commitment to becoming good fathers to their babies. 

Without putting aside issues of personal responsibility that these teen fathers and their 

families need to face, I have reflected that having young men in "oranges," is also an 

indicatíon of our contributíons to creating a world of alienation and injustice in which we do 

not strive to offer the spaces where they can share their pain and reach their highest potential. 

I have written in my last joumal entry: 

I fínd myself approaching the end of this challenging, intense, and raeaningfiil 
experience... Whenever I feh tíred during this process, I would spend time in the 
moraing looking at Isela and Leyre as they were sleeping, and I would feel a new 
energy in my heart... Every time I feh sad and frasttated, I would love talking to 
Richard and by experiencing his words and feelings, I would feel encouraged by his 
commitraent to make a conttibution in creating a worid in which young fathers and 
thehbabies, can experience love, happiness andjustíce...Every time I feh like losing 
ray focus and becoming overwhelmed as well as extremely preoccupied with looking 
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competent as an acaderaician and researcher, I loved talking to Elizabeth and 
allowing myself to be challenged by her passionate heart and assertive voice inviting 
me to not ever forget what is the ultiraate reason for our efforts as researchers: 
"Doing whatever is necessary to make their voices stand up even raore." 
After reflecting on these experiences and having experienced the love, support, and 
commitment of every person that has helped rae and encouraged rae throughout this 
process, I know that this study has been a success thanks to the courage of my 
participants.. .Thanks to their wiUingness to express their voices, we can better 
understand their experiences.. .They seized the opportunity, stood up, and raised their 
voices over the fences of social indifference, emotíonal pain, injustíce, and isolation 
that we have co-created. I'm so grateful to them because they gave rae the 
opportunity of being the messenger for their raessage. 

In summary, it is my hope that through this research, I wiU be able to offer a channel 

through which the Mexican American teen fathers who participated in this study can transrait 

to others the love and hope that fuels their courageous and corapassionate hearts. As one teen 

father expressed from the depths of his heart, "My child.. .she's not ray heart, she's the top of 

ray heart.. .She's making it keep beating you know?" 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSENT FORM 

What we are doins: 

This is a study that wiU help us understand the experiences of teen fathers. We also want to 
ask teen fathers who participated in the teen fathers' group, how useful the program was in 
helping them to have a better relatíonship with their child. We expect to obtain this 
information by interviewing teen fathers who have been group participants in the past. Mr. 
Ruben Parra wiU conduct all the interviews. The teen father can decide not to participate in 
the study or not to answer any questions. Each interview wiU be tape recorded and later, 
ttanscribed and studied by Mr. Parra, his assistants and associates. 

Who is in char2e: 

The people in charge of this study are Mr. Ruben Parra, Dr. Richard Wampler of Texas Tech 
University, and Dr. Elizabeth Sharp of Texas Tech University. Mr. Parra can be reached at 
787-4564, Dr. Wampler at 742-3000 x 258, and Dr. Sharp at 742-3000 x 288. 

What will happen: 

1. Your teenage son will participate in a series of three interviews. He wiU be asked the 
foUowing general questions in the first interview: (a) How does he describe his 
experiences as a father?, and (b) How does he describe his experience as a participant 
in the teen fathers' group? The first interview wiU last between 45 to 60 minutes. 

2. The second interview wiU have the purpose of confírraing that we are accurately 
describing his experiences as a father and group participant. We might ask additional 
questions based on his responses to the fírst interview. The second interview wiU last 
between 45 to 60 rainutes. 

3. The third interview wiU have the purpose of confírraing with your son that we are 
accurately describing his experiences based on our analysis of his responses from 
previous interviews. The third interview wiU last between 30 to 45 rainutes. 

4. Your son will be paid $10.00 for his participatíon in each interview. 
5. Your son's participation în this study is voluntary and can be stopped at any 

time wîthout penalty. 

Whv the studv is being done: 

We want to better understand the experiences of teen fathers in order to offer better services 
to them. The teen fathers' feedback wiU be very important for us because we wiU have a 
better idea of the challenges that teen fathers face. In addition, we wiU be clearer about the 
way in which the teen fathers' group was a helpful resource as well as the ways in which it 
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can be improved. We want to know if these group meetings can help teen fathers have a 
better relationship with their child. 

Confidentialitv 

Only Mr. Parra, Dr. Richard Warapler, Dr. Sharp, and their staff members wiU listen to the 
audiotapes and wiU know the answers to the questions. No one else wiU know how the 
participants answered the questions. No one else can see them. 

Risks and Benefits 

The teen father raay experience sorae emotions that are upsetting as a resuh of addressing 
specifíc themes (e.g., being incarcerated, father absence). If a teen father becomes visibly 
disturbed during the interview, the interview wiU be stopped. If needed, the interviewer wiU 
offer counseling referrals or wiU inform responsible staff if any foUow-up services are 
required. 

The teen father wiU receive $10.00 for each interview. We also expect that teen fathers wiU 
gain insight about their experiences as fathers, and wiU experience a sense of relief by having 
someone to listen to their stories. 

Ifl have a question: 

The parent or teen father can call Dr. Richard Wampler (742-3000 x 258), Dr. Sharp (742-
3000 X 288) or the Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of 
Huraan Subjects (Office of Research Services, TTU, Lubbock, Texas 79409 or 742-3884). 

The parent knows that he or she can take back perraission for the study at any tirae. The teen 
father has the right to take back his agreement to participate (assent). 

Mr. Parra has read this form out loud. He has answered our questions. 

I, as a parent, have a copy of this form. 

To agree to be part of this research study, initial the boxes below: 

For the adult 

I agree to allow my son to participate in the interviews. 

I agree that my son's answers to questions and the audiotapes of the interviews can 
be used in research.. 
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I understand that my son wiU be paid $10. 00 for each interview. 

Date: 
Signatureofparent 

For the teen father 

Mr. Parra has explained to rae the purpose of the interviews and the benefits and risks 
involved in thera. He has answered ray questions. He has expressed to me that my 
participation in the interviews is volxmtary and that I can stop my participation at any tinie 
without penalty. I have the right of not answering any questíon(s) that I do not want to 
answer. Only Mr. Parra, Dr. Wampler, Dr. Sharp and their staff members wiU listen to the 
audiotapes and see my answers. 

Date: 
Signature of teen father 
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APPENDIX B 

PARENT/ GUARDIAN THANK YOU LETTER 

Date: 

Dear (Parent), 

Thank you for allowing your son to participate in this study. Your son's participation has 
allowed me to have a better understanding of the experiences of teen fathers. This 
infoímation wiU help me in developing better programs for teen fathers. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Ruben Parra, M.A. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Human Developraent ant Faraily Studies 
Box 41162 Lubbock, TX 79409 
Texas Tech University 
(806) 742-0028 
jose.r.parra@ttu.edu 
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TEEN FATHER THANK YOU LETTER 

Date: 

Dear (Teen Father), 

Thank you for participating in this study. I deeply appreciate your wiUingness to talk about 
your experiences as a teen father and as a participant in the teen fathers' group. Your answers 
wiU help me to better understand your experiences as a father. This information will also help 
me in developing better programs in order to support other teen fathers as they live this 
important experience of their lives. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Ruben Parra, M.A. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Huraan Developraent ant Faraily Studies 
Box 41162 Lubbock, TX 79409 
Texas Tech University 
(806) 742-0028 
jose.r.parra(^ttu.edu 
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APPENDDC C 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

I thank you for your participation in this interview. I want to leam more about your 

experience as a young father and about what the teen fathers' group was like for you. Your 

responses wiU help me understand teen fathers, and what are the ways in which I can support 

you and other young fathers. 

I ara really interested in your personal experiences and in any thoughts and feelings 

that you experience related to being a father. There are no right or wrong answers because all 

your experiences are really important to me. As I mentioned to you before, you have the 

right to stop this interview at any tirae if you feel like doing so or you can skip any question 

that you don't want to answer for any reason. Please ask rae if you are confused about any 

questions I ask you. 

Grand Tour Ouestion #1 

If you had to describe to soraeone what is it like being a father at your age, what would 

you say? 

Probes: 

o Describe to me how has your life changed after becoraing a father. 

o Tell me about what worries you the most about being a father. 

o Tell me about the relationship with the mother of your baby. 
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o Tell rae about your friends and the way in which your relationship with thera 

has changed after becoming a father. 

o Describe to me what is it like to be a student and a father at the same tirae. 

o Tell me about who has helped you the raost in becoming a better father. 

Describe to rae how have they helped you. 

o Describe to me the feelings that you have experienced as a result of becoming 

a father. 

o Growing up, what did you leara about being a father? 

o Did you talk about the possibility of abortion with anyone? With her? With 

your family? With her family? 

o When you guys got pregnant, were you high when you were having sex? Was 

the mother high? 

o Describe to me your drag use: 

a) When you first find out about the pregnancy 

b) Right after the baby was bora 

c) During the last couple of months 

Grand Tour Ouestion # 2 

Tell me about what was h like for you to be a participant in the teen fathers' group. 

Probes: 

o How would you describe the program to others? 
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o Tell me about what you leamed frora the group. 

Describe to me what was most helpful in helping you becoraing a better 

father. 

o Tell me about the things that were not helpful from the group. 

o Tell me about changes or things that you think would raake the group better. 

o What haven't you told me about the group that really bothered you? 
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APPENDDC D 

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPANTS 

George 

George was 17 years old at the tíme of the interviews. He reported always living with 

both of his parents. He has two sons (15 and 3 raonths old), who live with his ex-girlfriend. 

Although George expressed his desire to maintain an intimate relatíonship with his partner, 

she terminated the relationship with hira. George's charges were illegal possession and use of 

controUed substances. He is currently serving a sentence of 9 months in a TYC treatraent 

facility for drag abuse. George described severe difficulties in maintaining a relationship 

with his father as he was growing up and shared many past experiences indicating emotional 

abuse on the part of his father in group. He reported knowing that he counts on the support of 

his raother. He also reported experiencing a process of reconnection with his father since he 

was sent to TYC because his father accepted that he (father) had a problem of chronic 

alcoholisra and expressed his desire to work on their relationship to George. 

Jorge 

Jorge was 17 years old at the tíme of the interviews. He reported that he had lived 

witii his mother since birth and had never raet his biological father. He has a stepfather who 

has been living with thera for the last 10 years. Jorge has one son (14 months old) and has 

expressed his wiUingness to raaintain an emotíonal relationship with his girlfiîend (16 years 

old), although he reported considerable difficulties in maintaining this relatíonship. Jorge was 

referred to the Juvenile Justice Department for burglary charges and was released frora 
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probation by the tirae of the third interview. Jorge expressed knowing that his stepfather 

covered his basic needs but reported that he was not interested in maintaining an eraotional 

relationship with him. In group Jorge described many experiences indicating emotional abuse 

on the part of his stepfather as well as severe past history of doraestíc violence directed at his 

raother by his stepfather. He reported knowing that he counts on the support of his mother 

whenever he faces a problem. 

Juan 

Juan was 17 years old at the tírae of the interviews. He reported that he had lived with 

his raother since birth and that his father left hira and his faraily when he was 5 years old. 

Juan has two children (3 y/o boy and 2 y/o girl) with the same woman (23 years old). 

Although he has continued to see his biological father, his contact with him has been 

sporadic and inconsistent. Before being sent to TYC, Juan was living with his mother and his 

stepfather. He reported experiences in the relationship with his father and stepfather 

especially when he was younger that could be considered as emotional and physical abuse. 

Although Juan expressed his wiUingness to maintain an emotional relationship with his 

girlfriend, he also reported considerable difficulties in achieving this because both of them 

are straggling with drag addiction. Juan will be released next fall from TYC after serving a 

20 month sentence for assault, burglary, and possession and use of iUegal substances. Juan 

reported that his mother has covered most of his basic needs and his stepfather's contribution 

to the family has been minimal. He did not express a desire to maintain a relationship with 

his stepfather, and although he has repeatedly attempted to reconnect with his father, his 

father has neglected the relationship with him because of his own drag and alcohol addiction. 
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Lorenzo 

Lorenzo was 16 years old at the time of the interviews. Although he was living with 

his raother, he recently started living with his biological father because he needs to attend 

school in the city district and his raother lives out of town. Lorenzo has one daughter 

(15 months old). Lorenzo was raised by his raother who according to hira, has engaged in a 

series of short-terra intiraate relationships. Lorenzo reported not having an interest in 

raaintaining an emotional relationship with his father because "he was never there" for him. 

However, he considered his partner's father "like the father he never had." Lorenzo is 

currently living with his girlfriend (17 y/o), and although he acknowledged not being in love 

with her, he stays with her because she is the mother of his daughter. Lorenzo is currently on 

probation after serving 9 months in a TYC facility for charges of possession and use of 

iUegal substances. Lorenzo reported knowing that he has the continuing support of his 

mother, and although his father is supportive at this stage of his life, he described his 

relationship with him as "superfícial." 

Ravraundo 

Rayraundo was 15 years old at the time of the interviews. Raymundo has lived with 

both biological parents since birth. He described a conflicted family environraent 

characterized by frequent verbal fíghts associated with his father's alcoholisra and drag 

abuse. Raymundo has one daughter ( 9 months old) and expressed an interest in maintaining 

an emotional relationship with his girifriend (15 y/o), although he reported that achieving this 

has been challenging. Rayraundo will be released eariy this fall frora a residential facility 

after receiving treatraent for drag addiction. He is currently on probation. Raymundo 
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reported knowing that he has the steady support of his mother, and described many 

experiences that could be considered as emotíonally abusive in the relationship with his 

father as he was growing up. 

Andres 

Andres was 16 years old at the time of the interviews. Andres has Hved with both 

biolûgical parents since birth. He described a conflicted faraily environraent characterized by 

frequent verbal fíghts as he was growing up. Andres has one son (18 raonths old) and 

although he is not in an intimate relationship with the mother of his baby, they have been 

able to work on a co-parenting arrangement. Andres was released from probation last spring 

after being convicted for assault with deadly weapon, burglary, and possession and use of 

iUegal substance. Andres reported knowing that he has the predictable support of his mother. 

Although he described many experiences that could be considered as emotíonal abuse in the 

relatíonship with his father as he was growing up, he reported "reconnectíng with him" after 

thebirth of his son. 
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APPENDDC E 

EMERGENT FEATURES OF LIFE-WORLD CONTEXT 

First draft 

1. They made rae feel I was nobody 
What my dad told rae 
What my stepfather told me 

2. They put me down 
My dad laughing at me 
My teacher shitting on me 

3. Feeling alone 
My dad wasn't there 
My family was never there 

4. Being supported 
My girlfriend supporting me 
My raom helping me 
My dad helping me 
My parents helping rae 
My stepfather helping rae 
My family helping me 

5. What my girlfriend does 
Doesn't listen to me 
Talks back to me 
Breaking up with me 
Taking my child away from me 

6. My girlfriend's faraily 
Deciding for us 
You've done enough! 
Getting along 

7. What others say to me 
My friends say I'm crazy 
My co-workers say prison is not a place for no man 
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Second draft 

1. THEY PUT ME DOWN 

A. They made me feel I was nobody 
B. They were not there 
C Laughing and shitting on me 
D. Feeling alone 

2. MY BABY'S MOTHER'S FAMILY 

A. Deciding for us 
You've done enough! 
Getting along 

3. BEING SUPPORTED 

A. My girlfriend supporting me 
B. My family helping me 

4. LISTENING TO WHAT MY FRIENDS SAY 

A. My friends say I'ra crazy 
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Third draft 

l.THEYPUTMEDOWN 

A. They made rae feel I was nobody 
B. Laughing and shitting on rae 
C Feeling alone 

2. MY BABY'S MOTHER'S FAMILY 

A. Deciding for us 
B. You've done enough! 
C Getting along 
D. They don'traakesense! 

3. BEING SUPPORTED 

A. My girlfriend supporting me 
B. My family helping me 

4. WHAT MY FRIENDS SAY AND DO 

A. My friends say I'ra crazy 
B. They don't look for rae anymore 

5. LOOKING AROUND 

A. What other teen fathers don't do 
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FEATURES AND DESCRIPTORS OF THE LIFE-WORLD CONTEXT 

l.PUTTINGMEDOWN 

A. Making me feel I was nobody 
B. Taking away my pride 
C Crying by rayself 

2. EXPERIENCING MY BABY'S MOTHER'S FAMILY 

A. Deciding for us 
B. Being Pushed Away (You've done enough!) 
C Getting along with her family and being loved by them 

3. BEING SUPPORTED 

A. Counting on my girlfriend 
B. Counting on my family 
C Knowing others out there care 

4. WATCHING MY FRIENDS FADE AWAY 

A. Being told I'm crazy 
B. Being left out (They don't look for me anymore) 

5.L00KING AROUND 

A. Being aware of what other teen fathers don't do 
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APPENDIX F 

EMERGENT PHENOMENA 

First draft 

1. I have a child 

Sttaiggling 
Experiencing anger 
Experiencing tiredness 
Experiencing fear 
Doubting 
Wanting to give up 
Experiencing depression 
Experiencing frasttation 
Experiencing uncertainty 
Not knowing how to relate to child 
Missing my child 
Facing I got a kid 
Having to depend on others 

Getting used to 
Learaing to cope 

It's a joyful experience 
Experiencing happiness 
Experiencing satisfaction 

Finding a new raeaning in life 
She/he is my child! 
Nothing like I love my child 

2. Knowing I was heading the wrong direction 

Feeling like a failure 
Looking down on me 
I'ra nobody 
Feeling guilty 
Regretting past 

Wanting to know what's wrong with me 
Being selfísh 
Realizing how I get it out 
Thinking about past life 
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Being selfísh 

3. Drags and Alcohol 
Using and having fun 
Using and escaping from problems 
Accepting addiction 
Detox 
Surrender and higher power 
Quitting on drags and alcohol 
Relapsing 

4. Changing for my child 
My motivation is my kid 
Planning my future 
Discovering myself 
Slowing down (drags, alcohol, partying, acting out, and friends) 
Becoming more responsible 
Being real 

5. Wanting to be a good father 
Doing what I have to do (Taking care of child's needs) 
Being there 
Loving my child 
Protecting my child 
Teaching my child 
Wanting to be a role model for ray kid 

6. Being withray baby'smother 
Straggling 
Having sex 
Wantíng to be with her 
Breaking up 
Wanting her to do as I say 
Love fading 
Being with her family 

7. Trying to keep a relationship with ray fatiier 
Telling the deal 
Wanting the bond with hira 

8. Being araan 
Being a man about it 
Holding my pride 
The macho pride thing 
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9. Going through lock up 
Getting caught in the systera 
Scared of going back 

10. Being with my friends 
They are my family 
Wanting to be accepted 

11. Being with my faraily 
Going to ray mom 
Not talking to dad or stepdad 
Being afraid of telling my dad how I feel 
Not accepting help from them 
Wanting to be understood 

12. Beingingroup 

Joining group 
Not wanting to be in group 
Liking group 
Trasting group 
Enjoying group 

Wanting to leam 
Wanting to leam from group leaders 
Wanting to leam from other teen fathers 

Letting feelings out 
Talking about my father 
Talking about things not said before 

Being with other teen fathers 
Listening 
Comparing 
Knowing I'm not the only one 
Having the bond 

Writing letters 
Taking a lot out of me 
Writing to ray dad 
Writing to ray son 

13. Relationship with Ruben 
Trasting 
Thinking raore 
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14. Being Hispanic or Mexican Araerican 
Being loved by brown folks 
Respect for parents 

15. Helping other teen fathers 
Wondering how can I help 
Words go a long way 
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Second draft 

l.BEINGADAD 

A. Struggling 
Feeling like a failure 
Wanting to give up 
Getting used to it 

B. Finding a new meaning in life 
He/she is my child! 
Nothing like I love ray child 

2. WANTING TO BE A GOOD FATHER 

Changing for my chîld 
Knowing I was heading the wrong direction 
Drags and alcohol 
Slowing down 
Plaiming my fiiture 

B. Beingthere 
Loving ray child 
Doing what I have to do 
Being a raan about it 

3. BEING WITH OTHERS 

A. Being with my baby's mother 
Sttnggling 
Breaking up 
Wanting to be with her 

B. Beîng with my family 
Not telling the deal 
Going to ray raom 
Trying to keep a relationship with my father 

4. BEINGIN GROUP 

Joining group 
Not wanting to be there 
Liking and trasting 
Wanting to leam 
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B. Beîng wîth other teen fathers 
Letting feelings out 
Not being the only one 
Having the bond 
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Third draft 

1. NOT GIVING UP AND DECIDING TO BECOME A DAD 

A. Strugglîng 
Having to face the fact that I ara a father 
Thinking about abortion 
Getting used to h 

B. Findîng a new meaning in life 
Seeing ray child being brought into the world 
He/she is ray child! 
Nothing like I love my child 

2. WANTING TO BE A GOOD FATHER 

A. Changing for my child 
Knowing I was heading the wrong direction 
Drags and alcohol 
Slowing down 
ControUing my emotions 
Planning my íuture 

B. Being there 
Loving my child 
Doing what I have to do 
Being a role model for ray child 
Being a raan about it 
It's a joyful experience 

3. LEARNING HOW TO BE WITH THEM 

A . Being with my baby's mother 
Sttuggling 
Breaking up 
Not wanting her to take ray child away 
Wanting to be with her 

B. Being with my family 
Not telling the deal 
Going to my mora 
I always envied kids going out with their dads 
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4. GETTING TO TELL IN GROUP THE PERSON IWANT TO BE 

A. Joining group 
Not wanting to be there 
Liking and trasting 
Wanting to leam 

B. Being with other teen fathers 
Letting feelings out 
Not being the only one 
Having the bond 

C. Being with group leaders 
Feeling someone is there 
Trasting them 
I could hear it frora them 

D. Writing letters 
Deciding to write 
Taking a lot out of rae 
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PHENOMENA, COMPONENT PHENOMENA, AND INTENTIONS 

1. NOT GIVING UP AND DECIDING TO BE A DAD 

A. Strugglîng 
Having to face the fact that I ara a father 
Choosing to be a father (Thinking about abortion) 
Getting used to it 

B. Finding new meaning în life 
Questioning my role in this life 
Giving life (He/She is my child!) 
Experiencing a unique type of love (Nothing like I love my child) 

2. WANTING TO BE A GOOD FATHER 

A. Changîng for my chîld 
Knowing I was heading the wrong direction 
Letting drags and alcohol get ahold of me/ being ttansparent about it 
Slowing down 
Planning my future 

B. Beingthere 
Loving my child 
Doing what I have to do 
Teaching by exaraple 
Holding my pride up as a raan 

3. FIGURING OUT MY RELATIONSHIPS AFTER BECOMING A FATHER 

A. Keeping the relationship with my Baby's Mother 
Wanting to be with her 
Sttnggling 
Finding a way of remaining close to ray child 

B. Trying to connect with my famîly 
Not telling the deal 
Going to my mom 
Wantíng the father-son bond 
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4. TELLINGIN GROUP THE PERSON IWANT TO BE 

A. Talking myself into group 
Avoiding hearing what I had to hear 
Liking and trasting 
Realizing group is iraportant in redirecting ray life 

B. Connecting with other teen fathers 
Realizing I am not the only one 
Letting feelings out 
Valuing the bond 

C. Connecting with group leaders 
Knowing someone is there 
Trasting thera 
Hearing it from thera 

D. Facing my fears (By writing letters) 
Deciding to write 
Taking a lot out of me 
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